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Preface to the second edition 
For this new edition, I have corrected a couple of dozen irritating errors 
which crept through into the original printing, updated references, and taken 
the opportunity to add a new chapter which carries through the use of 
profiling techniques into the teaching situation. Copies of the various profile 
charts, A4 size, continue to be available from PO Box 5, Holyhead, Gwynedd 
LL65 1RG, UK. 
David Crystal 
Holyhead, October 1991 
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Preface to the first edition 
In this book, 1 have brought together the main techniques which I use in the 
assessment and remediation of language disability. These techniques have 
been developed over quite a long period of time. The first was the method of 
grammatical investigation known as LARSP, which underwent its trials 
between 1970 and 1975, and was finally published in 1976, under the title of 
The grammatical analysis of language disability (co-authored by my Univer-
sity of Reading colleagues, Paul Fletcher and Michael Garman). During that 
year, I began to write up the results of research into prosodic development, 
and the first draft of a prosody profile was constructed shortly after. It has 
taken several years to give this profile an adequate clinical trial, due mainly to 
the paucity of patients with prosodic disability in Reading at anyone time. In 
1978 Paul Fletcher and 1 produced a first draft of a segmental phonological 
profile, and this went through some 20 versions before it achieved the final 
form presented here. There has. in this case, been no shortage of patients 
with phonological problems on whom to tryout the procedure. Finally. the 
pressing need for a semantic procedure 'has become more insistent-
especially in relation to certain kinds of adult aphasia (where LARSP has 
proved of limited value) and to the restricted vocabulary ranges of many 
children. I am not happy with the present form of the semantic profile, but it 
has proved better than nothing. in attempting to make sense of the complex 
field of semantic disability. It is therefore presented here. despite its 
shortcomings. in the hope that it will be of some help to others involved in this 
area. 
The slow process of revision will doubtless affect all of these projects one 
day. Already, we have benefited from the criticisms made of LARSP. as it 
has come to be used routinely in various parts of the world. The account of 
this procedure in the present book. therefore, is as up-to-date as I can make 
it, being the first full account of the revised (1981) chart. Naturally. I we Icome 
comments concerning the use of the other procedures too, knowing very well 
that progress will come only as a result of the sharing of ideas about these 
matters. 
I have restricted this book to an expository account of the techniques 
themselves, along with an illustration of their use from several of the patients 
who have attended my special assessment clinic at the University of Reading 
in recent years. The book does not provide a discussion of the theoretical 
reasoning which led to the development of a clinical linguistic approach. nor 
of the various theoretical issues which underlie the analysis of phonological. 
grammatical and semantic disability. I have written of such things elsewhere 
(Clinical linguistics, Vienna and New York: Springer 1981), and there was no 
vu 
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viii Profiling Linguistic Disability 
point in repetition for its own sake. My compromise has been to add a set of 
notes at the end of the book, wherein cross-references are made to relevant 
sections in my other writing, and in the writing of others, which will point 
interested readers in the direction of appropriate theoretical discussion. By 
severely limiting my theoretical discussion. [ have made this book more into a 
manual than a monograph-and I hope a useful clinical reference text will be 
the result. Copies of the various profile charts (A4 size) have been made for 
routine use, and are available from the author. 
There are so many people to thank, for their assistance in this enterprise-
not least the anonymous patients whose utterances permeate the book. I 
could not have begun this work without the support of my technical and 
speech therapist colleagues in the Department of Linguistic Science. and of 
those from the Area Health Authority who participate in and support the 
University clinic. Marion Trim, Chris McConnell, Cathy Evans and Caroline 
Letts have been the speech therapists most involved; Dr Patricia Scanlon the 
supervising paediatrician; Wilf Jones our senior technician. Paul Fletcher and 
Michael Garman have been routinely involved with the developments at all 
stages, and I have benefited greatly from their advice in relation to the 
present text. From a financial point of view, I am indebted to the Leverhulme 
Foundation, who gave me a grant to buy many of the videotapes which are a 
sine qua non of the work. And the University itself has always been most 
sympathetic to the clinical developments in the Department. As always. staff 
at Edward Arnold have provided editorial and technical advice and expertise, 
which have transformed messy text and drawings into works of art: my thanks 
particularly to Derek Lee for his time and ingenuity. And lastly. my gratitude 
is due, as ever, to my wife, Hilary. for her understanding and advice while this 
book was being written. 
David Crystal 
May 1981 
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1 Linguistic profiles 
1.1 The notion of a linguistic profile, as it has come to be used clinically in 
recent years, is essentially an application of the everyday concept. One major 
dictionary lists three relevant senses of the word 'profile': 
the outline or contour of the human face, especially viewed from the side; 
a verbal, arithmetical, or graphic summary or analysis of the history, status 
etc. of a process or relationship; 
a vivid and concisely written sketch of the life and characteristics of a 
person. 
Elements of each of these senses are involved in constructing linguistic 
profiles. 
1.2 A linguistic profile is a principled description of just those features of a 
person's (or group's) use of language which will enable him to be identified 
for a specific purpose. Profiles could be constructed for any area of linguistic 
inquiry, such as the study of literary style, the investigation of disputed 
authorship, or the analysis of achievement in foreign-language or mother-
tongue learning. The present book is concerned solely with the use of profiles 
in clinical or remedial contexts. 
1.3· 'Clinical or remedial' refers to that class of situations where there is 
human disability, and where one of the symptoms of the disability is an 
abnormal use of language. This characterization therefore subsumes all 
disorders of organic or psychogenic origin insofar as they affect speaking. 
listening, reading and writing, or the use of alternative forms of communica-
tion (symbol systems, signing etc.). Any degree of linguistic abnormality is 
considered relevant to the study. The main professional groups addressed are 
thus speech therapists/pathologists, teachers of t~ deaf, remedial language 
teachers, and remedial teachers generally (whether in a special or normal 
school context). The interest of other medical and teaching groups is 
acknowledged. 
1.4 The primary purpose of profile-construction is to enable an accurate 
assessment of P's disability to be made, sufficient to provide a basis for 
remedial intervention. The aim is to generate hypotheses concerning the 
nature of the disability and its remediation, which it is the purpose of 
• An asterisk following a section number refers the reader to a bibliographical note relating to 
that section (see pp. 214ft.). 
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2 Profiling Linguistic Disability 
subsequent intervention to confirm or disconfirm. There are thus two main 
goals: 
(a) to identify the linguistic level P has achieved, in relation to the level he 
should be achieving; . 
(b) to suggest a remedial path, which will take him from where he is, to 
where he ought to be. 
(Note: Throughout this book 'P' refers to patient or pupil, 'T' to teacher or 
therapist. ) 
I.S. A linguistic profile is an attempt at a compromise between the opposed 
demands of routine clinical practice and academic diagnostic research. Ts are 
currently faced with a savage and frustrating conflict of criteria. On the one 
hand, there is a growing realization of the highly complex and individual 
patterns characteristic of linguistic disability, .and of the gap between methods 
of traditional training and the findings of current research. There is a concern 
to learn as much as possible about the problems facing an individual P, in 
order to provide him with the best possible teaching, and to safeguard oneself 
against charges of professional ineptitude. On the other hand, the demands 
made on T's time, arising out of heavy caseloads/pupil ratios, lack of 
secretarial help, and other well-known factors precludes the in-depth study 
which is ideally required as a solid foundation for remedial work. Linguistic 
profiles provide one method of bridging the gap between the demands of 
theory and the exigencies of practice. 
1.6 Profiles should therefore not be identified or evaluated in terms of the 
paradigm ways of working. in either the clinical or the academic domains. 
Specifically, there are three contrasts to be drawn. 
1.6.1· A profile is not to be identified with a test. Psychological practice has 
been the predominant influence in clinical testing, whereby a set of 
standardized questions or tasks is designed, whose aim is to elicit a set of 
responses; these responses are then interpreted as measures of the character-
istics or capabilities of the individual. The value oftesting is not in doubt; but 
there are several factors which limit the significance of test findings, when 
trying to arrive at an overall understanding of the nature of a linguistic 
disability. 
(a) Tests are severely constrained by such clinical factors as time, and the 
perspicuity of the test materials; there is a concern that tests be short and easy 
to administer. They therefore inevitably make a radical selection of the 
possibilities available in the linguistic domain being tested. Articulation tests, 
for example, typically deal only with consonants, and focus on limited 
positions in a small range of words. Profiles, by contrast, try to be 
comprehensive in the linguistic domains they study (see further. 1.9). 
(b) It is not the purpose of tests to provide a systematic guide to 
remediation. A pattern of error may be exposed, but before a deciSion can be 
made about 'what to teach next'. a great deal of further analysIs must be 
undertaken. In particular, some kind of grading must be imposed on the 
errors, and this related to some kind of learning theory. Profiles, by contrast, 
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Linguistic Profiles 3 
try to focus attention on remedial paths in a systematic and theoretically-
motivated way (see further, 1.6.2). 
(c) Tests provide a score, or set of scores, as a summary of achievement. By 
contrast, the range of findings encountered in a profile are not collapsed into 
a single score, but are given a more subjective evaluation (see further, 1.13). 
1.6.2 A profile is not to be identified with a set of teaching materials, or the 
syllabus which may underlie them. Profile analyses suggest paths for remedial 
intervention, but these paths are seen only as possible ways of proceeding. 
They do not constitute a fixed set of procedures (as can be found in many 
language 'programmes'), and they do not add up to a syllabus. Profiles do not 
tell T what to teach next: decisions about intervention are left in T's hands. 
On the other hand, profiles do give T the evidence needed to make any 
decision an informed one. 
The provision of remedial programmes, capable of being used across a wide 
range of Ps, is an important long-term goal. It is first necessary to carry out 
many longitudinal studies of P progress, over different timescales and in 
response to different methods of intervention. At present, no such longitudi-
nal studies have been completed. As a consequence, we lack objective norms 
for P progress, and there are few objective measures of successful teaching. 
There is a reluctance to think predictively about P behaviour, and to 
extrapolate from one P progress to the next. The role of profiles is to initiate 
this whole process, by providing a systematic account of P behaviour on a 
particular occasion. 
A similar point applies to the provision of materials for teaching linguistic 
skills. Linguistic profiles are only concerned with the 'what' and the 'why' of 
language remediation, but as such they give no guidance as to the 'how'. The 
authors of these profiles, through their clinical experienl.'e, have indeed 
accumulated many ideas about how to teach certain sounds, structures, and 
so on, and these may emerge in print from time to time (e.g. as part of case 
studies); but it must be emphasized that such 'hints' are strictly outside 
profiling procedures as such. Profiles are not 'tips for teachers'. The provision 
of materials is a matter of T's responsibility, part of T's professional skills. 
This aspect too needs systematic study (for at present the usefulness of many 
materials is limited by T's ingenuity, time, experience and resources); but it is 
not the business of profile analysis to provide it. 
1.6.3- A profile is not to be identified with a linguist's description of a 
language. Because of the greater qualitative sophistication of profiles, 
compared with traditional descriptive practice, Ts sometimes feel that 
learning to 'do profiles' is equivalent to 'doing linguistics'. That such is not the 
case can be seen from some of the characteristics of linguistic analysis which 
current profiling procedures do not deal with. 
(a) Linguists commonly study a specific language as a means to an end-the 
understanding of the properties of language in general. This concern over 
linguistic universals is not immediately relevant to clinical needs, which (apart 
from certain exceptions, such as Ps from multilingual backgrounds) are 
concerned with the teaching of a single language. While the principles 
governing profile construction are of general relevance, and could be used for 
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4 Profiling Linguistic Disability 
any language, the specific categories represented in a profile have no 
universal significance. 
(b) Linguists are particularly concerned to provide alternative analyses of 
data, and to develop techniques for evaluating their analyses. A description 
of a language is not taken as 'given', but seen as the result of analysing the 
data according to certain criteria. While profiles sometimes include elements 
from different theoretical frameworks (cf. 3.21), on the whole they do present 
a single descriptive framework. 
(c)* There is a readiness in linguistics to handle large samples of recorded 
data, or to carry out complex experiments, to substantiate hypotheses about 
language structure or use. Linguists are not constrained by time to the same 
extent as are Ts; nor is there any particular external social constraint forcing a 
particular selection of data or topics analysed. The only relevant constraints 
seem to be intellectual and motivational-and the inevitable financial ones (in 
the shape of resources). The constraints on the construction of profiles place 
the exercise well outside of normal linguistic procedures. There are. however, 
several points of contact with the aims of applied linguistics. 
(d) Linguists are not concerned to simplify their analyses or descriptive 
frameworks and notations, other than for purposes connected with the 
theoretical notion of economy. Profiles, by contrast, are gross simplifications 
of linguistic descriptions, the justification for which lies solely in tbeir clinical 
purpose. From a linguistic point of view, profiles are not sophisticated 
instruments. 
1.7 However, insofar as profiles have evolved from the preoccupations of 
linguists, trying to make good (as they see it) some of the deficiencies in the 
traditional study of language disability, it is important to emphasise that a 
linguistic frame of reference is presupposed. Profiles are not introductions to 
linguistics, and should not be taught as such. Rather, they begin to make 
sense only after a framework of linguistic theory and technique has been 
assimilated. To use a profile efficiently, one must be in a position to see its 
strengths and its limitations, the criteria for which it is the business of 
linguistics to provide. 
1.8 In a linguistic profile, certain general principles are taken from linguistic 
science, and interpreted in the light of the demands of clinical practice. The 
intended result is a procedure which is capable of being used as a routine 
clinical tool, on the one hand, and as a research technique. on the other. 
Ideally, any profile should contain three dimensions: it should provide a 
comprehensive description of P's data; it should provide a principled grading 
of the data; and it should show the influences operating on P, as he interacts 
with T, the clinical setting, the clinical materials and so on. In fact, for a 
variety of reasons (see further, 1.9.3, 1.10.2), the profiles which have so far 
been constructed fall short of these ideals. But they are at least a move in the 
right direction. 
1.9* The principle of comprehensiveness insists on an exhaustive analysis of 
the data of disability, within the limits of the samples of P behaviour which it 
has been possible to obtain. The motivation for this principle is simply that, in 
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the present state of our knowledge, there is no systematic way of deciding in 
advance which bits of the data to omit from consideration, without losing 
information of possible significance for subsequent assessment and remedia-
tion. On the other hand, to avoid making a profile procedure too 
time-consuming and complex, some evaluation of levels of relevance must be 
made. While all data is potentially relevant, clinical experience tells us that 
some aspects of the data are likely to be more relevant than others (in the 
sense of promoting a discriminating assessment or a fruitful remedial path). A 
convenient compromise, enabling T to both have his linguistic cake and eat it, 
is the use of the 'Other' category on profile charts-a series of boxes where 
one can place aspects of the data which may be significant, but which are not 
deemed worthy of detailed attention in the first instance. The use of 
'Unanalysable' is another important time-saving device. Several other 
compromises will be mentioned in their place (see further, e.g. 2.5.3,5.6.1). 
1.9.1 From a descriptive viewpoint, a profile is a chart containing an 
organized collection of categories, which represent the structural contrasts 
available in a language-the various sounds, grammatical patterns, lexical 
items, and so on. All of the language's contrasts can be assigned to a place on 
one or other of the charts, but not all are given uniquely identifying labels (as 
the use of 'Other' indicates, for example). The decision as to how many and 
what kind of descriptive categories to use is a clinical one-but it is not an 
easy decision to arrive at. Unfortunately, the present state of our knowledge 
of linguistic disability does not allow us to arrive at a theoretically 'correct' 
number of categories which will guarantee maximum usefulness of a profile 
chart. There are two main reasons for this: 
(a) The diagnostic features of many kinds of linguistic disability have not 
yet been identified, and it is accordingly difficult to know how much detail 
will effectively anticipate the empirical findings-for example, in the absence 
of detailed phonological studies of dyspraxia, it is unclear whether a 
phonological profile chart constructed according to the findings of research 
done into other syndromes will be as useful as we would like for the study of 
this particular disability. 
(b) The demands made on a profile chart vary greatly, in terms of the kind 
of clinical purpose T may have in mind-for example, the requirements of a 
screening procedure are very different from those of a full assessment, but as 
these two clinical tasks are closely related, it would seem important to be able 
to devise a procedure compatible with both. It must therefore be expected 
that first attempts at profiles may be wide of the mark, and that revisions and 
fresh attempts will be required. The profiles in the present book are all the 
result of several revisions and long periods of clinical trial; but the author is 
under no illusion concerning their tentative status. 
1.9.2 In arriving at an optimal descriptive categorization on a profile chart, it 
should be borne in mind that profiles become unrecognizable, ambiguous or 
confusing if either too few distinguishing categories are provided or too many. 
There would be no point in having a grammatical chart which contained, say, 
five categories. This would be quick to use, but it would be useless: it would 
fail to discriminate Ps who were different, according to our clinical intuitions, 
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6 Profiling Linguistic Disability 
and it would fail to provide a sufficiently specific method of following Ps' 
progress. On the other hand, there would be no point in having a grammatical 
chart which contained, say, 500 categories. Apart from the practical 
improbability of coping with such a procedure, there would be little clinical 
point: we would be unable to see the wood for the trees, and doubtless the 
chart would contain many categories that would never be used to discriminate 
individuals or groups. The principle is plain: every category in a profile chart 
should be there because of its potential diagnostic value-in the sense that 
contrasting assessments and remedial paths are likely to make use of such 
categories. Some categories, or groups of categories, will turn out to be more 
regularly used than others, and these should have greatest prominence on the 
design of the chart. But all labelled categories must have some demonstrable 
clinical relevance. 
1.9.3 It is this principle which explains why some parts of a profile chart look 
'fuller' than others. Not all aspects of language are of equivalent utility, as 
regards clinical teaching. For example, some prosodic features (such as 
intonation and rhythm) are more useful than others (cf. 4.2); some 
grammatical constructions (such as statements and questions) are more 
routinely used than others (cf. 2.7.2); certain stages of linguistic development 
are felt to be more criterial than others, with more structures, sounds. etc. 
being acquired, and thus more places where disability might be manifested. It 
must also not be forgotten that a profile can only be as detailed as the 
linguistic research on which it is based-a particular weakness being our lack 
of knowledge concerning the later stages of language acquisition (after age 5). 
1.9.4 A further implication of the principle of comprehensiveness, as 
clinically interpreted, is that profiles must be seen as permitting varying 
degrees of approximation to our understanding of linguistic disability. The 
profiles in the present book are all first-order approximations. Despite the 
apparent detail and complexity to anyone unaware of the process of linguistic 
description, they are in fact very general and somewhat simplified statements 
of the patterns found in a sample. They are to be judged in terms of their 
usefulness as first approximations; but the approach involved is also capable 
of being used in an increasingly refined way. The term micro-profile has been 
used to capture this notion. A micro-profile is a closer look at an ,C)rea of the 
chart felt to be of particular clinical significance for an individual p, using the 
same general procedures as were used to construct the chart as a whole. In a 
grammatical chart, for example, the initial description may have brought to 
light a poor control of 'Pronoun', and a clinical decision might have been 
made to work on this category. Before proceeding, however, it may well be 
useful to do a more detailed analysis of the kinds of pronouns P was using, 
and the kinds of errors made-and this would involve constructing a 
micro-profile of this area of the grammar. The same mode of reasoning lies 
behind a T who decides to work on P's phonology, and who states this aim in 
terms of 'consonants' - 'plosive consonants' - 'initial plosive consonants'-
'initial voiced plosive consonants' ---+ 'initial voiced plosive consonants as 
encountered in the following words ... '. The reasoning which led T to tHnk 
in this particular direction could presumably be made explicit, but to do so 
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would. require some kind of descriptive analysis. It is this which a 
micro-profile would be able to provide. 
1.10* To be clinically relevant, th~ data obtained in a sample must be graded 
in terms of its degree of approximation to adult norms. It is the process of 
grading which enables assessments to be made, and suggests remedial paths. 
Adult norms are used, because they provide not only the obvious comparator 
in cases of adult disability, but because these norms are the ultimate goals of 
the child language learning process. But there are several linguistic principles 
which might be used in order to provide a clinically useful grading in relation 
to these norms. Simple quantitative measures of increasing length (of a word 
or a structure) or numbers (of sounds, soun'd features, vocabulary items etc,) 
we have on the whole found to be unilluminating. Qualitative measures, 
specifying the types of sound, structure etc. encountered. have been found to 
be far more helpful. But there are several possible ways in which this 
information can be graded. For example, we could try to grade the data in 
terms of its increasing linguistic complexity (as defined by a particular method 
of analysis), functional relevance (in terms of the range of situations in which 
language is used), order of acquisition (for the normal child). relationship to 
psychological variables (attention, memory, perception etc.). and so on. 
Profiles might be based on any or all of these principles. 
1.10 .• * The principle which we find most helpful is that based on the order of 
emergence of linguistic categories-insofar as this has been established in 
studies of normal language acquisition--supplemented by a statistical 
statement of relative frequency of use in particular (clinical) samples. We 
have avoided using absolute measures of linguistic complexity (e.g. number 
of layers of grammatical structure), on account of the theoretical controversy 
which has surrounded their use. We have also avoided the use of functional 
labels (e.g. speech-act categories) in view of the difficulty of giving these 
notions precise definition. And we have not found most scales of cognitive 
development sufficiently discriminating to be the basis of a linguistic 
intervention procedure (though their importance in providing a perspective 
within which linguistic profiles can be evaluated is not in doubt). 
The most illuminating approach, in terms of providing detailed assessments 
and remedial goals, is acquisitional in character. and this principle is used first 
and foremost. It is taken as axiomatic that, at a certain level of generality, 
linguistic categories are acquired by children in the same sequence (though 
not at the same rate). We respect the potential importance of individual 
strategies of acquisition, but view these in the context of an invariant order 
hypothesis. When this principle is inadequate (because research findings are 
unclear), we fall back on the use of any other formal linguistic principles 
available (as in the use of a standard phonetic categorization system for the 
phonological profile in Chapter 2). But in principle, we would like all profiles 
to have an acquisitional dimension. 
1.10.2 Several limitations to the use of acquisitional models need to be borne 
in mind, if results are to be interpreted correctly. In particular: 
(a) Only certain areas have been sufficiently investigated for a reasonably 
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detailed developmental sequence to have emerged. The early stages of 
grammatical development, certain aspects of intonation, early lexical 
development, and a few segmental phonological processes are capable of 
providing a clinically useful normative perspective. Most' of segmental 
phonology and semantics, and the later stages of grammar, can provide only 
very general guidelines. 
(b) No claim is made in a profile approach as to why an order of emergence 
is the way it is, nor about the learning strategies children might use in 
achieving it. The search for a theoretical explanation involves a wide range of 
psychological, biological, sociological and linguistic variables, which it is the 
business of developmental psycholinguistics to explicate. By contrast, profiles 
are elementary descriptive devices, based on a synthesis of the empirical 
findings of the research literature. Where possible, categories are grouped 
into discrete stages of development, and associated with chronological age-
but this is not always feasible. 
1.10.3 The clinical significance of an acquisitional perspective is that it 
provides a principled way of integrating the tasks of screening, assessment 
and remedial teaching. By plotting a P sample against an acquisitional scale, 
an assessment can be made in terms of chronological discrepancy, and 
abnormality in the number, range and order of emergence of the various 
linguistic categories recognized on the chart. This might be done extremely 
selectively (to constitute a kind of screening), or a full assessment might be 
carried out. Thereafter, the various imbalances represented on the chart can 
be analysed, with a view to working on particular patterns of difficulty, 
following the normal acquisitional sequence. For 'language delayed' children, 
this procedure is perhaps obvious. And while there is no theoretical reason 
why the other categories of linguistically disabled (both children and adults) 
should follow a normal developmental sequence in remediation, the absence 
of an alternative principle of comparable cogency motivates our use of it, and 
the degree of success obtained commends it. There is no 'party line' in any of 
this: if the acquisitional perspective proves not to be helpful, in a given case, it 
can be dispensed with, and an alternative remedial path attempted. 
1.11 There are several other principles which one tries to take account of in 
constructing profiles-Qr at least tries to bear in mind when interpreting 
them. It is particularly jmportant to keep an accurate record of the 
sociolinguistic setting in which the interaction takes place-how P is 
communicating, who he is communicating with, in what kind of situation, for 
what kind of task, and so on. Sometimes, developmental stages may be 
postulated, but the relevant (pragmatic) literature is insufficiently detailed or 
clear to enable a useful clinical framework to be constructed. For the present, 
it suffices to ensure that the main extralinguistic factors, and any gross 
patterns of T -P interaction, are noted. 
1.11.1* Frequent reference has been made so far to sampling. While the aim 
is to arrive at a full understanding of P's abilities, it is recognized that, apart 
from in a few special circumstances, this is not a realistic clinical aim. Ts view 
of P will be restricted to certain therapeutic or pedagogical settings, and 
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teaching must proceed largely on the basis of what can be observed in those 
settings. In turn, the analysis involved in constructing a profile may constitute 
only a small part of T's interaction with P. We therefore proceed on the 
principle that any systematic objective information is better than none, in 
drawing up a record of P's disability, and that as long as fuJI notes are kept of 
the sampling situation, it will be possible to take this into account when 
subsequent comparisons come to be made. In this way, T may use whatever 
sampling strategy proves feasible (in terms of varying duration, task, topic 
etc.). Certain sampling norms will be recommended (see further, 2.2, 3.2, 
4.5.5), in the interests of accumulating standard samples to aid in the 
formulation of comparative statements, but these norms are intended for 
those who wish to use the profiles as a research heuristic. Even for routine 
clinical purposes, there are certain sample sizes below which it would be 
unwise to go, but it is not possible to generalize about this in absolute terms 
('SO words', '100 sentences', '10 minutes'). Rather, the only realistic advice is: 
T should continue to sample until a pattern emerges in the data. With some 
Ps, five minutes may be enough; with others, it may take much more. 
Whatever decision is made, two practices should be routine: 
(a) to specify the sample characteristics on the profile chart; 
(b) to provide an impressionistic note of the representativeness of the 
sample, in the light of T's own awareness of P (either directly, or using P's 
parents/relatives as a source of information). 
1.11.2* An important implication of this method is that profiles are not 
statements about P's ability; they are summaries of P's performance, as 
reflected in his output in response to T stimuli. In isolation, a profile tells us 
little about how far P is in control of a linguistic category, and gives us no 
direct information about his production or comprehension abilities. The 
analyst infers this information by interpreting the chart and its accompanying 
transcript. P's usage may be seen as an indication of P's production ability, or 
of his comprehension ability, or of something else (e.g. his ability to perceive, 
or to imitate). To be certain of P's limitations under any of these headings-to 
make the jump from performance to competence-structured follow-up work 
would be needed. 
1.12 There are six stages in profiling procedure: 
OJ a sample of P data is obtained; 
(ii) the sample is transcribed; 
(iii) the transcription is analysed; 
(iv) the analysis is profiled on a summary chart; 
(v) the pattern on the profile chart is assessed; 
(vi) the profile pattern is given an interpretation in remedial terms. 
The techniques involved in each of these stages are illustrated in Chapters 
2-5. 
1.12.1 The crucial role of the transcriptional record (stage (ii) should be 
noted. A summary of P's usage on a chart in categorical form, with 
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10 Profiling Linguistic Disability 
accompanying statIstIcs, is an important first step, in that it enables 
previously-unnoticed gross patterns to emerge. The awareness of these 
patterns may be enough for an initial assessment or statement of remedial 
goals. But often the profile pattern is unexpected, ambiguous or contradic-
tory. For example, imbalances in grammatical or phonological profiles may 
be due to an abnormal use of certain lexical items, e.g. frequent use of the 
item panda would produce a high total for a medial {nd] cluster, when there 
might be little evidence of other clusters in the data; a high total for Adjective 
+ Noun would seem less significant if the bulk of the adjectives turned out to 
be the item red. It is impossible to get all interesting information onto a 
profile chart-hence the importance of having a transcription available to 
refer to, in order to check the validity of one's findings, and to suggest 
explanations of curious patterns. 
1.12.2 The reliability of one's transcription is thus a point of some 
importance. It is impracticable to keep referring back to the audio-/videotape 
record-nor should it be necessary, if an adequate transcription has been 
made. The data transcription, whether phonological, grammatical or seman-
tic, is likely to be the most time-consuming part of the whole profile exercise, 
but it must not be skimped-the validity of a profile depends entirely upon its 
accuracy. A small amount of data well transcribed is far more valuable than a 
casual transcription of a large corpus. It should also be noted that 
transcription involves more than writing down what P (and T) has said: it 
means providing sufficient contextualization to enable T to see afterwards 
what P meant. It is unlikely that this can be done efficiently other than by the 
profile analyst; moreover, the exercise of trying to work out for oneself what 
P was saying and intending can itself be an extremely illuminating guide to P's 
disability. 
1.12.3 There are 3 main features of the kinds of transcription we have used 
for speech samples: 
(i) Each sentence that Tor P uses is placed on a separate line. This is to 
provide an immediate impression of the nature of the interaction, and to 
facilitate the sentence-counting procedure (see further, 2.17). It also forces 
the analyst to face up to the fundamental question of how far P is able to 
organize his utterance into sentence units. 
(ii) Each page of transcription has a right-hand margin, in which is placed 
any extralinguistic information necessary to interpret the transcription (e.g. 
facts about what P is doing, or what materials are being used, which cannot be 
gleaned from the speech of the participants). This margin can also be used for 
information about any speech characteristics which the basic transcription 
does not provide. 
(iii) A simplified prosodic transcription is made of both T and P speech, the 
main features of which are given below. The way P organizes his speech 
prosodically is the main clue to the organisation of his grammar. and a full 
account of grammatical disability cannot be obtained without this dimension. 
It is appreciated that many Ts have had little or no training in the prosody of 
speech, but this does not alter the facts: many fundamental questions 
concerning the identity of sentence-units and their constituents, and the way 
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sentences function, cannot be answered without prosodic information. The 
use of everyday punctuation gives a hint of the prosodic organization of 
speech, but is far too incomplete and ambiguous to be reliable. 
1.12.4 The prosodic features used are explained in Chapter 4. Five main 
features are involved: 
(i) Tone-units are marked by slant lines (see further, 4.3.1), e.g. 
the man is walking!. 
(ii) The direction of the nuclear tone is marked by an accent, whether 
falling ('), rising C), level C) or (occasionally) falling-rising C) or 
rising-falling C) (see further, 4.3.3), e.g. 
man! station! 
The accent is always placed above the vowel of (the stressed syllable of) a 
word. 
(iii) The nuclear tone is placed on the word which is maximally prominent 
in the tone-unit, e.g. ' 
the 'man is walking! the man is 'walking! 
(iv) Other prominent syllables in the tone-unit are indicated by a 
stress-mark ('). 
(v) Degrees of pause length are indicated by a four-term system: brief (.); 
unit (equivalent to a pulse of a speaker's rhythm) (-); double (--); and 
treble (---). Longer pauses are subsumed under treble. 
Other features of the transcription are: 
(i) uninterpretable speech is placed in (); it may be phonetically 
transcribed, or its pattern indicated more vaguely, e.g. (2 syllables). A 
stretch of orthographic transcription enclosed in parenthesis indicates that 
the analyst is unsure as to what is on the tape, e.g. he said (that he) was 
coming!. A question-mark before a word indicates a doubt about the 
transcriptional accuracy of that word, e.g. holding ?a cat!. 
(li) Nonlinguistic vocal information is written into the transcript at the 
appropriate point, e.g. laughs. 
(iii) If the participants overlap in their speech. the point of overlap is 
marked with asterisks, e.g. 
T I think he is ·walking! 
P ·he walking! 
(iv) A brief or incomplete utterance which does not interrupt the speaker's 
flow is indicated at the point it occurs using double parentheses, e.g. 
him is is « m» walking! 
(v) Capital letters are not needed at the beginnings of sentences, but they 
are kept for ease of reading in the case of proper names, abbreviations, and 
the pronoun I. 




'show me the blue 'pencil/ -
there/ 
holds up blue and red pencils 
poinls 10 blue pencil 
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12 Profiling Linguistic Disability 
T 'that's right! 
'good bOy! 
'now ·show 







it IS! . 
'now Ilsteq! -
'show me the red 'pencil! 
'very good! --
now 'tell me! . 
'where's the red 'pencil 'gone/ 
in there/--
where/ 
'in. (1 syll) that! 
points to red pencil 
puts red pencil in a box: 
points to box: 
Orthographic transcription suffices for the analysis of prosodic, grammati-
cal and semantic disability. For a segmental phonological profile, however, a 
phonetic transcription of some type is required (see further, Chapter 3). 
1.13 It can be seen from the above that the essential strength of a profile 
procedure is the way in which it makes T look at P's language in a systematic 
and detailed way, and organizes the data in such a way that clinically relevant 
patterns emerge. A wide range of patterns will be seen as T scrutinizes a 
profile chart, and each will be evaluated for its remedial significance. No 
attempt is made to summarize the data into a single score. From the 
viewpoint of linguistics, these aims are not very ambitious; but from the 
clinical viewpoint, they constitute a major advance. It must be recalled that 
few published descriptions of individual Ps exist-and I know of no 
description of any P which provides a 'macroprofile', in which all the factors 
addressed in this book are incorporated, and the interactions between them 
probed. 
1.13.1 At the level of 'first approximation', four main profiling procedures 
are outlined and illustrated in Chapters 2-S--one for each of the 'traditional' 
linguistic levels of grammar and semantics, and two for phonology. They are 
used, where appropriate, for Ps manifesting disability in these areas. 
(a) The grammatical procedure known as LARSP is reviewed in Chapter 2, 
in its 1981 revision. In retrospect, the title now seems over-ambitious; instead 
of 'Language Assessment, Remediation and Screening Procedure" it could 
more usefully be labelled 'Grammatical Assessment. .. '-if the acronym 
GRARSP stood any chance of being accepted! 
(b) The segmental phonological procedure described in Chapter 2 
incorporates an (optional) separate quantitative summary: the procedure is 
referred to as PROPH (,Profile in Phonology'). 
(c) The nonsegmental phonological procedure described in Chapter 3 is 
primarily an analysis of prosodic features, especially intonation: it is referred 
to as PROP ('Prosody Profile'). 
(d) The semantic procedure described in Chapter 4 incorporates both 
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lexical and grammatical dImensions: it is referred to as PRISM (' Profile In 
Semantics'). 
1.13.2 The extent to which a statistical dimension can or should be formally 
incorporated into these procedures is left open by this book, but it is a matter 
which warrants close attention. T makes impressionistic frequency judge-
ments as a matter of course, in using profiles. and it would be helpful if these 
could be made precise. However, in the absence of published frequency 
norms for most of the linguistic categories and constructions in the different 
varieties of child or adult spoken English, it is difficult to make our normative 
intuitions explicit, and thus to provide a formal procedure for evaluating the 
divergence of clinical samples from these norms. The best we can do is 
identify certain general statistical characteristics of the clinical samples, in 
such a way that imbalance in the use of categories can be highlighted. In the 
case of PROPH, an illustration of such a summarizing procedure is presented. 
Doubtless as computational processing of clinical data becomes more 
practicable, such summaries will become more routine, for all aspects of the 
work, and interesting statistical correlations come to be demonstrated. The 
use of linguistic profiles is in its infancy. 
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2.1· The approach to grammatical disability known as LARSP (Language 
Assessment, Remediation and Screening Procedure) is summarized in the 
form of a single-page profile chart, on which the various patterns of 
grammatical strength and weakness in a clinical sample can be plotted. The 
profile chart contains several kinds of information, organized in terms of 
three main dimensions: 
(a) the main types of organization in sentence structure and function are 
represented under various headings laid out horizontally on the chart; 
(b) the main stages of grammatical acquisition are laid out vertically on the 
chart, beneath the thick black line; 
(c) the main patterns of grammatical interaction between T and Pare 
summarized above the thick black line, in Sections B, C and D. 
In addition, the bottom line of the chart contains certain kinds of sum-
marizing information, and Section A is included primarily as a time-saving 
device in using the procedure. 
These kinds of information may be summarized in the outline chart on p. 
15. 
2.2· For a full assessment, it is recommended that a sample of approximately 
30 minutes' duration be obtained of an unstructured TIP interaction, using 
whatever stimuli are felt likely to facilitate a free conversation (e.g. toys, 
pictures, magazines, questions about pastimes). In practice, it is recognized 
that it is often impossible to obtain such a sample, and that various kinds of 
structuring may need to be introduced into the situation. All relevant 
variables (e.g. type of materials used, number of participants. character of 
any formal stimuli) should be noted on the top of the chart. Likewise, if a 
shorter (or longer) sample has been taken. this too should be indicated at the 
top of the chart. 
Whatever the size and type of sample. T should try to obtain P responses 
relating to two types of stimuli: (i) stimuli relating to the immediate 
environment of their interaction (e.g. questions about the room they are in, 
or about the toys or pictures being used); (ii) stimuli relating to objects, 
events, etc. not visible to T or P (e.g. recent events in P's life, what is about to 
happen to P). This is to ensure that a reasonable opportunity is given for P to 
use a wide range of structures, relating to both types of situation--different 
tense forms, for example. A similar distinction should be borne in mind if 
written or signed samples are being used as input to a LARSP analysis. 
14 
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2.3* It is important to make as full a transcription as possible of any spoken 
or si~ed sample. P's speech is usually too complex to allow a grammatical 
analysis to be made 'off the cuff'; and in those cases where P is saying little or 
nothing, the need to look carefully at the nature of T's stimuli and reactions is 
paramount. A certain amount of time may be saved by not transcribing parts 
of T's speech which are plainly irrelevant to P's response pattern, and 
sometimes one need not transcribe T's intonation and pauses (unless the P 
analysis is likely to be affected by considerations related to the prosodic 
organisation of T's speech-as is the case with problems of short-term 
memory and attention, for example). But in general, one must expect to have 
to spend time on obtaining an adequate transcription as the basis for a 
grammatical analysis (ct. 1.12.2). 
2.4 A grammatical and interactional analysis is made of the sentences found 
in the transcribed sample, and the information transferred to the profile 
chart. There are several possible ways of carrying out these stages of the 
investigation. Some analysts prefer to carry out the whole of the gramma~ical 
analysis before beginning the process of marking up the profile chart; others 
prefer to profile each sentence as it is analysed. Some analysts prefer to 
profile the acquisitional stages before the interactional sections (B, C and D); 
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others prefer to study interaction first. What follows is therefore not a guide 
as to the routine use of the procedure, but an account of the categories 
recognised on the chart, and of their organization. 
2.5* Under Section A we make a note of those sentences in the sample which 
are not capable of being analysed in conventional grammatical terms, or 
where there are particular problems in deciding what kind of grammatical 
analysis to carry out. These two types of difficulty are summarized under the 
headings of Un analysed and Problematic. 
2.5.1 There are three kinds of unanalysed sentence: 
(i) Unintelligible sentences are those where some or all of the language is 
sufficiently unclear to make a grammatical analysis impossible. This is 
commonly due to P's poor articulation, but it may also be due to poor 
recording, external noises, and so on. In the written language, the relevant 
problems will include poor handwriting, smudging etc. 
(ii) Symbolic noises are those where P is attempting to mimic noises from 
the real world, e.g. of ambulances, horses, whistles. In such cases, 
grammatical analysis is irrelevant. 
(iii) Deviant sentences are those which fall outside the normal patterns of 
child or adult language, e.g. the cat a kicked, there my is washing man. There 
may be pattern underlying deviant sentences, but a great deal of analytic 
work would be necessary in order to discover it. All such sentences are 
therefore placed in Section A, and looked at more closely only if a clear 
pattern does not emerge from the profiling of the non-deviant sentences. 
2.5.2 There are three kinds of problematic sentences: 
(i) Incomplete sentences are those where the prosody indicates that (for 
whatever reason) a sentence remains unfinished, e.g. the 'man is ... The 
initial part of the sentence may be quite clear, but the incompleteness makes 
it impossible to assign the utterance to a particular part of the chart. Lack of 
graphic clues sometimes indicates an incomplete sentence in written 
language. 
(ii) Ambiguous sentences are those where, having taken context into 
account, it is unclear what grammatical analysis to assign to a sentence. p, 
pointing at a picture, might say man/ - carl, for example-two separate 
tone-units with a short pause in between: it would be unclear whether this was 
to be taken as one (two-word) sentence, or two (single-word) sentences. If a 
decision cannot be made, the Ambiguous category should be used. 
(iii) Stereotyped sentences are those where all or part of a construction has 
been learned as a single unit, e.g. how do you do?, least said, soonest mended. 
Such sentences do not permit the application of the normal grammatical rules 
of the language. Stereotyped speech or writing is a common feature of 
linguistic disability, often just part of a sentence being affected, e.g. if P 
tended to start a series of sentences in the same way. Abnormal patterns of 
stereotyped phrasing may be encountered--one P used the phrase me colour 
bus. without meaning and regardless of context. All such sentences are placed 
in Section A, and looked at more closely only if a clear pattern does not 
emerge from the profiling of the non-stereotyped sentences. 
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2.S.3 While the main purpose of Section A is to save time-enabling T to 
note the occurrence of an awkward sentence on the chart without having to 
spend time attempting to analyse it straight away-the information it contains 
can often be helpful, in carrying out an assessment. For example, the propor-
tion of Unintelligible sentences in a sample can be an interesting index of the 
nature of the problem. Deviant sent(!nces can sometimes throw light on the 
weakest points in P's grammatical ability. Incomplete sentences may tell us 
something about P's limitations in memory, attention or linguistic processing. 
It should be emphasised that assigning a sentence to Section A is a temporary 
measure. Its purpose is to enable T to get on with the analysis of the clear 
sentences in the sample-usually the majority. But it is always possible to 
look again at the Section A sentences at a later stage of investigation. 
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2.6* The acquisitional part of the chart is located below the thick black line. 
Seven stages in the learning of sentence structure are recognized. Each stage 
is identified by the main grammatical processes which seem to be operating 
within it, and is given an approximate chronological age-range for its 
acquisition by normal children. It should be emphasised that these age-ranges 
are averages, based on a synthesis of research findings in normal language 
acquisition. Individual differences in the rate of acquisition are therefore to 
be expected. But the order of emergence of the grammatical patterns is held 
to be constant. 
2.7* Stage I runs from about 9 months to about IV! years (0;9-1;6). At this 
stage, sentences are restricted to single words or word-like units. Two types of 
sentence are recognized: Minor and Major. Major sentences are those whose 
elements are able to combine with other elements according to the language's 
grammatical rules, to produce an indefinitely large set of sentences. Minor 
sentences, by contrast, do not permit the application of these rules, and do 
not readily allow an analysis into structural types. Major sentence patterns, in 
other words, are productive; minor sentences are not. Minor sentences are 
nonetheless very frequent in clinical conversation. 
2.7.1 Four headings are devoted to the classification of Minor sentence at 
Stage I: 
(i) Responses, such as yes, no, mhm; 
(ii) Vocatives, such as John, Mummy (when used as calling signals); 
(iii) Other, such as interjections (e.g. oh, yugh), and phrases that perform a 
variety of social functions, such as greeting and thanking (e.g. hello, sorry, 
ta); 
(iv) Problems, i.e. cases where it is unclear to which category to assign a 
minor sentence, or where it is uncertain whether a one-word sentence is 
major or minor. 
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Other types of Minor sentence (full or partial Stereotypes) are handled under 
Section A (see 2.5.2). 
2.7.2- Major sentences can be analysed in two main ways: 
(i) in terms of the layers of structure they contain, and the types of 
grammatical ruJe which apply to them; 
(ii) in terms of their communicative type. 
No structural subdivisions are formally recognized at Stage I, but three main 
communicative sentence types are represented on the chart: statements, 
questions and commands. Because of the greater opportunity P has to use 
statements in clinical settings, more detail is given about types of sentence 
structure under that heading, especially at later Stages. The columns for 
handling questions and commands contain a less detailed breakdown into 
types. The only reason for this is convenience-P samples containing fewer 
instances of questions and commands, and thus requiring less room to be 
available on the chart. It is not being suggested that questions and commands 
are somehow less important than statements; they are simply less used. 
2.7.3 Very little information about formal sentence structure is available at 
Stage I---clear syntactic patterns emerge only throughout Stage II (see 
below). Even the identification of word classes (parts of speech) is a tentative 
matter at Stage I, hence the use of inverted commas around the category 
labels-to remind the analyst of the ever·present danger of reading in normal 
adult values to P's immature sentences. 
Under Statements, the chart contains 4 categories: 
(i) 'N'-items that seem to be used as nouns, such as boy, houses, car; 
(ii) 'V'-items that seem to be used as verbs, such as walk, running, gone; 
(iii) Other, such as adjective-like items (e.g. nice, big), adverb-like items 
(e.g. asleep, quickly), pronoun-like items (e.g. him), etc. 
(iv) Problems, where it is unclear to which category an item should be 
assigned--whether formal (N, V etc.) or functional (statement, question. 
command). 
Only one category is represented under Questions and Commands at Stage 
I: 
'Q' stands for question·words, such as what, where, when, how; 
'V' stands for verbs used as imperatives, such as jump!. stop! 
2.7.4 Two common difficulties should be anticipated: 
(i) There may be ambiguity between 'V' as statement and 'V' as command, 
at this stage. Intonation does not always suffice to distinguish the uses, and 
context may not be clear. In such cases, the sentence is assigned to the 
Problems category (cf. above). 
(ii) The use of intonation as the marker of a questioning attitude has no 
place on this chart, which recognizes only the formal categories of 
morphology and syntax. 'Intonational questions' are an interesting stage in 
prosodic development, however. and there is a place for them on the prosody 
profile (see 4.5.4). 
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1.7.5 As part of profiling procedure, any morphological structure in major 
sentence elements is noted in the word-column (see futher, 2.10). For 
example, boys is analysed as 'N' and plural; walking is 'V' and ing. Pronouns, 
when they occur as single-element sentences, are also marked at Stage III 
(see futher, 2.11.2). in view of their unique developmental significance. 
Stage I may therefore be summarized as follows: -. ~ ~"."... 
l~ ....... 1 c_. I Qur .. I 
- l'vl'Q'lv' 
"'_/WI 0/. St._. 1 
'N' 01 ... -
A typical Stage I pattern would be as follows: 
-:;; M_ IlC'V"'H.\of" .,0 "')HII;"'",\ t Orlwr It- 'rt.bic-ttl4 
.'" "'-jar I 
{',JfJ,,,,_ I QrK" I S'U'l'"'''''' 1 <7!~ I ... I 'Q' I v' 2- 'N .& .. OI~f II ..... .,...MIt 
This was a language-delayed 3Vz-year-old. who in this sample (talking about a 
picture) produced 82 sentences in reply to T's stimuli. Over half were Minor 
sentences-40 Responses (entirely made up of yes and no), 1 Vocative and 4 
Others (all interjections). The rest of the profile showed a marked nominal 
bias (24), with few verbs; the 11 Others were mainly Pronouns (him, that). 
There were no cases of Command or Question sentences--which may have 
been no more than a consequence of the sampling situation (though the 
likelihood of a genuine weakness here needs to be borne in mind). In view of 
the way in which verbs playa central role in the subsequent development of 
clause structure. an important remedial goal was to produce a more balanced 
profile at Stage I. by working on 'V', in both Statement and Command 
functions. 
1.8* Stage II runs from about Ill: to 2 years of age. It is a stage at which 
sentences characteristically contain two elements--but the emphasis is not so 
much on sentence length as on the qualitative range of sequences which can 
be used. At this stage, there is enough formal variation in sentence patterning 
to justify the introduction of the main analytical levels in the grammatical 
theory we use: clause, phrase and word. 
2.8.1* ,At the level of the clause. five constituent elements are recognized; 
these elements may be represented by complex constructions in the adult 
language. but at Stage II they tend to be single words or simple phrases. 
(i) Subject (S) A selection of clauses containing a Subject plus one other 
clause element is as follows: 
daddy gol 
S 
man in bus! 
S 
a man eating! him happy! 
S S 
Somewhat more complex sentences. but still with a 2-element clause 
structure, are: 
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a window broke/ 
S 
he started to laugh/ 
S 
what I said hurt/ 
S 
(ii) Verb (V) A selection of clauses containing a Verb plus one other 











Somewhat more complex 2-element clauses containing a Verb clause element 
are: 
the man camel 
V 
he has gone/ I sat down/ he wanted to go/ did he go/ 
V V V V ... V 
(iii) Object (0) A selection of clauses containing an Object plus one other 







eating a cake/ 
o 
Somewhat more complex examples include: 
ask him/ stop that carl say what YOIl want/ 
000 
look at my photo/ 
o 
(iv) Complement (C) This less well-known element is defined as the part 
of the clause governed by a form of the verb to be (or a few other verbs, such 
as become, seem), or following where. in immature speech, such a form would 
be expected. A selection of clauses containing a Complement plus one other 
clause element is as follows: 
him happy/ 
C 




Somewhat more complex 2-element clauses include: 
don't be clever/ be quieti might be a fire/ 
C C C 
seems OK/ 
C 
(v) Adverbial (A) A selection of clauses containing an Adverbial plus one 









Somewhat more complex 2-element clauses include: 
go in the garden/ run where you like/ come tomorrow morning/ 
A A A 
2.8.2 The combination of clause elements recognized at Stage II of the 
LARSP chart are located in the columns under Statement, Question and 
Command, as follows: 
Clause 
vx QX sv AX 
so vo 
sc vc 
NqX 01 .... 
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Thus, SV means: 'a clause containing the elements S and V (though not 
necessarily in this order),. While we have printed the combinations in the 
order in which they normally occur, the possibility of alternative element 
orders need to be borne in mind (e.g. tickle daddy, where the child wants 
daddy to tickle HER-daddy is plainly intended as Subject, despite the 
abnormal element order). A negative particle (Neg) may also be used as a 
separate clause element at this stage, and this is noted separately. 
Examples of each of these structures are: 










S V S V S V 
man ball (where context makes it plain that the sense is 'man 
S 0 kick ball" or the like) 
that boy a cat ( 'that boy has a cat') 
S 0 
man happy, him very clever 
S C S C 
not car, running no, no a man (a negative word, accompanied 
Neg X X Neg Neg X by any other clause element) 
man there, man in garden, there a car, going now 
X A X A A X X A 
(X = any other clause element) 
kick ball, see a man. want new car 
V 0 V 0 V 0 
is nice, am tired, be a big aeroplane 
V C V C V C 
all-gone teddy, car broken 
?CI?V ?S S ?VI?C 
where man, what doing, gone where 
o X 0 X X 0 (X = any other clause element) 
sit there, put in box (where context makes it clear that a 
V X V X command sense is involved) 
An expected clause distribution in a small sample at Stage II was as follows: 
Clause 
vx 2. QX 4- sv 12. AX q 
SO I VO 1O 
sc C:. VC 
Neg X 3 Other 
SV and VO are both well represented, and there is a strong AX. SC, SO and 
Neg X represent immature structures whose use will die out if subsequent 
development is normal. Normally developing children would also have a few 
OX and VX i~ a conversational· sample-even in such tasks as picture 
description (it is difficult to stop questions!). By contrast, the clause profile 
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taken from a language-delayed child is given below, showing marked 
immaturity, an avoidance of verb constructions, an adverbial bias (largely due 
to over-use of there), and no sign of the initiative required to use QX or VX. 
Work on verb constructions (VO, then SV) would here be a priority: 
Clause 
vx QX sv I AX I,. 
SO 7 vo I 
sc ,. VC 
Neg X 4- Olher 3 
2.8.3· A clause element may take the form of a single word. as in daddy go. 
S V 
But as language matures. the elements are more likely to be expanded as a 






that very nice man 





might be going 
doesn't want to keep on going 
etc. 
If the string of words has a noun as its grammatical centre (man in the above). 
it is known as a noun phrase; if it has a verb as its centre (go in the above). it is 
known as a verb phrase. There are also adverbial phrases, illustrated by 
V A 
go tomorrow 
in the morning } 
in the morning of the match 
etc. 
Phrases 
At Stage II, sentences may consist solely of two-element phrases-in other 
words, lacking any clause structure. As is clear from the above examples. 
there are far more possibilities of phrase sequences than in the case of clause 
structure; hence only the most commonly occurring patterns are given 









DN (Determiner + Noun) the boy, my house. that car. some eggs. 
DN D N DN D N 
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N N (Noun + Noun) mummy's key, mummy daddy, railway station 
N N N N N N 
Pr N (Preposition + Noun) in box, for John, under table 
Pr N Pr N Pr N 
VV (Verb + Verb) want go, wanna go, make jump 
V V V V V V 
V part (Verb + particle) come in. sit down, shut up 
V part V part V part 
Int X (Intensifier + some other phrase element) very nice, really big, all 
dirty Int X Int X Int 
X 
Other, e.g. Pr Pron (Preposition + Pronoun) to me, in that 
Pr Pron Pr Pron 
Pr Adv (Preposition + Adverb) in there, on here 
Pr Adv Pr Adv 
A typical Stage II phrase pattern. using a small sample from a normal 
20·month·old, was as follows: 
Phrase 
DN 10 VV 3 
Adj N , V pan 7 
NN ~ Int X I 
PrN I I Other 5 
All categories are represented, though several were restricted leXically (for 
example, Det is that, my. with no sign of the articles). By contrast, the 
foIlo'¥ing phrasal profile was taken from a language-delayed 3-year-old. using 
the same type and size of sample: 
Phrase 
DN 4- VV 
Adj N I v pan 
NN lnt X 
PrN 2 Other 21 
The high Other category is noteworthy, due 10 an over-reliance on 'empty' 
forms such as in there and on that (see further. 5.9.4); hut there are also gaps. 
especially in the verb phrase. Remediation here would try to produce a more 
balanced profile. and also ensure that each category covered a good lexical 
range (a high figure opposite Adj N. for example, is only a sign of progress if 
a varied set of adjectives is used). 
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2.9· In mature speech, as we have seen (2.8.3), clause elements may be 
expanded by phrases; but at Stage II this has not taken place. The process of 
introducing phrases into the clause is not an easy one for the child, as the task 
is one of learning to handle grammatical hierarchy-the existence of different 
levels of structuring within one sentence. To increase the 'size' of the sentence 
daddy go to my daddy go does more than simply 'add a word'-it adds an 
extra layer of grammatical structure, as can be seen from the conventional 
way of representing these things: 
my daddy go 
Clause S V 
Phrase 0 N 
The ability of the child to introduce phrases into his clause structure is 
therefore plotted separately on the LARSP chart. As the process seems to 
take quite a while before it is firmly established, it is plotted in two places. 
The first stage of phrasal expansion seems to occur towards the end of Stage 
II, and is indicated on the chart by a 'transitional line' between Stages II and 
III. Along this line are plotted those phrasal expansions which take place in 
two-element clauses. A little further down, between Stages III and IV, a 
similar transitional line is used to plot those phrasal expansions which take 
place in three-element clauses. (There is no separate tally made of phrasal 
expansions in clauses of four or more elements.) The two transitional lines 
appear as follows: 
The formulae are to be interpreted in the following way: 
X + S: NP A 2-element clause has its Subject expanded by a Noun Phrase 
(or clause); the remaining element in the clause is not further identified, but is 
labelled X. Examples include: 
a man walk 
S 
o N 
V (i.e. S + X) 
(i.e. NP) 
:. X + S: NP 
the man there 
S 
o N 
A (i.e. S + X) 
(i.e. NP) 
:. X + S: NP 
To profile these sentences each step in the analysis is transferred to the profile 
chart. viz. 
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Stage II clause structure-a mark opposite SV and AX; 
Stage II phrase structure-a mark opposite DN, for each sentence; 
Stage II transitional line-a mark opposite X + S: NP, for each sentence. 











Ph •• ", 
ON .II vv 
v_ 
Im J( 
x .. V:VP X + C:NP X ., O:NP X ... A:AP -----------------------------
The same principles apply to the other formulae, viz. 
X + V: VP A 2-element clause has its Verb expanded by a Verb Phrase 
(of any type), the remaining element being referred to as X, e.g. 
man is running 
X + V: VP 
X + C: NP A 2-element clause has its Complement expanded by a Noun 
Phrase (clause, or adjectival construction), the remaining element being 
referred to as X, e.g. 
is a man 
X + C: NP 
it nice to eat 
X + C: NP 
X + 0: NP A 2-element clause has its Object expanded by a Noun Phrase 
(or clause), the remaining element being referred to as X, e.g. . 
kick a ball 
X + 0: NP 
X + A: AP A 2-element clause has its Adverbial expanded by an 
Adverbial Phrase (or clause), the remaining element being referred to as X, 
e.g. 
go in there 
X + A: AP 
XY + S: N P A 3-element clause has its Subject expanded by a Noun 
Phrase (or clause), the remaining elements being referred to as X and Y 
respectively, e.g. 
the man go town 
S: NP X Y (=; XY + S: NP) 
XY + V: VP A 3-element clause has its Verb expanded by a Verb Phrase, 
the remaining elements being referred to as X and Y respectively, e.g. 
he is going now 
X V: VP Y XY + V: VP) 
XY + C: N P A 3-element clause has its Complement expanded by a 
Noun Phrase (clause, or adjectival construction), the remaining elements 
being referred to as X and Y respectively, e.g. 
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he is a doctor 
X y + C: NP 
XY + 0: NP A 3-e1ement clause has its Object expanded by a Noun 
Phrase (or clause), the remaining elements being referred to as X and Y 
respectively, e. g. 
he is kicking the ball 
X Y + 0: NP 
XY +A: AP A 3-element clause has its Adverbial expanded by an 
Adverbial Phrase (or clause), the remaining elements being referred to as X 
and Y respectively, e.g. 
the man went to town 
X Y + A: AP 
A normal distribution of transitional line structures is shown in the following 
example: all elements are expanded, but there is a marked bias towards the 
expansion of postverbal elements. 
By contrast, the transitional lines of a language-delayed P are given below, 
showing verb-phrase gaps, and an abnormal Subject expansion bias (perhaps 
due to a concentration of remedial work on this area). Work on the expansion 
of postverbal elements would seem to be an urgent remedial goal. 
In the extreme case of 'telegramrilatic speech', there would be no expansions 
at all, and these lines would stay blank. 
2.10'" Word-endings with a grammatical function begin to be used from the 
beginning of Stage II, and a tentative order of emergence is given in the Word 
column at the right of the chart. The various abbreviations have the following 
application: 
-ing e.g. kicking, running (but not when given a nominal use, as in 
Smoking is forbidden); 
pi e.g. cats, horses, mice, mouses (i.e. any plural form, whether 
regular or irregular, correct or incorrect); 
oed e.g. I walked! ran! sawl wented (i.e. any simple past tense form, 
whether regular or irregular, correct or incorrect); 
-en e.g. 1 have taken! gone! tooken! walked (i.e. any past participle 
form, whether regular or irregular, correct or incorrect); 
3s e.g. walks, goes, is, has (i.e. any third person singular present 
tense form, whether regular or irregular, correct or incorrect); 
gen e.g. boy's, men's, cats', boys's (i.e. any genitive form of a noun, 
whether regular or irregular, correct or incorrect); 
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n't e.g. can't, doesn't, bettern't (i.e. the contracted negative form, 
whether correct or incorrect); 
'cop e.g. he's happy, I'm a salesman (i.e. the contracted form of the 
copula verb (see 2.1-1.2), whether correct or incorrect); 
'aux e.g. he's coming. I'm walking, you's kicking (i.e. the contracted 
form of the auxiliary verb (see 2.11.2), whether correct or 
incorrect) ; 
-est e.g. biggest, nicest, bestest, best (i.e. the superlative form of an 
adjective or adverb, whether regular or irregular, correct or 
incorrect) ; 
Mer e.g. bigger, nicer, beller, morer (i.e. the comparative form of an 
adjective or adverb, whether regular or irregular, correct or 
incorrect); 
-Iy e.g. quickly, slowly, bigly (i.e. the ending used to mark an 
adverb word class, whether correct or incorrect). 
(Incorrect forms are also marked in the 'error' box at Stage VJ (see 2.14.2).) 
On the left, below, there is an illustration of an expected Word profile 
pattern, taken from a normal 3-year-old; on the right. a comparable sample, 
taken from a language-delayed 5-year-old, displaying, in particular, a marked 









1O ?-, (alL C ... 'd of 












-Iy 2- -I, 
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Word-endings play only a minor part in the expression of grammatical 
relationships in English, and remedial work in this area should not pro-
ceed without considering the other (phrasal and clausal) factors involved. 
In the above case, for example, the weakness in verb endings is part of a 
more general difficulty with the verb phrase, and appropriately broad 
teaching strategies (not just focusing on the endings) would need to be 
devised. 
2.ll· Stage III runs from about 2 to 2:0 years of age. It is a stage at which 
sentences characteristically contain 3 elements; but it also subsumes certain 
developments at phrase level which are unrelated to the matter of clausal 
complexity. 
2.11.1 The following combinations of clause elements are to be found in the 
Statement, Question and Command columns: 
SVC that is interesting the man is a doctor I was sorry to go 
SV C S V C SV C 
SVO the man kicked the ball I saw him I know what he did 
S V 0 SVO SV 0 
SV A the man went to town the man is over there I came before you 
S V A S V A SV A 
Neg XY no man come not go bed go car no 
Neg X Y Neg X Y X Y Neg 
(i.e. a Negative word with two other elements of clause structure, labelled 





is happy now will be a chair in a minute 
V C A V C A 
kicked the ball into the goal seeing him there 
V 0 A V 0 A 
i.e. the distinction between a direct and an indirect Object, as 
in: gives a letter to the man passed it to me gave me it 
V Od OJ V Od 0; V OJ Od 
e.g. VAA going there now went to town in a bus 
V A A V A A 
SOdO; that man a letter to that man (i.e. 'gave' a letter) 
S Od OJ 
what you doing where man gone 
Q X Y Q X Y 
(i.e. a question-word with two other elements of clause structure, labelled 
X and Y respectively) 
VS(X) is he, is he going, are they kicking a ball 
V S V- S -V V- S -V X 
(i.e. a question formed by inverting the order of Subject and the first part of 
the Verb Phrase; if there is a third element of clause structure, it is labelled 
X) 
VXY put that there, give the man a letter 
V X Y V X Y 
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(where the context makes it plain that a command sense is intended; the 
various possibilities under X and Yare not subclassified on the chart) 
let XY let me go let the man fall let's kick the ball v/ 
let X Y let X Y let t, X Y 
do XY do stop that don't do that don't talk to him 
do X Y do X Y do X Y 
(i.e. a form of the verb do when used as a command) 
An expected Stage III clause profile, for a small sample. was as follows: 
~-----
----- - ---- ---I 
v X} I QX} svc " VCA 2. 4- svo 2.0 VOA' . 
lei X} 
VS(\') SVA ,~ vop, , 
do ,\ } 2 
, 
Neg. X} ,) Other , 
l...--
By contrast, the following profile was taken from a language-delayed child of 
4, who was beginning to use Stage III clauses, after a long period of training at 
Stage II. He is showing some strength in SVO, but his Subject position is still 
weak, as can be seen from the right-hand side of the box, and there were 
some funny structures under Other (e.g. in town is in the moming-A VA). 
There was no sign of any Question or Command structures. 
---------- --------
v X}' QX} SVC veA 3 
svo -, VOA " 1.,/ X Y vs(X) SVA 2. Vop, 
do X r N~g Xl 2 Other & 
2.11.2 At phrase level, several of the phrasal constructions in use at Stage II 
expand into three element phrases, the most common being: 
o Adj N the big box a nice car 
o Adj N DAdj N 
Adj Adj N nice big car big red train 
Adj Adj N Adj Adj N 
Pr 0 N in the box behind the table 
Pr 0 N Pr 0 N 
There are many other. less common types. such as N Adj N (e,g. mummy's 
big car), Pr 0 Pron (e.g, in this one). These would be noted under Other. in 
the Stage III Phrase box. 
Apart from this, this box contains three other forms whose importance to 
normal development is central. 
Pron (Pronoun) refers to any item which can replace a Noun Phrase. such 
as he, I. that, one. something. A distinction is made between the personal 
pronouns (P) and other sorts of pronouns (0), The personal pronouns are 
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1, you, he, she, it, we, they, along with their grammatical variants (e.g. he 
saw him). 
Cop (Copula) refers to the verb, be, in any of its forms, when it is the main 
verb in a clause, as in he is happy, he is a doctor. 
Aux (Auxiliary) refers to the small set of verbs which alter the tense, aspect 
or mood of the main verb. They are divided into two types: modal (M) 
auxiliaries are can/could, will/would, shall/should, may/might, must, dare, 
need, ought, have to, along with their negative forms; the other (0) 
auxiliaries are the various forms of be., have, do when used along with a 
main verb (e.g. he is going he has gone he might come he can go). 
Auxo Auxo Auxm Auxm 
A typical Stage III phrase profile, in a small sample, would contain a 
scattering of 3-element phrases, a fairly large number of pronouns (of both 
kinds), and strongly-developing copula and auxiliary systems (including both 
modal and other verbs). One such profile is illustrated here: 
Other .3 
By contrast. a typical language delay profile will have few or no auxiliaries 
and copulas, and a strong pronominal bias (Le. the pronouns being used as an 
'escape route' to avoid having to use noun phrases), as in the following case: 
-- --- ---- --I D AUJ N 2- cop 
AUJ AUJ N 
I Pr DN I 
Au x,',' 
I Pron;, I~ Other II 
In view of the importance of the auxiliary and copula verb systems to the 
subsequent development of more complex clauses (and especially clause 
sequences), careful attention would need to be paid to this area of the chart in 
planning remedial work. Also. the tendency to use pronouns in place of noun 
phrases would need early correction. if longer sentences were not to become 
increasingly ambiguous (e.g. boy saw man and he went ... j. 
2.12* Stage IV runs from about 2'1: to 3 years of age. It is a stage at which 
clauses characteristically contain 4 or more elements. At phrase level there is 
a comparable growth in complexity. but here the stage is more notable for the 
development of new types of phrasal construction. 
2.12.r The following combinations of clause elements are to be found in the 
Statement, Question and Command columns: 
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SVOA the man kicked the ball into the goal he put it there 
S V 0 A S VO A 
SVCA he will be ready at three the boy was sad when he fell 
S V CAS VC A 
SVOdO j he gave me a letter / gave a book to the man 
S V OJ Od S V Od 0, 
SVOC he made me happy / thought him an idiot 
SVO C -5 V 0 C 
AAXY he went to town yesterday soon / arrived in Africa 
XY A A AX Y A 
(i.e. a clause containing two adverbials. along with two other elements of 
clause structure, labelled X and Y respectively) 
Other. e.g. SVAAA / went to town yesterday in a bus 
S V A A A 
SVOCA / found him interesting at first 
S V 0 C A 
Q VS where is he what is he doing 
Q V S Q V- S -V 
(i.e. a question-word along with subject-verb inversion) 
QXY + what daddy doing where man is going why gone !lOW 
Q X Y Q X Y QX Y 
(i.e. a question-word accompanied by 2 other clause elements, and lacking 
the inversion required in mature speech); if there are more than 2 other 
elements, the + sign becomes relevant. e.g. 
what you putting in garden now 
Q X Y Z W 
+ 
would simply be noted under QXY +. without further specilkation. 
VS(X + ) have they kicked the ball ifl(o the garden 
V- S -V X 
(i.e. a subject-verb inversion followed by more than one other clement of 
clause structure) 
tag he's coming/ isn't he he is/ is he 
tag tag 
(i.e. a VS construction 'tagged' onto the main clause; its own internal 
structure is logged elsewhere on the chart, under VS, Pron. etc.) 
+ S you sit down all you children come here 
S V S V A 
(i.e. a command with the Subject expressed: all such patterns are logged 
under this heading, regardless of the number of clause elements they 
contain) 
VXY + give me that now. put the cow in the box quickly 
VOO A V 0 A A 
VXY + V X Y + 
(i.e. a command verb with more than 2 other elements of clause structure 
accompanying) . 
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A typical Stage IV clausal profile, in a normally-developing child, is given 
below. The Other box is mainly taken up with variations using Adverbials. 
+ S I QVS It- l ~VO~ -2.5' - ~;x~ - :; - - -





By contrast, there are several imbalances and gaps in the following Stage IV 
profile taken from an ESN(M) child of eight: the immature Question pattern 
should be noted; the Other figure this time is also due to the persistence of 
immature construction (e.g. he is the soldier happy now-?SVCCA). 
Consolidation of the SVOA basic pattern would be an early remedial goal. 
---- - -----
+ S QVS SVOA 2. 






AAX r I 
Olher i' 
2.12.2 There is considerable variety in the range of structures at phrase level 
in Stage IV. 
NP Pr NP the man in a hat a little car with a red roof 
NP Pr NP NP Pr NP 
(i.e. a sequence of 2 noun phrases linked by a preposition, the second 
postmodifying the first; each NP is then separately profiled as DN, D Adj 
N, or whatever) 
Pr D Adj N in the big box behind the red car 
Pr D Adj N Pr D Adj N 
cX any phrasal construction introduced by a coordinating 
conjunction (c), usually and, as in: 
and me and the boy; 
c X c X 
if the construction labelled X has any internal structure, this is profiled 
elsewhere on the chart in the usual way, e.g. the boy in the last example 
would be profiled as DN) 
XcX two phrasal constructions linked by a coordinating conjunc-
tion, usually and, as in: 
boy and girl, a big man and a red car; 
X c X X c X 
as previously. if the X construction has any internal structure, it is profiled 
elsewhere on the chart in the usual way (e.g. a big man would be D Adj N) 
Neg V he isn't going he is not running 
Neg V Neg V 
(i.e. a negative word within the verb phrase-as opposed to its earlier status 
as a particle external to clause structure, in Stages II and Ill) 
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Neg X he has a pencil! not a pen 
Neg X 
(i.e. a negative word within a phrase other than the verb phrase) 
2 Aux he may be going, J have been kicked 
2 Aux 2 Aux 
(i.e. any sequence of two auxiliary verbs within the verb phrase) 
Other, e.g. Pr D Adj Adj N in that big red box 
D Adj Adj N a big fat pig 
A typical Stage IV phrasal profile, in a normally·developing child, is given 
below. The Other box is quite large. due to a wide range of constructions 
being attempted, and the XcX construction is usually quite prominent. 
-------
NP Pr NP 
" 
Neg V 12-
Pr D Adj N B' Neg X 1 
eX 4. 2 Aux If. 
XeX 15 Other 2 .. 
Language-delayed children who have reached Stage IV usually display 
weaknesses in the verb phrase and in phrasal coordination (apart from a few 
fixed phrases, such as mummy and daddy); problems of short-term memory 
also usually keep the noun phrases fairly short-hence few NP Pr NP. 
--------
NP Pr NP 2- Neg V I 
Pr D Adj N Neg X 
eX 3 2 AUK 
XeX 2- Other 3 
2.13'" Stage V runs from about 3 to about 3V! years of age. The primary 
characteristic of this stage is the development of complex sentence formation, 
through the stringing together of clauses, and the embedding of one clause 
within another. The most notable development in the structure of the chart, 
therefore, is the addition of a column wherein the type of connecting word 
can be noted (headed Conn.). 
2.13.1 Four types of connecting word are recognized. Because and is the 
most frequently used connector, it is tallied separately. Other coordinating 
conjunctions (c)-or, but. etc.-are grouped together. Subordinating con-
junctions (s), such as when, although, because, which, are also grouped 
together. And other words or phrases whose use is primarily connective are 
placed under the heading of Other-for example, well and so. A typical 
spread of figures for a child producing fluent connected speech at this Stage is 
as follows (though these figures cannot be properly interpreted without 
reference to the connectivity patterns under the heading of C1ause--see 
below): 
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2.13.2 Two main classes of clausal connection are recognized on the chart: 
coordination (Coord.) and subordination (Subord.). The most detailed set of 
distinctions is given for Statements: 
Coord 1 two clauses linked by and or c; each clause is then profiled 
separately, in the usual way, e.g. 
the man saw a dog and the lady saw a cat 
Clause and Coord Clause 
:. Coord 1 marked at Stage V 
(The two SVOs are then profiled at Stage III, and the remainder of their 
structure handled at the appropriate places on the chart.) 
Coord 1 + more than two clauses linked by and or c; each clause is then 
profiled separately, in the usual way, e.g. 
1 came and he went and we aI/laughed 
Clause and Clause and Clause 
Coord 1 Coord 2 :. Coord 1 + marked at Stage V 
Subord A I a clause containing an adverbial element which is itself a 
clause, and marked as subordinate by the use of s; each clause is then profiled 
separately, in the usual way, e,g. 
he arrived when it was dark 
S V A 
:. Subord 




marked at Stage V 
Subord A 1 + a clause contammg at least two adverbial clauses; each 
clause is then profiled separately, ill the usual way, e.g. 
he arrived when it was dark and when it was raining 
S V A and A 
Subord Clause 1 Subord Clause 2 
:. Subord A 1 + marked at Stage V 
Subord S a clause containing a Subject (S) element which is itself a clause; 
once this point has been noted, and the subordinating conjunction marked in 
the Connectivity column, the two clauses are profiled separately, in the usual 
way, e.g, 
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what I said was important 
S V C 
:. Subord S 
s S V 
etc. 
marked at Stage V 
LARSP 35 
Subord C a clause containing a Complement (C) element which is itself a 
clause; profiling procedure is as above, e.g. 
that is what I wanted 
S V C 
:. Subord C 
s S V 
etc. 
marked at Stage V 
Subord 0 a clause containing an Object (0) element which is itself a 
clause; profiling procedure is as above, e.g. 
he knew what I wanted 
S V 0 
:. Subord 0 marked at Stage V 
s S V 
etc. 
Comparative a clause containing a grammatical marker of comparison, 
such as bigger than, as big as. The internal clause structure of the comparative 
element is not profiled in detail. For example. 
he is bigger than I am 
S V C 
:. Comparative marked at Stage V 
(no further analysis) 
Questions and Commands also permit the use of coordination and the various 
types of subordination and comparison. On the LARSP chart. instances of 
clausal coordination are grouped under one heading, and other forms are 
grouped under Other, as follows: 
Question Coord when is he coming and why is he 
Question Other what did you do after you fell off 
Command Coord sit down and shut up 
Command Other sit down when you're ready 
A typical illustration of a normal Stage V pattern is as follows: the bias 
towards coordination is notable, and certain types of subordinate clause are 
plainly more frequent than others: 
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Subord A 1 Iq. 1+ 3 1O 
s S I c , 0 III-
Itt 
Other Comparative 2 
By contrast, the following pattern is taken from a language-delayed child of7, 
who was beginning to make inroads into Stage V, but who was struggling with 
all but the simpler constructions. The lack of correspondence between the 
figure for and and that for Coord is notable: P had developed the habit of 
introducing many sentences with and, whether or not a coordination meaning 
was intended. An important remedial aim was therefore to eliminate this 
habit, to bring and more under control and to establish his comprehension of 
the strategies underlying coordination and subordination. 
and Coord Coord. Coord. I It 1+ 
'S 
c Other Ocher Suboro. A 1 1+ 
'3 s C 0 3 
Other Comparative 
2.13.3 A small range of clauses may also be introduced as part of 
noun-phrase structure, as one of the means of postmodifying the head noun. 
A clause may occur once (1) or several times (1 +): 
Postmod. clause the man who saw me is outside 
S V A 
Clause 1 :. Postmod. clause 1 at Stage V 
s V 0 
etc. 
there's the car which you drove and which was bumped 
S V C 
Clause 1 Clause 2 :. Postmod. clause 
1 + at Stage V 
The remainder of the grammatical analysis is transferred to the profile chart 
in the usual way: the main clause is first profiled, then the clause structure of 
the postmodifying c1ause(s), and then the phrase and word structure 
belonging to each clause. 
Postmod. phrase 1 + the man in the garden in a hat 
NP Pr NP Pr NP 
Postmod. Postmod.:. Post mod. phrase 1 + 
phrase 1 phrase 2 at Stage V 
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(A single case of a postmodifying phrase can be profiled at Stage IV, under 
NP Pr NP (see 2.12.2); the present section of the chart deals only with 
sequences of more than one (postmodifying) prepositional phrase.) 
2.14'" Stage VI runs from about 3Yz to about 4Yz years. Two quite distinct 
processes seem to be operating, and these are handled under the symbols + 
and . + stands for new types of construction, not previously used at earlier 
stages. stands for errors made as the child completes the learning of 
constructions found earlier on the chart. 
2.14.1 Because of the limited amount of research which has been done into 
this age range of grammatical acquisition, only a small selection of new 
constructions is cited. On the left of the + box are listed two constructions 
from within the noun phrase: 
Initiator 
all the cows, both the men 
I D N I D N 
(Le. the item(s) preceding the determiner in a noun phrase; a mark is 
placed on the chart next to Initiator, and the 3-element phrase (in this pair 
of examples) is added to the total at Stage III (under Other in the phrase 
column). 
Coord 
fohnl the butcher look at that carl the red Ford 
NP NP NP NP . . . .~---~ 
NP Coord at Stage VI refers to cases where two noun phrases are 
coordinated without any formal marker of the coordination present. 
In the centre of the + box, just one heading is used, referring to more 
complex kinds of verb phrase than those listed earlier in the chart. For 
example, the verb phrase he might not go contains both an Auxiliary and a 
Negative: each of these would have been assigned to their respective 
categories at Stages III and IV; but the fact that they have been used together 
in the same verb phrase would not have been noted. Their cooccurrence is 
therefore logged separately under Complex VP at Stage VI. 
On the right of the + box, three further kinds of Clausal construction are 
noted: 
Passive 
the cat was bitten by the dog he was kicked 
S V A S V 
These constructions will be profiled as SV A and SV accordingly. but to 
leave them as that would be to miss a major observation concerning their 
grammatical function-that they are passive in form, as opposed to active. 
All such sentences are therefore marked under Passive, in addition to the 
remainder of their analysis. 
Complement. 
he is loath to do it I'm good at maths 
SV C SV C 
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(Such structures illustrate a more complex form of complementation than 
that handled earlier in the chart; the existence of this more advanced form 
is therefore noted under Complementation (abbreviated to Complement.) 
at Stage VI, with no more detailed analysis taking place at this stage. 
how/what 
how nice it is, what a pretty dress (she was wearing) Gc.t WL:q,) 
C SV ..e--0 7 S V 
These are clauses with exclamatory function, identified as such by the use 
of the 'question-words' how or what with normal SV element order 
following (unlike questions, where a question-word would be followed by 
SV inversion, as in what is he doing). The mark at Stage VI identifies this 
special function, with the remainder of the grammatical analysis being 
profiled earlier in the chart in the usual way (SVC, Pron, Cop, etc.). 
The category of Other is available at Stage VI for any further constructions 
which develop during this period. 
2.14.2* In the right-hand part of Stage VI (the 'error box'), a classification is 
made of the main kinds of mistakes which a child makes in his grammatical 
learning at this point. The terms 'error' and 'mistake' are of course from the 
point of view of the adult language target; from the child's 'viewpoint', they 
may be logical extensions of principles previously learned (as when the plural 
-s is generalized to irregular forms, such as mouses, sheeps). Errors. in the 
LARSP approach, are therefore viewed positively-as indications of pro-
gress, whereby the child is attempting to sort out an area of grammar which 
poses particular difficulty. 
The main divisions in the error box reflect those used further up the chart, 
using the main distinctions between Connectivity, Clause, Phrase and Word. 
Each instance of an error is marked once, in the appropriate place. 
(a) Under Connectivity (Conn.) are placed the main types of problem 
encountered during the learning of connecting words: 
and he broke his arm and the ladder slipped (where and is being used 
in place of a more appropriate subordinating marker); 
c he broke his arm but the ladder slipped; 
s the ladder slipped cos he broke his arm (which suggests that the 
comprehension of the conjunction is only partial). 
Other problems of clausal connectivity (for example, inadequate or ambig-
uous cross-reference between clauses using pronouns) are noted as they arise, 
under Other. 
(b) Clause errors are classified under three headings: 
element omitted (0): he put on table (i.e. a omitted), he came in and the 
ball (V omitted); 1 J,,,+ ,.i~" '1 w ,q.>f;: ("p l'" ~ t ;' (, 
element order (~): the dog the man chased (i.e. SOY, where SVO is 
expected), the cat bit the dog (where P meant the reverse); 
concord: he are coming, they kick himself (i.e. failure of the Subject to 
agree in number with another element); 
(c) Phrase errors are classified in terms of whether they are located in the 
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noun phrase (NP) or the verb phrase (VP). Within the NP, they are further 
classified in terms of whether they affect determiners (D), prepositions (Pr) 
or personal pronouns (PronP). Within the VP, they are further classified in 
terms of whether they affect m09al or other auxiliaries (Auxm and Aux" 
respectively), or the copula. 
D ( the wrong form of determiner is used), e.g. much tree, an 
information; 
D 0 (= a determiner has been omitted), e.g. J see man; 
D!::; (= a determiner is in the wrong place), e.g. man a there; 
Pr (= the wrong preposition is used), e.g. he kicked the ball on the goal; 
Pr 0 (= a preposition has been omitted), e.g. he kicked the ball the goal; 
Pr!::; (= a preposition is in the wrong place), e.g. he kicked the ball the goal 
into; 
PronP ( all errors in the use of personal pronouns). e.g. him going, he is 
going (in a context where 'she' is required); 
Auxm (= all errors in the use of modal auxiliaries, whether of substitution or 
of order), e.g. he must (= 'can') jump, he jump can; 
Auxo (= all errors in the use of other auxiliarie's, whether of substitution or 
order), e.g. he be going. he do going. he going is; 
Aux 0 (= all omissions of an auxiliary, whether modal or other), e.g. he 
going; 
Cop (= all copula errors, not further subclassified), e.g. he sad, he be sad. 
Any phrase errors which do not fall within the above categories are logged 
under Other. 
(d) Word errors are those affecting morphological structure in respect of 
the use of the inflectional endings used earlier in the chart. Two main 
categories are recognized: errors in the noun (N), and errors in the verb (V). 
These are further subdivided, in terms of whether regular (reg) or irregular 
(irreg) items are involved. 
Norre! (= the wrong form of an irregular noun), e.g. mouses, sheeps; 
V,rreg (= the wrong form of an irregular verb), e.g. tooken, wen ted; 
Nrcg (= the wrong form of a regular noun), e.g. boyses; 
Vreg ( the wrong form of a regular verb), e.g. sillginging, J walken; 
Other types of morphological problem are logged under Other. 
(e) It is often not possible to be sure to which category an error belongs. 
Errors which cannot be clearly related to one or other of the above are 
therefore logged separately. under Ambiguous, e.g. he did fought (= 'he 
fought?' 'did he fight?' 'he did fight?'). 
2.14.3 A typical example of the patterns of development shown in the Stage 
VI error box is given below, taken from a normal 4-year-old. The errors are 
not particularly frequent, but they are fairly widespread. The point to be 
noted is that. in normal development, these errors would be sorted out quite 
quickly, so that another sample taken 6 months later would show a dramatic 
reduction in number and range of errors. 
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(- ) 
Conn. Clause Phrase Word 
Element NP VP N V 
lind ~ 2- D 3 Pr 1. Pron P Aux" Aux O Cop irreg' It-- D~3 Pr~ B 2. 4- , c ~ , . • I reg 
s2. Concord D'::. Pr ~ ~ 
If.. f------- ---- -r ----- -------C.~,.t'. ulj. 2. AmbIguous 5 
By contrast, the following error box is taken from a comparable sample 
produced by a partially-hearing child of 9, whose overall grammatical level 
was around Stage III. The frequency with which certain categories cause 
problems is quite abnormal, and there are several Other errors. An analysis 
of all these errors would generally bring to light the range of constructions 
which P was finding particularly difficult, or where there had been 
overgeneralization from a pattern introduced into a teaching situation. 
(- ) 
Conn. Clause Phrase Word 
Element NP VP N V 
(lnd ~ 8' D 2. Pr" Pron P Aux" Auxo . Cop irreg 7 12. 2.1 It II - i D~ 15 Pr~ 10 c ~ , J Z. • 1 reg 
s 
Concord D '::. 7 Pr '::. 2 ~ 
10 2b 
1~ t~;tr;~ 32. - ~:~; '3-r Ambig~ous i ,- - - - ---
2.14.4 Finally, a point of profiling procedure in relation to the error box 
should be noted. Errors are tabulated only when there is an indication of 
correct learning taking place elsewhere in the sample. For example, a 
determiner error would be counted as such only if there was evidence of the 
correct use of determiners somewhere else in the sample. Without this 
constraint, there would be no way of limiting the notion of 'error', and it 
would cease to be useful as an index of progress. For instance, if 'error' means 
simply 'everything that is wrong from the adult point of view', then in the 
following Stage I sentence, a whole host of 'errors' would have to be 
recognized: P points to a picture of a car and says carl. But it would be absurd 
to penalize the child for 'failing' to sayan SVC construction, a Copula, a 
Determiner, a Pronoun, and so on (assuming a full form of this sentence to be 
That's a car). A child can hardly be penalized for not doing something which 
is only to be expected at a later stage of linguistic development. The error box 
is therefore restricted to those problems where there are reasonable grounds 
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for thinking that P should be able to cope with the construction, and the 
evidence is in P's 'trial and error'-the simultaneous occurrence in a sample 
of a correct use of a category (at least one correct instance) and its incorrect 
use. Only in these circumstances are the incorrect uses listed at Stage VI. 
For example, P says want car. Would this be profiled as D 0? If there is no 
sign of any correct D use elsewhere in the sample, the answer is no. 
Conversely, if P has used a determiner correctly, at least once, then the 
omission would be logged at Stage VI. 
2.tS* Stage VII has little real assessment value, in that it has been so little 
studied in acquisition research. There may indeed be other stages within it, as 
the child's learning proceeds from age 4Yz until it is wholly adult in character. 
It is not even clear at what age grammatical learning comes to be 
commensurate with the adult system (though the onset of puberty is often 
cited). As a consequence, LARSP lists only some of the more advanced 
structures at Stage VII, and provides only a mnemonic concerning the 
importance of three general acquisitional themes--discourse, syntactic 
comprehension and style. 
(a) Discourse refers to the development of advanced strategies by which a 
child alters the structure of his sentences to take into account the needs of the 
listener, and to build up more complex themes in his connected speech (or 
writing). 
A (= adverbial) connectivity (0=: more advanced ways of joining sentences 
than those introduced at Stage V), e.g. as a matter of fact, however, 
unfortunately, actually; 
comment clause (= a parenthetic clause introduced into connected speech), 
e.g. you see, you know, I mean; 
emphatic order (= an alteration in the normal word order of a clause, for 
reasons of emphasis), e.g. John my 'name is/; 
it (= a construction in which a clause is split into two parts, the first part 
being introduced by an 'empty' it), e.g. it was in the garden that I saw him 
(from 'I saw him in the garden'); 
there (= a construction introduced by an 'empty' there), e.g. there were lots 
of people in the garden (from 'Lots of people were in the garden'). 
The category of Other is available for any further constructions noted in a 
sample which have no place elsewhere on the chart. 
(b) Syntactic comprehension is a mnemonic label, intended to prompt T to 
scan the data for any cases where syntactic production seems to be in advance 
of comprehension. For example, P might be attributing a particular meaning 
to an NP-VP-NP pattern, which is not that of the adult language-he might 
assume that the first NP always 'does' the action, for instance (which would 
mean he would fail to comprehend, and perhaps misuse passive construc-
tions, as in the dog was bitten by the man). Any such developments would be 
noted in an ad hoc way in this section. 
(c) Style is also a mnemonic label, intended to prompt T to scan the data for 
any cases where P seems to be developing alternative grammatical varieties, 
or styles. A distinction between formal and informal speech is common, 
and-depending on circumstance-one might expect to find the influence of 
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television, advertising, religion and other such contexts. Any special forms 
associated with these varieties would be noted in an ad hoc way in this 
section. 
2.16* LARSP provides only a brief indication of the patterns of grammatical 
interaction between T and p, but this is enough to show the importance of this 
dimension in assessment and remediation. The patterns are displayed in 
Sections B, C and D of the chart, which correspond to the main steps in a 
clinical linguistic interaction. If we take a piece of dialogue such as the 










The patterns of T stimulus and P response are classified in Section B. The 
nature of any further reaction provided by T is classified in Section D. In 
Section C is classified any Spontaneous sentences on p's part-those used 
without any grammatical stimulus from T. Problematic and Unanalysed 
sentences, in the sense of Section A (d. 2.5) are not logged under Sections B 
or C. 
2.16.1 Ts stimuli are noted on the left-hand side of Section B. They are 
classified into two broad types: Question and Other (this distinction being 
drawn on grammatical grounds). 
Question stimulus e.g. 'what's he doingl, 'is he in the carl, he's running! isn't 
he/. 
Other stimulus e.g. 'that's a carl, 'put that downl, mhrfl/, he's running! (NB 
the rising intonation is not counted as a grammatical question). 
2.16.2 P's responses are classified in terms of whether they are normal, 
abnormal or problematic (i.e. unclear which category to use). In addition, any 
response which is a repetition of the whole or part of Ts stimulus is noted in 
the box headed Repetitions. 
(a) There are only two types of abnormal grammatical response: 
Zero response (symbolized as 0) where T gives P time to respond to a 
stimulus, but P says nothing. 
Structural abnormality where the grammatical pattern of P's response does 
not match that required by Ts stimulus, as in T 'what's he doing! P yes!. It 
should be noted that a decision concerning structural abnormality is made 
independently of semantic considerations. For example. P replied wheels to 
the stimulus where's the man driving; this was a semantically relevant thing 
to say, but it did not fit the syntactic requirements of this stimulus. which 
are to have some kind of adverbial as response. 
(b) There are several possible ways of responding normally: 
Minor e.g. yes!, thimksl, mhrhl (i.e. the use of a minor sentence to an 
appropriate grammatical stimulus). 
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Full major e.g. I can 'see a carl, 'that is a boy/ (i.e. the use of a complete 
major sentence appropriate to the grammatical stimulus). 
EIJiptical major e.g. T 'where is he going/ P to townl (i.e. the use of an 
incomplete, but grammatically predictable major sentence). Elliptical 
responses are then classified in terms of the number of clause elements they 
contain, viz. 
(i) a single clause element (logged under Elliptical major 1), as in the 
example above, where to town is a single Adverbial element; 
(ii) two clause elements (logged under Elliptical major 2). as in T 'where 
is he going/ P 'going to town/ 
V A Elliptical major 2 
(iii) three or more clause elements (logged under Elliptical major 3 +). as 
in T 'who 'bumped the carl P 'John 'did yesterday/ 
S V A 
Elliptical major 3 
Reduced major e.g. T 'what's happening/ P 'man in garden/ or 'man sad/ 
(i.e. the use of a sentence' where elements have been left out due to the 
immaturity of P's speech; because they are not formally derivable from T's 
stimulus, they are not elliptical, in the sense of the above). 
(c) Repetitions would include such cases as T: 'what's happeningl P: 
happening/. The response would have its grammatical type classified under 
normal or abnormal as above, and in addition a mark would be placed in the 
repetitions box. It shou Id be noted that, to count as a repetition, the prosodic 
pattern of the response ought to be the same as that of the stimulus. 
2.16.3 P's first sentence in reply to a T stimulus counts as his response. Any 
additional sentences he may use (along with any used without a preceding T 
stimulus) are called spontaneous, and are classified in Section C. The same 
categories are used here as in Section B (apart from the Abnormal categories, 
which cannot by definition apply). Thus, the monologue below would be 
analysed in the following way: 
T 
P 
'what can you see/ 
I 'see mimi 
'him 'going town/ 
'going on bus/ 
'going on 'bus with lady/ 
'that nice/ 
gosh/ 
Full major response 
Full major spontaneous 
Elliptical major 2, spontaneous 
Elliptical major 3, spontaneous 
Reduced major, spontaneous 
Minor, spontaneous 
2.16.4 T may react to p's response in several ways. and a detailed account 
would need to make reference to semantic, social and other factors. From the 
grammatical point of view. the range of reactions can be reduced to five main 
types (allowing, as always, for a category of Problems): 
General (= reactions that are structurally unrelated to p's sentence), such 
as yes, good boy, m; 
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Structural (= structurally related reactions), as when P's sentence is given a 
grammatical expansion, e.g. P it carl T it's a carl; 
Zero (= the absence of any reaction from T, who proceeds to a new 
stimulus directly); 
Others (= reactions unrelated to the interaction). as when T talks to self 
while preparing a new stimulus or task; 
Repetitions (= a repeat of the grammatical form that P used), as when T 
attempts to get a more accurate production-as in many pronunciation 
drills. 
2.16.5 The conversational interaction in a half-hour sample between a 
normal 4-year-old and her parent is analysed in terms of Sections B, C and D 
below. 
A U...,... 
I~ I 1J ..... u..!IoIc 2. 2Sym_ ) DrtrriaDl 2 AID",,· 
J_ - ..... '1P" • a..,- Normal Response Abnormal 
Major 
Repet- Elliplicol Rod· s,,,,,,· Prob-
Sumulu. T)"pC To.al, ilion! I 2 1+ uoed Full Minor IUnll 
, lem. 
~~ ". '" S 2- ". .. ~ o. .. n ", ... , I I .... II 2. 
c s,....- I" 2. .. J .1 ,., 
D R_ 
U 
acneral I SII""'lIr.1 I 
-
I Other I Problem. 
I ,. I I J 21' I I 
This profile has several important features. There is a predominance of Other 
Stimuli (Le. relatively few direct questions). The child's language is strongly 
spontaneous, with minor, full major and elliptical major sentences in use 
(elliptical replies being an important feature of conversational style). Some 
zero responses are used (even normal children don't reply, sometimes!). 
Along the Other line, the total Stimuli and the total Responses do not 
coincide, bec.ause there were 2 Unintelligible sentences used, which were 
transferred to Section A directly (cf. 2.5). The majority of the child's 
spontaneous speech are full major sentences. There are a couple of 
self-repetitions (not uncommon in play situations). An important point is the 
nature of maternal reactions: this particular mother does not intervene all 
that often (about once in every 4 of the child's sentences), but when she does 
her reactions are either zero (i.e. she does not react at all to what has just 
been said, but proceeds to a new stimulus directly) or general (in this case, 
predominantly mhm). 
There is a marked contrast between this profile and the following one, 
taken from a half-hour therapy session with a language-delayed child of the 
same age. 
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A V~ 
I~ 1 Unifttt:lhllbic ,. 2S,.,._ ) {)toy ... , 2 Am .... · lS_ No ... - ,-
B R...-. No,maIRapon", Abnormal 
1041)0' 
Repel. Elliptical Red· Stru<:· Prob-
Slim",I". T)'fC To!al. l{Jon$; I 2 J+ ua:d full Minor lural -
Ie .... 
tlli~llOO' *.,. 3 It ,. I :1.1 ,. ;'0 
,'- Oohm Z. I. 10 
C s,o..- + + 
D R ... 1iooIo 
" 
General I Slr""I",.1 I 
- I 
Other I Problems 
I II#- I '0 I I :I. I 
Here, T finds himself having to use predominantly Question stimuli, to elicit 
any response from P (the 12 Other stimuli produced 10 zero responses). Even 
so, there is a marked reluctance to reply, and many of the replies are 
monosyllabic (21 minors, mainly yes and no) or structurally abnormal or 
reduced. There is hardly any spontaneous speech. T reacts explicitly to almost 
everyone of P's sentences, either with a general reinforcing phrase (such as 
that's right) or (more commonly, in view of the structured nature of the 
interaction) with a structurally related reaction. 
2.17* Along the bottom line of the chart, certain summarizing features of the 
sample can be added. 
(a) The total number of P sentences can be obtained from the Totals given 
in Sections Band C (or, alternatively, from the transcript, if these sections 
have not been analysed). A half-hour sample generally produces between 100 
and 200 sentences. 
(b) Each instance of Stimulus + Response (+ Reaction) is called a 
conversational turn. The mean number of sentences P uses within each turn is 
calculated by dividing his total sentences by the Total T stimuli. For example. 
in the interaction profiles above. the normal child produces 246 sentences in 
relation to 67 stimuli: her mean number of sentences per turn is therefore 
246/67 ::;;: 3.7. The language-delayed child produces 90 sentences in relation to 
94 stimuli-a mean of 0.96. 
(c) Mean sentence length can only be obtained from the transcript, by 
counting the number of words (defined conventionally as items in the 
transcript with space on either side), and dividing this by the total number of 
sentences. For example. in one sample the following numbers obtained: 






















Mean sentence length is therefore 1711102 = 1.6&-very low indeed. 
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2.18 As pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, there has been no 
concern in the above exposition to recommend a particular way of working 
through the types of information presented on the LARSP chart. How one 
proceeds is to a large extent determined by the kind of P one is working with. 
But in all cases, it is crucial to devise a way of laying out a grammatical 
analysis so that the information obtained from the various grammatical scans 
is clearly indicated. A common procedure is to represent a sentence analysis 
vertically, with the types of grammatical information labelled on the left (as a 
reminder to check that everything has been taken into account). For example: 
a man is walking 
Conn. 
Clause S V 
Phrase D N Aux v 
Word 3s ing 
Expansions X + S: NP X + V: VP 
2.19 While for the purposes of illustration the various examples of clinical 
analysis in this chapter have all been of children, it should be borne in mind 
that the LARSP approach is equally available for analysing the grammatical 
difficulties of adults. Similarly, while the examples in the chapter have for the 
most part been devoted to the analysis of speech production, the procedure 
can also be used for the analysis of samples of writing or signing, and for the 
study of other modes of language use (comprehension, imitation). 
2.20 Lastly, it is recognized that the method of exposition used in this chapter 
has been artificial in one major respect. By outlining one Stage at a time, only 
a partial picture could be given of the difficulties manifested in the various 
samples. It will therefore be helpful to provide a complete analysis of a 
clinical sample, so that the integration of the various steps can be observed. 
An extract from one such sample is given below: it is taken from an initial 
assessment session with a 4Yz-year-old, who had been referred for treatment 
of a language delay with accompanying problems of nonfluency. A LARSP 
analysis was made of a IS-minute conversation with T, while playing with a 








have you 'got one like th.W 
noi 
not like 'thatl 
'what 'colour's yoursl 
me - 'me ain't got CafpetS! 
you 'haven't got carpets! 
'what db you have! 
'just 
this! 
thiS sort of thing! 
referring to carpet 
referring to a bathroom mat 
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P yeah/ 
T well this IS a sort of carpet/ Isn't itt 
P not 
look/ 
T oh it's beautifully 'soft/ Isn't itt 
P that/ can 'go upstairs/ 
T yes/ 
that's true/ 
P (1 syll) downstairs there/ 
T well/ 
P 'what's that/ 
T 'what do you think it 'is/ 
P oh is -
is 'that a mirror/ isn't itt 
T it isn't a mirror/ be'cause you 'can't see your'self/ -
it's a 'sort of cupboard/ . 
I 'think 'that one 'goes a'gainst the wall/ -
can you 'put it a'gainst the wall 'somewhere/ --
P (5 sylls) 
T 'will it open/ 
P not 
T yes it will/ 
'that's great/ 
P i can - t can putt - toys in there/ 
T if we had any toys/ -
but we 'don't 'seem to have any 'toys in this 'house/ --
'what 'toys have you 'got/ 
'what's your best 'toy/ 
P racing 'carl 
T a racing 'carl 
P yeah/ 
T and 'does it have a track to go on/ 
P no/ 
T 'what do you do with your 'racing 'carl 
P (just) 'pull it on the floor/ 
T oh I see/ 
you 'put it on the floor/ 
and 'how does it 'go along! ---
do you 'have to wind itt - or what/ 
P 
LARSP 47 
[wo . wont1 ah/ 
the dlnner/ referring to a cooker 
T what colour is your 'racing 'carl --
'tell me about your 'racing 'carl 
P whlte/ 
Tit's whIte/ 
and 'does it have a man in itt 
P yeah/ 
T and 'how fast does it 'got 
P really 'fast/ --
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(we'll have) some meat! referring to toy piece of meal 
T 'that's a very 'large 'piece of 'meat! isn't it! 
I should 'put that in the 'cupboard till we 'have visitors! 
P yeah! --
and that one! referring to pan 
T it'll 'go in 'that cupboard! --
'that'll be a nice 'cupboard to 'put it in! 
we 'haven't 'got a fridge! have we! -
d6 you 'have a 'fridge! 
P yeah! --
is . white! 
T it's a white 'fridge! 
P yeah! 
really whIte! 
The LARSP profile related to this extract is given on p. 49. It illustrates a 
clear picture of grammatical delay, though there are complications arising out 
of phonological and lexical factors (see further below). A commentary on the 
profile produces the following points: 
Section A Only 9 unintelligible sentences are found in the whole sampte, 
but several of them are quite lengthy 'attempts' at complex structures 
(analysed further below). 
Sections BIc/ D P's spontaneous total is low, compared with that for 
responses (mean number of sentences per turn is only 1.1). Minor sentences 
constitute over half his responses to Question stimuli. Elliptical responses are 
quite high, and full major responses to Questions are low-suggesting a 
considerable dependence on T's question structure. Structural abnormality 
and zero responses are also in evidence, suggesting difficulties in p's 
comprehension and attention. 
Stage lOne-element sentences constitute half the total number of 
sentences in the sample-an extremely high proportion. There are no cases of 
'V', perhaps indicative of an expressive verb weakness in spontaneous 
speech. 
Stage Il This is fairly thin, presumably because Stage III structures are 
(apparently) well-established. There are no S expansions in the transitional 
line between Stages II and III. 
Stage III There is an apparently strong basic clause structure; but in fact it 
is rather stereotyped, due to P's overuse of a small set of verbs. Of 100 verb 
tokens in the sample, be, got and go constitute 60 per cent, with only do and 
put being comparable (a further 13 per cent). These are fairly 'empty' verbs, 
from a semantic point of view (see further, Chapter 5). 
Phrase structure, at this stage, seems to be developing normally; but in fact, 
the high Aux figure is suspect, due to the frequency with which P uses can 
(one-third of all Aux cases) and a tendency to use Aux elliptically (e.g. I ain't, 
it do, and in tags) and not in full verb-phrase structure. The copula is also 
generally contracted (in two-thirds of cases). In the Word column, absence of 
oed and a thin use of -ing (along with some errors at Stage VI) also suggests 
that there is an underlying verb weakness. 
Subject expansions between Stages III and IV are few, and those used do 
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50 Profiling Linguistic Disability 
not suggest that P can handle this area. In 75 cases where subjects were 
expected, he omitted it 30 times, used a pronoun 30 times, and used a noun 
phrase only 7 times. Of these, 4 were inverted order clauses (e.g. where's the 
bathroom), and 2 were semantically 'empty' (that thing isn't open, that one's 
got a walking stick). In short, there was only one clear case of subject 
expansion in the whole sample (and the bath goes there)--dearly indicating a 
problem. P may well be using tag questions as a means of avoiding subject 
expansion (cf. 'put that upstairsl couldn't weI, 'bit trouble herel won't 11). 
Stage W Apart from Neg V (largely in tags), the cut-off at Stage IV is 
quite clear. The cX is empty (and that one), the XcX may be a stereotype for 
him, and the attempt at a relative clause (Postmod. clause 1) went wrong (see 
further below). Tag questions are in use, but not very systematically, and his 
use of don't they might be stereotyped (it often fails to agree in number with 
the subject, e.g. 'that 'goes in therel don't they/). 
Stage V There is a problem on P's horizon with this stage. He is beginning 
to use conjunctions (and and cos in particular). But, in the absence of clause 
development at Stage IV, and given the uncertain status of his verb phrase at 
Stage III, and his problems with subject expression (cf. above), this sign of 
'progress' must in fact be viewed with concern. It is not possible to develop 
good clause sequence at Stage V without a solid clause and phrase structure 
from earlier stages. If allowed to continue unchecked, one might predict in 
due course the emergence of such sentences as he kicked the man and can fall 
down, with increasing ambiguity if the and sequence were allowed to 
continue. 
There are already signs of P's difficulties as he attempts clause sequences. It 
is perhaps not a coincidence that the two main cases of unintelligible speech in 
the sample both involve and, viz. 
some are doing (that) and - some (Verb)ing it in (there); 
(1 syll) got - one of thesel'got to 'put up a tractor! (2 syUs) 'put it in there/ 
don't theyl and and - (in) outl. 
It should be noted also that as a sentence gets longer, it becomes increasingly 
reliant on context-dependent (deictic) items, such as it, there, these, they, that. 
This suggests' that, as P tries to use his limited processing abilities for more 
advanced syntax, he 'gives up' on the lexical side, replacing specific items by 
'empty' ones (ct. the adult P analysed in 5.10). He has a fairly marked 
tendency to do this in simpler sentences too (especially when referring to 
absent events, where the use of deictic forms is an inappropriate and unclear 
strategy). 
P's attempt at a relative clause is 1 don't want that what that is-a normal 
developmental usage. It suggests, again, that he is 'willing' to take on Stage V 
constructions-but is not as yet competent to do so. 
Follow-up session This analysis was then used as input for a follow-up 
assessment session, in which various hypotheses about P's disability were 
tested. It was felt important to check on the extent of P's ability to handle the 
apparently weak areas of grammatical structure. viz. clause sequencing, 
verbs. and narrative abilities for absent topics. A puzzle which had emerged 
from the first session was P's fluency. which was within normal expectations 
(though previous case notes stated that he was very nonflueni). It was felt that 
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if pressure were put on P to use the structures which were causing him 
problems, it might be possible to elicit this nonfluency. The aim of the 
follow-up session, therefore, was to push P as far as possible down the 
LARSP chart, to see whether the suspected weaknesses became more 
manifest as task complexity increased. 
To this end, P was given the following four tasks: 
(a) a comprehension task, of the 'do X and then do Y' type, proceeding to 
'put X in Y and then put P in Q'. Conjunctions were progressively made more 
difficult (before, when). and the number of clauses in the sequence was 
increased to three. P was also invited to give instructions to T along similar 
lines. 
He did very well. He could handle sequences of two clauses with and, and 
two clauses with when; but he generally failed on before. When asked to 
instruct T, he used only and, but at one point spontaneously used a sequence 
of three clauses. However, his productions were strongly deictic (e.g. put that 
Q!! thereL~.nd hLbecame nonfluent several times (e.g. and get open that. 
tliingyl . tlierel, - indicating drawled segments). 
(b) LDA action cards were used to elicit verbs, and subject expansions, 
aiming for a move from 'he's Verbing' to 'a N is Verbing'. P had no difficulty 
naming the verbs, but he did have trouble with subject expansion. Asked to 
focus on the subject (using who questions. and by querying subject elements), 
he produced several non-fluencies, e.g. 
T 'is it a girl 'sleeping! 
P girl's! father/ - what/ . <D isl. what's 'gone in to (3 sylls) 
Several and-sequences spontaneously emerged, from which it was possible to 
see signs of subject weakness on non-initial clauses-the omission of 
determiners, for example (e.g .... and man's doing . .. ). On the other hand, 
several good noun phrases emerged (e.g. and this boy is thrOWing his carl). 
There is evidently a need to consolidate this element of structure. P made no 
attempt to use anything more complex than DN. It was felt unlikely that he 
could handle. say, D Adj N as Subject. 
(c) LDA sequencing cards were used to elicit stories from P; then 
unstructured picture stimuli. to see whether this situation was more difficult 
for him. 
There were several problems. P laid out the cards in an odd way. to begin 
with-vertically. They were in the right order, usually, but he insisted on 
talking about the final card first! On the whole he produced single-clause 
sentences~ but he did attempt a few sequences. and in these cases several 
grammatical difficulties emerged, along with a fair amount of nonfluency 
(phrasal as well as segmental), e.g. (nonfluent utterance in italics): 
T 'what do you 'do in your 'garden! 
P 'plant some seeds in there! erm (plant) erm erm 'pll1 some water with it/ 
and - (1 syll) 'something up/ plant 'comes 'up! 
Examples of omitted clause elements in these sequences include: 
... the 'flowers 'coming upl cos the sun/ (Verb 0) 
... 'fell inl - 'push in the water/ (Subject and Object 0) 
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Longer sequences become very confused, e.g. 
'first there (look) - fishing 'rodl - then 'lookl . 'catch the fish/ and 'then 
'pushed it in/ 
-the point here being that in the penultimate clause, the omitted subject 
refers to the boy in the picture, whereas in the final clause it refers to the fish 
(who pulls the boy in). This kind of monologue must promote a great deal of 
unintelligibility. 
This section also produced a couple of quite advanced structures, not 
previously noticed, viz. which one did that called (= 'what was it called') and a 
knife was stuck in him (an appropriately-used passive). 
The unstructured picture stimuli were helpful, in that they elicited several 
unsuccessful attempts at Stage V structure, and underlined P's limitations. He 
was very reluctant to say more than one clause at a time; but when he did, it 
was regularly accompanied by nonfluency, false starts, and diminished 
prosodic strength. He repeatedly used a stereotyped 1 don't know. He mainly 
attempted and-sequences, but there was one interesting example of an 
attempt at a Subject-clause: 
that that - b 'boot with. 'bird in/ . 'that is his 'shoe!. 
He was in fact quite good at NP Pr NP, which is a foundation of later relative 
clause development (e.g. the man in the garden - the man who is in the 
garden). There could be a fruitful remedial path here, in due course. 
(d) P was asked to tell stories about a favourite television programme, and 
to report on his morning's activities. This task demonstrated his problems 
very clearly, as the following sequences show. T has asked why the Incredible 
Hulk has been angered: 
P cos he got tol - 'make . 'make him angry! 










'what did she do! 
thumped her! 
she did what! 
thumped her! 
(NB Subject 0) 
(NB Det 0) 
(NB Subject 0, and 
changes Subject) 
The most marked piece of nonfluency in the whole session was when he was 
excitedly telling a story of what had once happened on a walk (there is erratic 
pitch, loudness and tempo control throughout): 
m - m . rit/ . my dad 'went in the 'woods/. a and meL dadl mel - 'we.!'t in 
the woods/ and 'we did 'saw a lOt of'fox/ but my 'daa. . but my 'dad. but my 
'dad killed itl 
Conclusion The picture of specific grammatical delay suggested by the 
LARSP profile is confirmed in the follow-up session. Several specific areas of 
difficulty are apparent, and seem to relate to P's nonfluency. One would in 
normal circumstances anticipate that the nonfluency would diminish as 
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control over these structures improves; but P's particular difficulty with Stage 
V structures means that his learning here will take much longer than in 
normal development, and his nonHuency will probably persist for a longer 
period (and thus doubtless cause increasing concern). Immediate remedial 
grammatical goals would seem to be the following: 
(i) the systematic building up of subject expansion, beginning with X + S: 
NP, and then XY + S: NP; 
(ii) developing his use of structures (from the earlier stages) in contexts 
which he finds difficult, viz. absent or imaginary topics; 
(iii) establish SVOA, but without reliance on deixis; 
(iv) slowly build up Stage V, keeping clause structure very short to begin 
with, e.g. SV + SV; order-of-mention should be preserved (d. 5.9.10), and 
reinforced by a clear sequence of reported events, e.g. 'X happened and 
then Y happened', where the activities are determinate and clearly causal. 
2.11· While this is only a single illustration, it can be taken as typical of the 
way in which one proceeds f~om transcription to profiling to interpretation, 
and finally to remedial intervention. It should be noted, too, how necessary it 
is to refer back to the chart and to the transcription as one proceeds with the 
remedial discussion. The LARSP chart must not be seen in a vacuum: it is a 
summary of one's first systematic observations, and a guide to further 
observations. It is always necessary to interpret a chart in the context of the 
transcription on which it was based, and with reference to the other linguistic 
factors (phonological, lexical etc.) which identify P's disability. 
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3 PROPH 
3.1* The segmental phonological profile known as PROPH (,Profile of 
Phonology') is essentially a presentation of the English sound system on a 
2-page chart. To facilitate the compilation of the profile. a transcriptional 
page is added. To facilitate the interpretation of the profile. a separate 3-page 
section provides various suggestions about ways of summarizing the main 
patterns in the data. 
3.2* The data base of the procedure is a sample of P's connected speech of up 
to 100 word-types (see further below). But there is no magic in the figure of 
100. As with all profiles, one transcribes as much as is necessary to 
demonstrate a pattern in P's disability. Routinely. one might transcribe only a 
few dozen items to begin with. and profile these; the chart might then pe 
sufficiently full to indicate the nature of the phonological problem. But if no 
clear pattern was emerging at this stage. a further sample would need to be 
taken. lOO-word samples are usually enough to establish a pattern; but if 
necessary. the sample could be larger. using supplementary transcriptional 
pages. Sometimes, one has to be satisfied with what one can get! 
Similarly, there is no obligation to use connected conversational speech. 
though this is what we aim for in the first instance. Any sample can be profiled 
(e.g. confrontation naming. the results of an articulation test. or the imitation 
of T speech), Information about sample type is indicated at the top of the 
page. Samples of different types should not be profiled together, unless some 
kind of typographical distinction is made on the chart. 
3.2.1* Each word-type in the sample is assigned a line. and subsequent 
word-tokens of the same type are placed on the same line. For example. if p's 
first sentence were daddy go ['dred\ 'goul. the transcription would appear as 
follows: 
1 daddy 'dredl 
2 go 'gou 
If. later in the sample. P used these words again. they would be placed along 
the same lines as their first occurrence. If the later tokens were phonetically 
identical (to the analyst's ear) with the first. they would not be separately 
transcribed. but marked thus: 
1 daddy 'dred\ ltH.11 
(This would mean that. in the sample. P used this form 8 times-the original 
instance, plus a subsequent 7 instances.) Alternative pronunciations are listed 
separately along the same line (as far as space permits). e.g. 
54 
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Gloss Transcriptions Gloss Gloss T ranscnptions 
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8 48 88 
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II 51 ~I 
12 52 92 
Ll 53 9.1 
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32 72 I 







39 N I 
140 80 I 
Tolal ¥lord tokens 
Repeated forms 
Variant forms 
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1 daddy 'dredl 'dregl 'dre:1 
along with any indications of frequency, e.g. 
1 daddy 'dredl III 'dregl I 
(This would mean that, in the sample, P used the form ['dredl1 4 times, and 
the form ['dregl1 twice.) 
The significance of this way of proceeding is to make it clear in the 
transcription just how much variability there is in P's production. Analysing 
the type and amount of variability in P's repeated use of words can provide 
important clues as to the nature of a disability and whether particular aspects 
of the sound system are undergoing a process of change. 
It should be noted that the transcription treats grammatical variations as 
separate words, for the purposes of phonological analysis. For example, cat 
and cats would each have their own lines, as would go, goes, going. 
3.2.2 In mature connected speech, some word-types turn up much more 
frequently than others, and this is often true of samples of phonological 
disability, especially where there is accompanying grammatical or semantic 
disorder. Generally, the distinction is drawn between the high frequency 
grammatical items (such as the, that, and, yes, in, on, him), and the lower 
frequency lexical items (such as green, house, car, man). While all P's words 
have to be considered in the overall evaluation of phonological disability (d. 
the stress on comprehensiveness in 1.9), it is plain that difficulties with lexical 
items are going to cause P greater communicative problems than difficulties 
with grammatical items. A phonological profile needs to be able to reflect this 
distinction, upon occasion. Likewise, one needs to be able to handle the 
effects of having a single item (whether grammatical or lexical) turn up with 
abnormal frequency. For example, if P has 30 instances of a glottal stop 
replacing a target of final I-pi, it would be important to know whether these 
abnormal substitutions have occurred throughout several words, or whether 
they are there due to P's repeatedly using a single word with this abnormal 
substitution. 
For these reasons, a separate section is provided on the transcriptional page 
for those items (grammatical or lexical) which T feels are going to turn up 
with abnormal frequency in the data, and which, if analysed in the routine 
way, would badly skew the profile. These items are placed in the unnumbered 
section, at the top of the page, along with any variations in pronunciation 
encountered in the data (as already described in 3.2.1.), e.g. 
the ();) .mtlm' I d~ IIII it (,) JHt mt .wt mt 
a ;) mt .!tit .!tit .IHt re and ren lift III I;I mt I nd I 
him 1m ml ml'hlm Ult III there de;) Ult ml mt de: IIII 
It should be emphasized that there is no theoretical motivation for the 
decision as to whether an item is placed in this section, or in one of the 
numbered lines below. T makes the decision based on his impression of the 
item's apparent frequency in the sample. Placing an item in the unnumbered 
section does not preclude its being profiled later; but we do leave the analysis 
of the items placed here until last, and often find that it is not particularly 
helpful to take them into account. 
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3.2.3 In cases where speech is unintelligible, the numbered section should 
not be used, as it is not possible to assign a target gloss to the word. On the 
other hand, it is important not to lose the information about the phonetic 
character of such unintelligible speech: its quantity may be an important 
aspect of assessment or indication of progress, and its qualitative range may 
provide fruitful guidelines for remediation. All unanalysable speech is 
therefore transcribed in the sample, and placed in the unnumbered section at 
the bottom of the chart, along with any tentative suggestions as to the 
meaning of the utterance, e.g. -
? 'flauk lei 
? horse 'n:.'):h 
? 'spoun 
Also in this section, one places utterances where an analysis in terms of 
word-level units is problematic, e.g. gonna, dunno, I'll. (Lexical compounds, 
such as tea-bag, blackbird, and so on, are taken as single lexical items, and 
assigned a numbered line.) 
A complete sample of a language-delayed 4-year-old is given in 3.23 below. 
3.3 Certain general principles governing the type of transcription used should 
be noted. 
(a)'" The initial descriptive statement is made using a phonemic model (for 
the profile's use of other models of analysis, see 3.21). However, because the 
phonological status of the phones in articulatory disorders is often unclear, it 
would seem premature to assign everything a phonemic status at the outset. 
On the other hand, it would be counterproductive (for a routine clinical tool) 
to aim for a maximally narrow phonetic transcription. Apart from the 
time-consuming nature of the enterprise, the quality of most clinical 
recordings would not permit it. PROPH therefore compromises, using a 
broad phonetic transcription-permitting a fairly specific representation to be 
given of the articulatory character of the phones used, and implying putative 
phonological status to these phones, but allowing for the possibility that such 
judgements may not on occasion be capable of being made. Thus, for 
example, if P pronounces the initial segment of leaf with a lateral fricative, 
this would be transcribed as [+], and not phonemicized automatically to III; 
similarly, an open variant of the vowel in men would be transcribed as [~]; and 
so on. 
(b)'" Because of recording ftuctuations, limitations in the transcriber's 
ability, and a general indeterminacy in many P articulations (see further, 
3.22.4), it is often not possible to do other than guess at the character of a 
phone. We therefore recommend use of the transcriptional conventions 
proposed by the working party investigating the phonetic representation of 
disordered speech, as reported in the British Journal of Disorders of 
Communication (December 1980). Chief amongst these, in our view, is the 
circle convention, to represent an element of uncertainty in the identification 
of a phone or phone type, as m CD, \C) or (f)--standing for 'uncertain [tf, 
'unspecified consonant' and 'unspecified fricative', respectively. We would 
atte:npt to profile items containing such circled symbols, allowing the circle to 
indicate on the profile chart the existence of our transcriptional indecision. 
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(c)· The basis of the transcription is the phonological description of English 
used by Gimson, modified where necessary by standard IPA diacritics and 
symbols, and by the list of new symbols proposed by the working party 
referred to above. All items are judged as stressed or unstressed, in their 
connected speech context, and stress marks assigned to the items where 
needed (placed above and before the syllable). Only one degree of stress is 
recognized. 
(d) Gimson's transcription is primarily concerned to characterize the type 
of English accent known as 'received pronunciation' (RP), and because of the 
intensive way in which this accent-group has been studied. we use it as the 
basis of PROPH's organization. But PROPH would hardly be useful if it were 
restricted to the articulation problems of RP speakers only! To bridge the gap 
between the RP model and the range of regional accents, therefore, page I of 
the procedure has a section headed Accent conventions, Under this heading is 
placed a note of those guidelines about p's accent (or that of his parents, 
peers, relatives) which will need to be taken into account in interpreting the 
profile chart. For example, P may drop all (h J phones from words which 
would have them initially in RP. (house. hurry etc.). On the profile chart, 
therefore, he will have these words logged as lacking initial (hj, Now, if P 
comes from an accent area where [hI is expected initially, this (h]-dropping 
can be taken at face value, and remediation introduced at the appropriate 
time. But if he comes from an accent area where initial [h J is lacking, it would 
be unfair to penalize him for dropping the [h]. The purpose of Accent 
conventions is therefore to sensitize the profile user as to whether a sound is 
to be taken into account or not. In the present example. if it read 
h- -+ 0 (initial [hI is zero) 
the analyst will note to pay no attention to the total of omitted [h]s on the 
chart. And similarly, for the following examples. all of which turn up quite 
commonly in regional speech: 
-ing -+ In (ing endings are pronounced as [10 J not [II)) 
au -+ au (RP [au I in e, g. go is produced as [ao I-as in Cockney, for 
instance) 
+ -+ .fI_ (RP medial ttl is replaced by a glottal stop, as in Cockney 
buuer). 
3.4 At the foot of page 1. certain general quantitative indices of the sample 
are recorded, namely: 
(a) Total word types-i.e. the number of different words in the sample, 
(b) Total word tokens-the number of words in the sample. i.e, induding 
repeated instances of the same word, 
(c) Type-token ratio (TTR)-the ratio of Types to Tokens. conventionally 
computed by dividing the total under (a) by the total under (b). 
(d) Repeated forms-the total number of phonetically identical word-
tokens whose segments have been transferred onto the profile chart; for 
example, if P says man as [mten] eight times, with no obvious phonetic 
variation, throughout the sample, this would be profiled as 8 cases of [m), 8 of 
[tel. and so on. The 7 'repetitions' would then be noted in the repeated forms 
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box. The total number of repeated forms should therefore always be referred 
to, in profile interpretation, to see whether any 'inflationary' element has 
entered the chart, due to P using certain words with exceptional frequency. 
(e) Variant forms-the total number of word types on the transcriptional 
page, where the target word is represented by phonetically distinct 
alternatives; no separate count is made of the number of alternatives. For 
instance. in the following sample, there are three variant forms: man, cat and 
boy: 
man mren men lima: 
cat kre: kret 
dog dreg III 
boy bD b::)1 IIII 
Noting the extent to which variant forms turn up in a sample could be an 
important indication of whether P's phonological system is undergoing 
change, and accordingly whether there is a good prognosis for remediation. 
(f) Total problems refers to the number of items (types) which. for 
whatever reason, it has proved impossible to analyse in the sample. 
(g) Total unintelligible refers to the number of word-like utterances 
(tokens) which it has proved impossible to interpret if! the data (as opposed to 
those other problems where the target word is known. but a phonological 
analysis is wholly unclear). 
(h) The ratio of analysed to unanalysed items (tokens) in the sample is 
likely to have some significance, as a measure of the extent to which the 
profile chart is a reasonable account of the sample as a whole. Obviously, if 60 
words were in the sample, and only 30 were able to be analysed (the 
remainder being problematic or unintelligible), the picture is gloomier than if 
all 60 were analysable-and this will be reflected in the different ratios (30:60 
as opposed to 60:60). the figure of 1 being the theoretical maximum. 
3.4.1 Doubtless there are other statistical summaries that might be made of 
the transcriptional data, and other interesting ratios to be found. The above 
are only meant to be illustrative of the need to bear in mind some general 
characteristics of the sample, so that the profile description can be properly 
evaluated. It is too soon to say whether these ratios will have true clinical 
significance: too few cases have been analysed in these terms. With more 
precise longitudinal studies of phonological disability. however. we expect 
interesting findings to emerge. 
3.5 The main part of the procedure is the 2-page classification of the 
segments which constitute the basis of the English sound system. These 
segments are classified in terms of (a) their distribution within syllables, and 
(b) their phonetic type. 
3.5.1* The layout of the chart relates primarily to the distribution of 
segments within syllables. Syllables are analysed in the conventional way. as 
comprising a vowel nucleus. usually accompanied by a preceding consonant 
or consonant cluster, and often followed by a consonant or consonant cluster. 
(a) Initial consonants (C-) are classified in the two left-hand columns in the 
upper part of the chart. 
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(b) Vowels (including diphthongs etc.) are classified in the two columns to 
the right of Co. 
(e) Final consonants (-C) are classified in the two columns to the right of V. 
(d) Consonants and consonant clusters whose distributional status in the 
syllable is uncertain (see further, 3.5.2) are classified in the two columns on 
the extreme right of the chart (-C-, -CC(C)-) 
(e) Initial. consonant clusters (CC-, CCC-) are classified in the left-hand 
columns in the lower part of the chart. 
(f) Final consonant clusters (-CC, -CCC(C» are classified in the right-hand 
columns in the lower part of the chart. 
(g) The stress patterns of words containing 2 or more syllables are listed in 
the lower centre column. 
(h) Information about phonological features of connected speech (see 
further, 3.12) is listed in the remaining section. 
In outline, the chart therefore has the foHowing organization: 
c-
c- -v- -c cC(C)-
cc CC 
Stress 
ccc -ccC(C) ~ Connectivit y 
3.5.2 The profile procedure is to transfer the information from the 
transcriptional page to the profile chart, one syllable at a time. The 
consonants and vowels in monosyllabic words are transferred to the 
appropriate section of the chart directly: initial consonants, if any, under Co; 
final consonants, if any, under -C; vowels under _yo; and so on. Polysyllabic 
words, however. present a complication. which any profiling procedure has to 
anticipate. For our purposes. we see polysyllabic words as comprising two 
types: 
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(aj Those where the syllable division is quite clear, because there is a clear 
morphological boundary, as in un/kind, walk ling etc. In such cases, each 
syllable is profiled in turn-walk [W;):k1 would be C-, _yo. -C; ing would be 
_yo, -C; and so on. (Stress differences are also taken into account: see 3.8.) 
(bj"" polysyllabic words where the syllable division i~ unclear, the phonetic 
division being ambiguous, and there being no stress or morphological grounds 
to help decide the matter, as in table, pudding. open, extra. balloon. and 
many more. Should these words be analysed as pu-dding or pudd-ing. etc.? 
Intuitions, it seems, vary enorm'ously as to where the syllable boundary falls 
in such cases. To avoid the risk of an uncontrollable arbitrariness creeping 
into the profile procedure, therefore, we avoid making a decision as to 
whether these word-medial consonants are -C or Co. Instead. we recognise an 
indeterminate category, -Co, to which we assign all cases of this kind. -C- does 
not stand for 'medial consonant' (which would presuppose a word-based 
analysis) but for 'consonants whose distributional status is unclear, with 
respect to adjoining syllables'. These cases are listed in the two rightmost 
columns in the upper part of the chart. These columns are not as large as the 
others, reflecting the fact that in clinical samples these problem cases are 
relatively uncommon. The left-hand column (-C-) is used for single 
consonants; the right-hand column for consonant clusters (-CC(C)-). listed 
according to the first consonant in the cluster. 
We can illustrate the way in which segments are assigned to different 
sections of the chart using the following examples: 
cat cowboy open try I 
[k re t] [k aulb ;)1] [;m p ;} nJ [tr al] [all 
c-v-c c- V c- V V -c v-c cc-v V 
running streams destroy invite 
[r/\nlI.IJJ [str i: mz] [d I str ;")1] [ I nv al tJ 
C-V-CV -C CCC-V-CC C-V-CCC- V V-CC-V-C 
( -CCC - placed (-CC- placed 
along the s line) along the n line) 
3.6 The classification in terms of sound types is made on conventional 
phonetic lines. bearing in mind those phonetic distinctions that are important 
in the English sound system. 







front consonants being placed 
higher up the chart than 
back consonants. within each 
category 
For the first three categories. for initial and final consonants. voiceless 
consonants are placed on the left. and voiced consonants on the right. The 
layout is thus as follows: 
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c- -c - C(CC) 
I I 
I I 
Plosives VI Plosives Plosives 
V'l V'l 
V'l I '" I <: '" 
I <: ..... I 0 















p b t d k g initially, finally and 'unclear' 
(see 3,5.2) 
Y'd3 
f v 90s z f initially, finally and 'unclear' 
3 finally and 'unclear' 
h initially and 'unclear' 
m n initially, finally and 'unclear' 
lJ finally and 'unclear' 
rn I) finally 
I r initially, finally and 'unclear' (a slot 
for final [-r] is included, in view of 
the frequency of this item in regional 
speech) 
w initially and 'unclear' 
finally 
3.6.3 Vowels are classified according to place and type of articulation: 
short 1 e re ~ u /I. 0 
long i: a: 3: u: ;): 
diphthongs el al ;)1 ~u au i~ C~ u~ 
triphthongs el~ al~ ;)I~ ~u~ au;) 
I 
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Within each category, close (or high) articulations are placed higher up the 
chart than open (or low) articulations; for short and long vowels, relatively 
front articulations are placed in the left-hand column, and relatively back 
articulations are placed in the right-hand column. Diphthongs and triph-
thongs are classified in terms of their direction of movement-towards [I]. [u] 
or [d]. 
At the bottom of the vowel column are placed those monosyllabic words in 
English which consist purely of a vowel. We regularly encounter Ps whose 
ability to use some of these words is different from the way in which they use 
vowels in eve contexts, and we therefore classify them separately, in the first 
instance. The following items are involved: 
[d] for unstressed a, are, her, of, I 
[re] for stressed a 
[I] for unstressed he 
[u] for unstressed who 
{i:] for unstressed he 
[a:] for our, and stressed are (in r-less aCGents) 
[;):] for stressed or (in r-Iess accents) 
[3] for unstressed her (in r·less accents) 
[u:] for unstressed who. and for ooh 
[du] for oh, 0 (the letter) 
[el] for stressed a, A (the letter) 
[al J for stressed I 
ria] for ear (in r-Iess accents) 
[C;J] for air (in r-Iess accents) 
[oua] for stressed our (in r-Iess accents) 
(Unstressed syllables consisting of consonant as well as vowel are profiled in 
the main section of the chart, in the usual way: see further, 3.8.) 
We have not found it helpful to devote a separate section of the chart to the 
few cases where 'words' may consist of a single consonant, e.g. m, sshh. If one 
wishes to log these separately, there is a convenient blank box, adjacent to 
both [f) and [m], in the initial consonant section. 
Incorporating the above information into the sections described in 3.6 
produces the layout on p. 66. 
3.7· It will be recalled (from 3.3) that the accent reflected in this layout is 
RP. For Ps whose accents are a modified form of RP. it is possible to use this 
layout by making only minor modifications to the transcription. For example. 
if P's accent used an /au/ diphthong where the initial element was further 
back, viz. [ou], it would be a simple matter to alter the relevant symbol on the 
chart (remembering to note the change under 'Accent Conventions' on the 
transcriptional page). Many of the more common regional variations can be 
handled in this way. But the systemic repercussions of changing one vowel 
value should be noted. In many accents, whole sets of changes would need to 
be incorporated, if an adequate account of P's phonological system were to 
emerge. Indeed, in an accent which was markedly different from RP, the 
vowel section of the chart would have to be replaced by an analysis more 
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u - Centring 
~ ~-----------------------~ i5 ;E 
;I - Centring 
Single-vowel words 
suited to that accent. (T would have had to do this anyway, of course, as 
part of his general evaluation of the dialect norms of an area, in relation to 
a decision concerning his therapeutic goals.) The present chart, therefore, 
must be used with caution: its organizational principles are of general 
application, but its descriptive categories (especially in the vowel section) 
must always be checked against the accent norms which identify T's teach-
ing goals. 
3.8 The distinction between stressed and unstressed syllables is also 
incorporated into the procedure, as P's abilities often vary in this respect. A 
horizontal line is therefore drawn within each phone-type for Co, V and -c. 
(Space constraints did not allow the extension of this convention to other 
sections of the chart.) The use of a phone in a stressed syllable is placed above 
this line. The use of a phone in an unstressed syllable is placed below this line. 
For example, in the word singing, as pronounced ['SIUIU). the first [11 and [U) 
would be placed above the line, and the second below, as follows: 
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I: I I 1 
For syllabic consonants, the stressed/unstressed distinction does not apply. 
Also, for RP, the use of schwa [a] is restricted to unstressed syllables, and 
therefore one would expect to find marks only in the lower section of that box 
on the chart. (In other accents, of course, where schwa may be used in 
stressed syllables, the upper section of the schwa box would be in use.) 
When a stress pattern clearly motivates a syllabic division, we follow the 
stress, regardless of other (e.g. morphological) considerations. For example, 
one P said taxi as ['trek -- 'si:), which was accordingly profiled as two 
syllables, with a final [-k I and initial [s-). 
3.9 The vertical lines which divide each box reflect the traditional distinctions 
in the study of articulatory disability. The first column refers to correct 
phones-that is, the target phone has been correctly articulated (as far as T 
can tell). The middle column refers to omitted phones. in relation to the target 
syllable. The third column refers to the substituted phones which T considers 
to be abnormal, in relation to the target phone. For example, we may take the 
following items, and see how they would be noted in relation to the [pI box in 
initial C- position (assuming a stressed syllable in each case): 
target syllable pig pig pig 
(pIg) (pIg) [pIg] 
P's pronunciations [pIg] [ Ig] [tlg] 
[pi: ] [1:] [?I] 
profiled as 
p- I" I I Ip-I In I Ip-I It I Z· 
Phone-tokens are added to the relevant part of each box, as they are 
encountered in the transcription. A typical box at the end of this process 
might look like this: 
p- ...,.. I ~ I"" IjW'1 
'" hr.1 
This would mean: in the sample, P produced initial (p] correctly 6 times in 
stressed syllables and 3 times in unstressed syllables; he omitted the phone in 
a stressed syllable once; he replaced it in a stressed syllable by [t) once, by [h) 
once, and by a [pw] cluster once; and in an unstressed syllable by [h) once. 
Totalling up, of P's 15 initiallp-] targets, he was correct 9 times (see further, 
3.20, for a discussion of quantitative summaries of the data). 
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3.10 Because -C- and -CC- represent phones whose syllabic status is 
uncertain (cf. 3.5.2), it is not possible to use the distinction between stressed 
and unstressed syllable systematically. The vertical columns explained in 3.9 
do apply, however. So, for example. the pronunciation of the word cabin as 
['krebtn I would involve a mark in the first column opposite [bl; ['krem] would 
involve a mark in the second column; and, say, ['krekm) would require the [k] 
substitution to be noted in the third column. The (uncommon) cases of 
consonant clusters are written into the chart as they occur, using the first 
element in the cluster as the index for its position. e.g. in sister, the [-st-] 
cluster would be indicated as follows: 
s +I.st I 
Correct. omitted or substituted forms would be assigned to the columns in the 
usual way. 
3.11 The classification of consonant clusters is made in terms of (a) clusters 
containing two elements; and (b) clusters containing three or more elements. 
Initial and final clusters are presented across the bottom of the chart. using 
the first element of the cluster as the index. There is no space to make use of 
the stressed/unstressed distinction. but all clusters are classified in terms of 
correct/omitted/substituted phones. For a cluster to be placed in the correct 
column, the whole of the cluster must be correct; if only one element is 
correct, the form is placed in the substitutions column. If neither element is 
correct. the substitutions column is again used. A mark is placed in the 
omissions column only if the whole of the cluster is missing. 
There are sufficiently few possibilities for 2-element clusters in English to 
permit the presentation of a complete list; likewise. for initial 3-element 
clusters. Final 3-element clusters. and the (less common) 4-element clusters. 
are too numerous to list conveniently. however; so this section of the chart is 
simply left blank. items being added in an ad hoc manner as they occur in the 
sample (which is not often). 
The cluster inventory is therefore as follows: 
-cc 
pC be ec ! -pC -0:: -mC 
" "'- It: I 




- ,e .e 
ke -He 
de -tIC -Ie 
Jl 
-ftC 
__ I: _c 





ccc - i 
<IX J 
• ooqC) 
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3.11.1 The assignment of clusters to this section of the chart can be illustrated 





t - I 







A complete line, taken from a recent profile, was as follows: 






This means that of 8 attempts at the [tr-] cluster in the sample, 1 was correct, 
there were no omissions, and there were 7 errors-in 4 cases, the cluster was 
replaced by [tw], and in 3 cases by [tfl. 
3.12* The model of analysis described above has been devised to handle 
connected speech as a series of isolated lexical and grammatical items. Thus a 
sentence such as the dog is barking. pronounced as [~::I'dog IZ 'bo:k1fJJ, would 
be transcribed with each word on a separate line, somewhere on the 
transcription page; and each stressed and unstressed syllable would then be 
transferred onto the profile chart. In this case, seeing the sentence as a 
sequence of separate words poses no analytic problems. But if the sentence 
had been the car is . .. , pronounced [~;) 'ko:r IzI, there would be a problem, 
due to the occurrence of 'linking' r. If P's accent were RP, we would not wish 
to call this [r] a final consonant in the syllable, as it is not used when the 
syllable is spoken in isolation. The profile chart therefore has a separate 
section, where segmental modifications due to the connectivity of words in 
running speech can be located. This is the section marked Conn. in the 
bottom right-hand corner of the chart. 
The procedure for using this section is as follows. The unaffected part of a 
syllable is profiled in the upper part of the chart. in the usual way. The 
segment(s) affected by the connected speech are not profiled in the same way, 
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but are listed in the Conn. section as they occur. For example, if the sequence 
were he can buy . .. with can being pronounced [k;}m]. because of the 
influence of the following [b], the initial [kl and the vowel would be assigned 
to their appropriate places in the upper half of the chart; the final segment 
would be assigned to the Conn. section thus: 
-n - -m Ib-
(which reads: final [-n] was pronounced as [.m] in the context of a following 
[boD. The linking r example above would be written thus: 
CV - CVr IV-
(which reads: a syllable consisting of a consonant and a vowel was 
pronounced with a following [rl in the context of a following initial vowel). Of 
course, any convenient notation can be used. as long as it makes clear which 
segments have been affected. and the nature of the context in which the 
modification occurs. 
When a segment has been elided. as part of normal connected speech. it is 
profiled in the usual way. e.g. police [pli:sl would be assigned to the [pl-] 
cluster box, and [dsl of medicine ['medsm] would be assigned to the -CC-
column, and so on. Any general observation concerning P's use of casual or 
careful speech styles could be noted on the final supplementary page (under 
Variants). The only cases which might be placed under Conn. are those where 
the elision is such that there is no clear place for the item elsewhere on the 
chart, e.g. [fl in cup of tea ['kApf'ti:], [mnl in how many times ['houmnl 
'talmz). 
3.13 The remaining column on the profile summarizes the stress pattern in 
polysyllabic words in the sample. The three disyllabic patterns are listed 
(strong-weak, as in Monday; weak-strong, as in today; and strong-strong, as 
in reabtig). Longer sequences are written in as they occur. under the heading 
3+, e.g. telephone as '~'. The number of correct instances of a target 
stress pattern is given in the left-hand column of this section; incorrect stress 
patterns are listed in the right-hand column. For example, 
would mean that of 10 . patterns attempted. 6 were correct, 3 were 
produced as ,. (e.g. ['mAndel) becoming ['mAn'del]) and 1 was produced as a 
single stressed syllable (e.g. ['mAndell becoming ['mAn)). 
3.14 To illustrate the whole of the above procedure in operation, a short 
sample from a language-delayed child is given below, with the profiling 
decisions given alongside. The profile of the sample then follows on pp. 7.;-5. 
The accent is RP. 
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s p-
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(nur! p - I~I +-+-1 ----11 [ 1---1' -f-! 1----11  
Conn I ell..., cv.-/v 




IWI I ~ I, I I 1-" : r -J ,. 
1 ... 1 
I I 
I 1.1 
The sample would of course need to be much larger, before a useful pattern 
would begin to emerge on the profile chart. 
3.1S For the sake of illustrative clarity, the examples so far have avoided the 
various kinds of analytic problem which bedevil so much of clinical 
phonological investigation. A simple segmental analysis of the kind described 
above is often not possible. There may, for example, be an unclear mapping 
of P's utterance onto the target word, as when lemon was pronounced 
[wo:nf]. Or again, there might be an unclear division in the eve sequence, as 
when bowl was pronounced [bo:u]: here it is unclear whether the analysis 
should be ev ([b] [o:u], with [-I] deleted) or eve ([b] [0:] [-uj-i.e. a 
vocalized [-I]). Such cases can provide illuminating information about the 
nature of a disability, but assigning a segmental phonological analysis to them 
would be wholly arbitrary. They are therefore not analysed, in the PROPH 
procedure, in the first instance: the items are transferred as wholes to the 
section of the supplementary chart (see below, and esp. 3.22.5) labelled 
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unanalysed. Alternative methods of phonological analysis may then be tried 
out. The use of the unanalysed section is therefore recommended whenever 
there is any doubt concerning the assignment of segments on the profile chart. 
3.16· Having completed the transcriptional page and the accompanying 
profile chart, and allowed for the existence of awkward cases, the PROPH 
procedure is in a sense complete. Certainly, the discipline of carrying out the 
transcription, and of analysing it systematically, can be sufficient to develop a 
good grasp of P's main problems. And because the profile chart provides a 
comprehensive frame of reference for segment distribution and phonetic 
type, it is a straightforward matter to identify some of the gaps, imbalances, 
and so on. We would therefore expect many Ts to find the exercise so far a 
sufficient basis for principled therapy. But if one wants to make a more 
formal statement concerning the nature of P's disability, or to evaluate the 
effects of therapy, some kind of qualitative or quantitative analysis is 
required. In many cases, in fact, we have found that a systematic analysis of 
the PROPH description brings to light patterns in the data that were not 
intuitively obvious from an impressionistic scrutiny of the profile chart. 
Sometimes, indeed, a further analysis is the only way to proceed, when the 
profile presents ambiguous or conflicting patterns. 
There is a second reason why further analysis is desirable. The segmental 
description carried out above is only one way of handling phonological data. 
There are other ways of doing phonology which would make different 
assumptions about the data, and which might lead to alternative hypotheses 
about the nature of the disability. It is in our view essential to build aspects of 
these alternative analyses into a clinical procedure, to avoid being blinkered 
by the constraints of one's favourite model. It is not practicable to incorporate 
everything into a single procedure, nor is there a point in analysing the whole 
of one's sample systematically from three or four theoretical points of view. 
As long as the crucial theoretical insights of the various approaches are borne 
in mind, the dangers of narrow vision can be minimized. But for this to 
happen, specific guidelines need to be built into the procedure. 
There are thus these two positive reasons why we have found it helpful to 
construct an analytic section to the PROPH procedure, and this has been 
printed on a separate set of three pages. There is also an important negative 
reason. It will be apparent that, from the viewpoint of an ideal profile proce-
dure (cf. 1.10.2), PRO PH is lacking an important dimension: it contains no 
acquisitional information. However, the fact of the matter is that recent 
studies of phonological acquisition have shown very clearly that the order of 
emergence of the sound segments of English is much more difficult to state 
than had previously been supposed. The traditional view, that it is possible to 
talk in terms of a certain sound being acquired first, or a certain set of sounds 
being acquired by 2, 212 etc., has been shown to involve serious oversimplifi-
cation, ignoring such matters as the way lexical variation affects the acquisi-
tion of a sound, the nature of the phonological learning processes which affect 
more than single segments, and the range of individual differences between 
children. It is therefore not possible, as yet, to construct a profile chart in 
which [m], say, was singled out as an early-learned segment. [11 as a late-
learned segment, and so on. For this kind of statement to be useful, it would 
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have to make clear whether one was talking about production or perception 
of the segment, in what kind of phonological context, in what range of 
words-and sufficient empirical research has not been done to make this pos-
sible. We have therefore avoided an acquisitional statement in the PROPH 
procedure. We have no objection to Ts using some typographical means to 
highlight certain segments on the chart, if their experience leads them to ex-
pect that early teaching would be fruitful; but this is a long way from the re-
search-based synthesis of findings which would enable a developmental scale 
to be used with confidence as the basis of a remediation procedure. 
Lacking an acquisitional perspective, the main reasoning which is used in 
carrying out phonological assessment and remediation is based on a 
consideration of the articulatory phonetic parameters and contrasts involved, 
in relation to what is known about the frequency and distribution of sounds in 
English. Here, a standard set of procedures for working through the profile 
data has been found to be helpful. 
3.17 In view of the complex appearance of the supplementary pages, the first 
point to be stressed is that in routine clinical use, only parts of the procedure 
need to be referred to, for anyone patient. It has been rare, in our 
experience, to need to analyse the sample from all the points of view 
represented on these pages. What must be appreciated, of course, is the kinds 
of information which these pages make available. 
Essentially, each 'box' on the supplementary pages contains a numerical 
summary of some aspect of the data contained in the profile chart. For 
example, one might want to know what proportion of sounds P uses correctly 
in initial position compared with final position; what proportion of errors are 
due to problems of voicing, as opposed to other types of problem; whether a 
certain sound is replaced more frequently by one type of sound than another; 
and so on. To obtain the required information, it is necessary to work 
systematically through the profile chart, counting the instances of a 
phenomenon; the result is then transferred to the relevant box on the 
supplementary pages. 
There are of course hundreds of possible ways of scanning the profile data 
in the hope of discovering interesting patterns. On the supplementary pages, 
we have given only those procedures which we have found to be particularly 
useful in carrying out assessments and remediation. Ts may have other 
scanning procedures which they might wish to add. 
3.17.1 In scanning a profile chart, it is easy to lose one's place unless a 
disciplined method is used. If one is looking for, say, examples of voiceless 
phones being used as substitutions, one might start with C-. and move on to 
-C and then -Co, working horizontally first and then downwards. Alterna-
tively, one might try to do all C- first, starting with [p] and [b] and working 
downwards, and then later moving to the -C column. It does not matter which 
procedure one adopts, as long as one adopts some procedure. Before we 
learned this lesson, we wasted a great deal of time by commencing to scan the 
chart for a feature, having to stop to cope with some distraction, and then 
continuing with the scan along a completely different path from where we had 
stopped-with the result that some boxes on the chart were scanned twice, 
and some not at all! 
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3.18 There are four main kinds of information presented on the supplemen-
tary pages: 
(a) an inventory of the phones used in the data; 
(b) a classification of the phones P uses, in relation to adult language 
targets; 
(c) a statement of notable phonological features and processes in the data; 
(d) a section in which further observations about the segmental phonologi-
cal analysis can be made. 
These kinds of information are laid out as follows: 
Inventory of Phones I I , , I 
Consonants : Totals: Vowels I Clusters I , I I Feature 














Consonants I Vowels I Clusters , I Further I , 




3.19 The inventory of phones is made regardless of the target words which P 
may have been aiming at. Each phone represented in the transcription is 
counted and classified, in terms of place and manner of articulation (for 
consonants) and in relation to the cardinal vowel diagram (for vowels). The 
phones involved in consonant clusters are included here, with additional 
information about clusters given below: 3.19.2). 
This section of the procedure is not particularly helpful if there is little 
phonetic variability in the data, or if P's targets are quite clear. Under such 
circumstances, it would be more fruitful to proceed to a target analysis 
directly (see 3.20). But for data which is difficult to interpret (as in much 
dyspraxic speech), where targets are unclear and phonetic variability is 
considerable, there is little else once can do other than make a simple 
inventory of phones. One can at least establish, in this way, whether P is 
focussing on a particular place or manner of sound production, or avoiding 
certain areas of articulation. 
3.19.1 Consonant phones are classified in terms of place and manner of 
articulation, with reference to their occurrence as singleton phones or as 
clusters. The distributional information is arranged vertically: 
C refers to a singleton phone; 
CC refers to a phone when it is the initial element in a cluster; 
CC refers to a phone when it is the final element in a cluster. 
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The phonetic information is arranged horizontally: 
Place of articulation: bilabial; labio-dental; dental; alveolar; post-alveolar; 
retroflex; palato-alveolar; palatal; velar; uvular; pharyngeal; glottal; 
Other. 
Manner of articulation: plosive; affricate; fricative; nasal; approximant; 
Other pulmonic; Other non-pulmonic. 
The two boxes therefore appear as follows: 
Intmtory or PhotIes Consonanls 
::::~:J==l 
To •• I-C U 
To •• le § 
Talal V 
CV 
3.19.2 For Ps whose consonant clusters are in the process of being learned, 
it sometimes proves useful to make a separate inventory of clusters, per-
mitting a more detailed analysis than is possible under 3.19.1. For reasons 
of frequency, only 2-element clusters are worth spending time on, and 
these are classified in terms of place and manner of articulation. Matrices 
are constructed, in which the first element of the cluster is represented 
vertically, and the second element horizontally. The small range of pho-
netic categories recognized has no theoretical significance: they are simply 
the categories which have turned up most commonly in samples. (Their 
approximation to the descriptive categories used in the target analysis is 
doubtless due to the fact that, when Ps are at the stage of cluster learning, 
their singleton consonants are usually well established. Errors in clusters 
commonly reflect articulations found elsewhere in the sound system of the 
language.) 
The two boxes appear as follows, in the upper right of the second 
supplementary page: 
PI_ Bil Dc:n I\lv Pal-. Vel Oth Tal 
Bilabial 
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3.19.3 The inventory of vowels is made by transferring the vowel values 
recognised in the transcription onto a cardinal vowel diagram. If the vowel in 
the transcription lacks a diacritic. it is assumed that the normal phonetic value 
for this vowel in RP obtains. For example. if there were 12 correct instances 
of [e 1 in the data, these would be placed on the CV diagram in the front mid 
position, as recommended by Gimson. and others. Diphthongs, etc. would be 
drawn in along conventional lines, with an accompanying indication of the 
number of instances. These examples are illustrated as follows: 
This would mean that, in the data, P used 12 [e] phones and 3 [al] phones. 
Incorrect vowel values for RP would have been identified in the transcrip-
tion using cardinal vowel symbols (with diacritics. where necessary). These 
too are transferred to the diagram, and conflated with the correct phones. if 
any. For example, a pronunciation of cal as [ket] would have its [e 1 vowel 
counted along with any other [e] phones in the data, 
The same principle applies whatever accent is being profiled: the vowel 
values are transferred onto the diagram using whatever information is known 
about the correct phonetic range for the units recognized in the transcription. 
For example. if a Cockney pronunciation of day had been recorded. as [dall. 
the relatively back starting-point of the [a 1 element in this diphthong would be 
slim>'n in the line drawn on the CV diagram. 
A complete vowel inventory for one P sample is given in the profile chart in 
3.23. 
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3.19.4 It is sometimes helpful to have an overall indication of the number of 
phones transferred onto the profile chart (though in the present state of the 
art, such a total has little normative significance). A box is therefore provided 
in which can be placed: 
(a) the total number of consonant phones (whether as singletons, or as part 
of clusters); 
(b) the total number of vowel phones (whether 'pure' vowels or 
diphthongs); 
(c) the consonant-vowel ratio (obtained by dividing (a) by (b». 
For example: 
To .• aIC ~o 
TOlal V '0 
cv "3 
(a very low ratio, incidentally. suggestive of an open-syllable bias in the data). 
Similarly, it is sometimes helpful to have an overall indication of the 
number of phones used initially. finally and 'medially' (bearing in mind tne 
special sense of 'medial' when used in relation to the PROPH procedure: d. 
3.5.2). A box is therefore provided for this purpose, as follows: 
To,"I(- 8§1" 
Total -(- U. 
To,"I-( 3+ 
This would mean that. in the sample as a whole. P used 126 consonant phones 
in initial position, 34 in final position, and 12 in 'medial' position. 
A summary of clusters, along the same lines, can also be helpful. In the 
following box, 2-element clusters, and 3-(or more)-element clusters are 
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This P had no clusters of 3 or more elements, had a single example of an 
initial 2-element cluster and 8 final 2-element clusters (an expected 
developmental bias, incidentally). 
3.20 The second main type of information on the supplementary pages is a 
target analysis of the phones on the profile chart. Each of P's words on the 
transcriptional page is viewed in relation to the normal adult form for that 
word in p's speech community. If P's phones correspond to those of the target 
word, there is little more to be said, other than to count the number of correct 
occurrences in relation to their phonetic type. If P's phones do not correspond 
to those of the target, a detailed analysis is carried out of the errors made-
whether omissions or substitutions, and if the latter, what kind of substitu-
tion. Singleton consonants, consonant clusters and vowels are each catego-
rized in this way. 
3.20.1 Target analysis of singleton consonants is made in terms of place and 
manner of articulation. First, a general statement is made of the total (T) 
number of correct ( + ), omitted (0) and substituted ( - ) phones, for each 
position in syllable structure (C-, -C-, -C). The matrix for place of articulation 




























T c- -{--{ 







The matrix for manner of articulation is as follows: 
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T C--C--C 
+ 
Plosive - ... 
e 
+ 
Affricate - ... .. 
+ 
Fricative ... .. 
+ 
N ... I - iii' 
e 
+ 
Approximant - ... 
e 
+ 
Total ... .. 
Thus, for example, the following array of figures occurred in one sample: 
T C- -C--C 
+ 20 'l 
, 
" Bilabial - I, - ) ,., ,. 
'" 2. - - 2. 
This meant that P had a target bilabial articulation 41 times in the sample; of 
these, 20 were correct (+), 19 were substitution errors (-), and there were 2 
omissions (0). Of the 20 correct phones, 13 were in initial position (C-), 6 
were in final position (-C), and there was one 'medial' use of the phone (-C-). 
Of the 19 errors, 16 were in final position, and 3 were 'medial'. The 2 
omissions were both in final position. All other boxes in the above two 
matrices are handled in the same way. 
3.20.2 As it is the pattern of error which is likely to yield the most relevant 
information about the nature of the disability, a more detailed analysis is next 
made of the incorrect realizations of the target phones. Again, separate 
matrices are used for place and manner of articulation. The relevant parts of 
the summary matrices and the error analysis matrices are linked by arrows, as 
follows: 
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Error Analysis Realizations 
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~ • -P!o 
+ 






Nual - ... 
• 
+ 
APP'<Ultnaftl - II' · + 
Total II' · 
Using one of the lines of the place matrix as an example, one P sample 
produced the following results: 
T c- -{._ ~ c- ~- ~ (-- ~- -{.- c- ~- ~C- -<.'- ~ C- -<.'- -<.' C- ~- ~ C- -<.'--<.' 
AI.eolor I - 11'1 t I a. 121 ~ - AI, 1- I " I I - I - I 21 .11 I. .. ~ 1-1 -I -I -I -" I· II" - I ·1 -I 
This meant that, of 28 incorrect realizations of alveolar targets, 
3 were bilabials (1 'medial', 2 final), 
2 were dentals (both final), 
8 were alveolars (4 initial, 1 'medial', 3 final), 
o were palato-alveolar or velar, 
15 were glottal (1 initial, 14 final), 
there were no Other incorrect place realizations. 
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3.20.3 The phonetic categories of manner of articulation are a primary 
dimension of the profile chart (see 3.6.2), so they need no further definition 
at this point. As we opted to show distributional information along the second 
main dimension of the profile chart, there was no room to make the place of 
articulation dimension comparably explicit (without making the chart 
three-dimensional !). Explicitness is necessary, however, in view of the 
well-known ambiguities over assigning consonants to discrete places of 
articulation-hence the following list of target categories: 
bilabial refers to [p, b, w, m] 
dental refers to [f, v, e, 0] 
alveolar refers to [t, d, n, I, s, z, rJ 
palato-alveolar refers to [1;(, d3, f, 3, jJ 
velar refers to [k, g, IJ] 
glottal refers to [h] 
Other phones will of course be used as error realizations-for example, 
glottal stop is a common realization which would have to be placed under 
glottal. Also, the error matrix needs an Other category, to allow for 
realizations that do not fall clearly within the above list (e.g. pharyngeals, 
clusters). 
3.20.4 As an example of the move from profile chart to error realization 
matrix, we may consider how the following information would be processed: 
p-I 
These profile boxes read: initial [pI was realised incorrectly 6 times, and final 
[pJ 8 times. These figures transfer to the summarizing matrices as follows: 
T c- -C--C T C- -C--C 
Bilabial 
(In a real sample, of course, the figures in the two matrices would not be 
identical, because there would be further bilabial or plosive errors arising out 
of the incorrect realizations of other target phones in the data.) Of the initial 
errors, the bilabial target was realized as a bilabial once [pf], a dental 3 times 
[f1, and a glottal twice [h1; the plosive target was realized as an affricate once 
[pI] and as a fricative 5 times [f, h). Of the final errors, the bilabial target was 
realized as a bilabial 4 times [b, m) and as a glottal 4 times [?]; the plosive 
target was realized as a plosive 7 times [b, ?] and as a nasal once [mI. This is 
summarized in the following way: 
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I PI",;.. I All""... I Fnca .. "" I N ... I I A.=~~. lOt .. , I 
_ _ :u ~ iQ1i au 
G~~G~~G~~G~~G~~G~~ 
The use of a dash, or other symbol, to identify cells in the matrix where no 
data is recorded, is a procedure we recommend, as a means of checking that 
all formal possibilities have been considered. 
3.20.5 The target analysis of clusters proceeds along similar lines. However, 
because of the extra element involved in a cluster, the matrices have a slightly 
different form, representing the articulatory sequences that form the clusters 
in English. From the place point of view, a cluster such as [-mp] can be seen as 
bilabial + bilabial; from the manner point of view, it is nasal + plosive. 
Before presenting the matrices on the chart, it will be convenient to show all 
possible 2-element initial and final sequences in terms of place and manner of 
articulation: 
PLACE Bi! Den Alv Pa/-alv Vel 
pl- bl-
-pO pr- br- pj-
Bilabial -mp -mf opt -ps bj-
-mO -bd -bz mj-
-md -mz 
---_.----- --------
Or- fr- fl· 
oft -fs OJ-




tr- dr- tj- dj-
st- sl- sn- nj- Ij-
tw- dw- -to -nO -It -Id -In SJ- sk-
Alveolar sp- sm- sw- -If -Iv -ts -dz -Is -Is -ntf -nd3 -sk -Ik 
-sp -Ip -Ib -10 -st -zd -ltf -1d3 




Palato- -tft -d3d 
alveolar oft -3d 
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PLACE Bil Den Alv Pal-alv Vel 
kl- gl-
kr- gr-
Velar kw- gw- -kt oks kj- -I)k 
-gd -gz gj-
-I)d -I)Z 
... --~-. . ~~ ----- _. 
Glottal hj-
MANNER Plo Aff Fric Nas App 
opt -kt -pO -ps pl· pr- pj- tr-
-bd -gd -to -ts oks tj- tw- bl- br-
Plosive -dz -bz -gz bw- dr· d j- dw-
kl- kr- kj- kw· 
gl- gr- gj- gw-
Affricate -tjt 
-d.)d i 
sp- st- sk- ·m ·fs -9s sm- sn- sl- fI-
-ld -3d -Vl -Ol Or- fro J r-
Fricative -sp -st -sk OJ- fj- hj-
oft -Ot -ft SJ- VJ-
-vd -vO Ow- sw-
~-. -----
-mp -md -ntj -mf -mO mj- nj-
-nt -nd -nd.) . -mz 
Nasal -I)k -lJd ·nO -ns 
-nz -lJz 
.-~ .. -
-Ip -It -Ik -Itj -If -Iv -1m I j-
Approximant -Ib -Id -Id.) -Ie -Is -In 
-Iz 
All 2-element clusters in the data are then assigned to the appropriate cell of 
these matrices, in terms of whether the cluster is a correct realisation of the 
target (+) or incorrect ( ). (No further analysis of the incorrect cases is 
carried out at this point.) The summarizing diagrams. on the second 
supplementary page. are shown on p. 87 (the shaded cells are those where 
there are no 2-element target clusters in English). 
Because of their frequency. it was not felt worthwhile to construct a matrix 
to handle more complex clusters in English. We prefer to list these as they 
occur. in the space above the 2-element matrices. Of course. if J·element 
clusters were a particular focus of remedial attention. this ad hoc procedure 
would not suffice, and a systematic classification would have to be made 
There was space to provide only a general summary of the other patterns of 
error which characterize consonant clusters. and this is given in a separate 
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matrix, located immediately under the heading Target Analysis (Ciusrers). 
The vertical columns refer to the occurrence of a target cluster in initial (I). 
'medial' (M) or final (F) syllabic positions. The horizontal Jines refer to the 
main processes affecting the realization of the target: 






(though not necessarily in their correct phonetic form); 
a target singleton consonant has been realized as a duster; 
a target cluster has been realized with an intervening 
vowel; 
a 2-element duster is reduced to its first element: 
a 2-element cluster is reduced to its second element: 
a 2-element cluster is reduced to a single element which is 
not phonetically identical with either C 1 or C,. 
These possibilities are summarized as follows: 
I M F 
F:t.:\~·,1 
C,C, > C 
C,t, > C, 
Other possibilities (e.g. C1C, - Cle.. C1C,.--j> VC1) can be listed in the 
adjacent space, if they occur. 
3.20.6 As an example of the profiling procedure in relation to the 2-element 
consonant cluster matrices. the following words as pronounced by one child 
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are analysed, with just the information about cluster production being 








alveolar + alveolar error 
Bi! Den Alv 
Manner 
fricative + plosive error 
Plo Matrix 


























Target shrimp lJnmp] 





palato-alveolar + alveolar 
error 














Plo AfT Fnc Nas App 
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These three words would have been transferred to the remaining cluster 




initial cluster reduced to second element 
I M F 
C)C 2 > C 2 II I I I 
initial cluster has both elements retained 
I M F 
cqcC) I. I I I 
initial cluster has both elements retained (NB the error 
is not noted at this point. but on the place/manner 
matrices above) 
I M F 
cqcC) I ,I I 
final cluster reduced to first element 
M F 
3.20.7 Target vowels are analysed along similar lines to singleton consonants. 
First. a general statement is made of the total number of correct (+) and 
incorrect (-) pure vowels, classified in terms of place of articulation. The two 
conventional cardinal vowel dimensions are used for this purpose,three 
divisions being recognized along each dimension, as follows (diphthongs are 







[I, U, i:, U:, el(J), iJI 
[e, J, 3:, ;):, ;)I( J), JU( J), £J, UJ1 
[re, A, 0, 0:, al(::I), OU(J)I 
[i:, e, re, el(J), al(J), iJ, £J1 
[I, u, J, A, 3:, JU(J), UJ] 
[u:, ;):, 0:, 0, ;)1(::1). oU(::I)1 
The initial summaries are presented in the two small boxes in the upper left of 
the vowel column: 
fr + 
Cen + 
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For example, P pronunciations of the target vowels in the following words 
would be analysed thus: 
Target bed (bed] 






Location Mid [±I::=:I F r 
EIIJ 
Target cow [kou] 






Location Op G:JBa 
Vowel substitution errors may then be separately analysed. using the 
matrices adjoining the above. In the first matrix. each close. mid or open 
error is assigned to one of five cells. depending on whether the realization is 
close, mid, open, unclear (?) or Other. For example. 
P [bId] for target [bi:d] illustrates a close error realization of a close target; 
P [bed] for target [bi:dl illustrates a mid error realization of a dose target: 
P [bred] for target [bi:dJ illustrates an open error realization of a close 
target; 
P [b~d] for target Ibi:d] illustrates an unclear realization of a close target. us 
phonetically it fell midway between [I] and lei: 
P [bid] for target [bi:d] illustrates an Other realization of a close target. 
The complete close-open matrix appears as follows: 
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]n this example, a data sample has been transferred to the matrix: 
CI Mid Op ? Oth 
CI + 
- " • I ':1. 1 ~ I 2. Mid + 
- 16 I - 1 I II .. 1 - 1 -
Op + 
- 7 I - , I '" 1 I -Tot + 
- 'I' • '612) 1 2. 
This pattern illustrates a marked tendency towards abnormally open 
articulations: 
P makes 18 errors in his close vowel targets, of which 1 is realized as a close 
vowel, 12 are mid vowels, 3 are open vowels. 2 are Others; 
P makes 16 errors in his mid vowel targets, of which 2 are mid vowels, 14 
are open vowels; 
P makes 7 errors in his open vowel targets. of which I is a mid vowel 
(contravening his general tendency) and 6 are open vowels. 
Exactly the same analytic principles apply to the front-back matrix: each 
front, central or back error is assigned to one of five cells. depending on 
whether the realization is front, central, back. unclear (?) or OIlIer. For 
example, P [bDd] for target [bId] illustrates a back realisation of arront target; 
and so on. The complete front-back matrix appears as follows. along with 
some data which illustrates a marked tendency towards centralization. in the 
sample used: < 
Fr Cen Ba .) Oth 
Fr + 
- 10 ,. -I -
Ceo + 
,- .5" 1 I - .3 - I 
Ba + 
- 10 I - II -+-, - - I 
Tot + 
- ", 2" JI 3 - I 
In particular. one should note: 
P makes 10 errors in his front vowel targets, 8 of which are central; 
P makes 15 errors in his back vowel targets, 11 of which are central. 
3.20.8 While close-open and front-back errors provide a great deal of useful 
information about phonological disability, they by no means exhaust the 
patterns of vowel error encountered in P samples. In the rest of the vowel 
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column, accordingly, we list the other error parameters which we have found 
it helpful to consider systematically: 
(a) Vowel elements Pure vowels may be diphthongized (or triphthong-
ized) , and diphthongs (or triphthongs) may be monophthongized. The 
possibilities are summarized in a simple matrix, as follows: 
v VV(VI Olher 
V 
VV(VI 
Interpreting this diagram from left to right, the upper line reads: 
1st cell: a target pure vowel is realized as a pure vowel; 
2nd cell: a target pure vowel is realized as a diphthong or triphthong; 
3rd cell: a target pure vowel is realized as something else (e.g. some kind of 
vocalized consonant, or an omission). 
The lower line reads: 
1st cell: a target diphthong or triphthong is realized as a pure vowel; 
2nd cell: a target diphthong or triphthong is realized as a diphthong or 
triphthong; 
3rd cell: a target diphthong or triphthong is realized as something else. 
An example of a fairly primitive vowel pattern is as follows: 
V VV(VI Olbe, 
V 
11 ~ I 
VV(Vl 
ZJ , -
(b) Nasalization There are no nasal vowels in English. hence the only 
pattern to be noted is the nasalization of oral vowels. As nasal resonance is 
sometimes difficult to hear on tape, an unclear (?) cell is added, to produce 
the following matrix: 
Oral I Oral I Nasal I 
The three cells are therefore: (i) oral target vowel realized as oral vowel; (ii) 
oral target vowel realized as nasal vowel; (iii) oral target vowel realized with 
unclear nasality. 
(c) Stressing We have sometimes found it helpful to summarize the 
abnormal stressing of vowels. as when an unstressed target vowel is produced 
with a degree of stress, or a stressed target vowel produced without stress. 
Examples from Ps include 'kick'ing, 'bal'loon, where an unstressed syllable 
has been stressed, with consequent change in the vowel quality of bal ([b;;,j 
becoming [b~]); and ele'phant [;;,I;;,'f~nt]. where a target stressed vowel is 
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unstressed, and a target secondary stress (jant) has been made primary. The 
main possibilities are included on the following matrix: 
Here, the upper line reads (from left to right): 
1st cell: a stressed target vowel is realized as a stressed vowel; 
2nd cell: a stressed target vowel is realized as an unstressed vowel; 
3rd cell: a stressed target vowel is realized with an unclear stress value. 
The lower line reads (from left to right): 
1st cell: an unstressed target vowel is realized as a stressed vowel; 
2nd cell: an unstressed target vowel is realized as an unstressed vowel; 
3rd cell: an unstressed target vowel is realized with an unclear stress value. 
An example of a fairly common over-stressing pattern is as follows (taken 
from an adult P whose speech style, impressionistically, might be described as 
'staccato' or 'word-at-a-time'): 
(d) Rounding Abnormal variations in the pattern of lip-rounding on pure 
vowels can be noted, using the following matrix. The first line reads (from left 
to right): a target rounded vowel may be realized as (i) rounded, (ii) 
unrounded, or (iii) with unclear rounding, The second line reads (from left to 
right): a target unrounded vowel may be realized as (i) rounded, (ii) 
unrounded, or (iii) with unclear rounding. 
Roun Unr " 
Roun 
l!nf 
The following example is from a sample of speech from a dysarthric P, whose 
lips were markedly affected, with unrounding a noticeable consequence: 
Roun Unr " 
Roun , 28 15 
Unr 
3S --
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(e) Length A common feature of phonological disability is abnormality in 
the length P gives to target pure vowels: short vowels become long, and long 
vowels become short. Sometimes, the length is indeterminate. These three 
main possibilities are summarized in the following matrix. whose upper line 
reads (from left to right): a target short vowel is realized as (i) a short vowel, 
(ii) a long vowel. or (iii) with uncertain length: in the lower line (reading 
again from left to right), a target long vowel is realized (i) by a short vowel. 
(ii) by a long vowel, or (iii) with uncert,ain length. 
A common source of unintelligibility in the connected speech of children with 
articulation problems lies in the way long vowels are shortened, often with 
concomitant alterations in quality. One such sample produced the following 
summary: 
v v· , 
v If.; - I 
v· 31 3 II 
3.21 Doubtless because of the nature of our initial training, we find ourselves 
more at home with an analysis in terms of phones and phonemes. and in any 
systematic investigation of phonological data, we always begin in this way. 
Indeed, an initial representation of a data sample in terms of phones seems 
unavoidable, whatever one's theoretical inclinations. However, there is also a 
great deal to be gained by carrying out an analysis in terms of distinctive 
features, phonological processes, or prosodies (in the sense of Firth). We 
have therefore given over a section of the supplementary pages to the analysis 
of the data using certain of the notions derived from these alternative 
theories. 
3.21.1* The analysis of phonological disability in terms of phonetic feature 
contrasts can be illuminating, and indeed, there are many such features 
hidden in the terminology used earlier (bilabiality, plosiveness, etc.), though 
these are not conceived as sets of binary oppositions. The set of matrices on 
the top of the third supplementary page is available for data analysis in terms 
of binary oppositions, if required. We have often found the need to analyse 
our samples in terms of the contrast of voicing. so we have labelled the first 
matrix accordingly. The other matrices have been left blank. available for the 
analysis of other feature contrasts (such as grave v. acute, nasal v. oral. sharp 
v. plain). 
For the voicing matrix, each consonant phone in the profile chart is 
analysed in terms of its voiced/voiceless relationship to its target. If the target 
phone is voiced, and P's realization is also voiced, the feature is said to be 
maintained; similarly, if the target phone is voiceless, and P's realization is 
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also voiceless. On the other hand, if the target phone is voiced, and p's 
realization is voiceless. the feature is said to be lost; similarly if the target 
phone is voiceless, and P's realization is voiced. The only realization which 
does not fit into this system is glottal stop: if a target phone is replaced by a 
glottal stop. it would seem equally arbitrary to call it a voiced or a voiceless 
phone-we therefore avoid the decision, and classify I:>] substitutions 
separately. using the middle column of the matrix. 
It is useful to know whether voicing contrasts are maintained or lost more 
frequently in initial, 'medial' or final position. These distinctions are thus 
incorporated under the two headings, as follows: 
Mamtamed Los[ 
{~ C~~( 
To make the voicing profile more discriminating, the above distinctions are 
related to the usual parameters of target place and manner of articulation, 















Transferring the information from a profile chart onto these matrices may 
be illustrated from the following examples. 





P's pronunciation [g:lu] 
c- velar } .. .. d 
C I
· vOlcmg matntatne 
- p oSlve 





Velar rm I I 
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Target cup [kAp] P's pronunciation ItAp] 
Analysis: Place C- velar -C bilabial } 
voicing maintained, both cases 
Manner C- plosive -C plosive 
Matrix 
location 
I M ... muuncu 
• 
( ~t ~ C (~-('-~( 
BilahlJI 
Denial 
AI ... eoldr 
P.JI-.Jh 
Velar 
I I I I 1Il,lan",1 I , I Pltl~,\,c I I I I 







Place Co alveolar} .. 
M C f ·· vOlcmg lost anner - ncatlve 
(- c- ~( r ( ~( (- (. 
I I I I I, I I I ~"ca"'e 










C- dental '} .. .. d 
C f
·· vOlcmg mamtame 
- ncatlve 
-C dental } .. I 
C f
·· vOlcmg ost 
- ncatlve 
Mount.lInw Mamtain«l 
l- c- ~(' 
Mamlained 
c - -c -( 
(--('-~c 
I Fflca"". I I I 
lost 
c- -c- -c 






( ~ (' 
Los. 
(- -( ~( 
I I I 
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Target cut [kAt] P's pronunciation [kA?] 
Analysis: Place C- velar } .. .. d 
M C I








anner - p oSlve ' 
Place -C alveolar}... I 
. '" co umn 
Manner -C ploslve 









I ~hml'Hn('d -{ - - ( 
II I 
Subclassification in terms of place and manner of articulation relates to the 
target phones, and not to P's realizations. A complete voicing analysis in 
terms of manner of articulation is given in the pTOfile chart in 3.23. 
3.21.2 Consonant clusters may also be given a feature analysis in terms of 
voicing (or any other feature). and we provide one matrix in which we 
illustrate our approach to this category. The 2-element clusters in English can 
be neatly grouped in terms of 3 types: 
(a) both elements voiceless (including cases where the second element has 
been devoiced, under the influence of the first element). e.g. Iph pro, pj-. 
tr-, tj·, t't', opt, ope, -ps, -t9, -ts]; 0 
(b) b'bth elements voiced, e.g. [bl-. bro. bw-. dr-, dj-. -Iv. -Iz. -bd. -gd. -vd); 
(c) mixed voicing (first element voiced. second voiceless). e.g. [-mp. -mf. 
-rna, -nt, -ntf, -Ip]. 








i.e. voicing maintained, 
i.e. voicing lost, 
i.e. voicing partly lost, 
i.e. voicing partly lost, 
i.e. voicing maintained (the cluster reduction being noted else-
where. d. 3.20.5), 
i.e. voicing lost. 
and so on. In our summary. we recognize 3 main patterns of error. as follows: 
Maintained, i.e. the voicing pattern in the cluster is maintained. regardless 
of which particular phones are used. e.g. 
[bl-] is realized as [bl-, br-, dr-, b-, gw-]. 
(-pt] is realized as [opt. oft, oks, -pI, 
romp] is realized as [-mp, -mf, -nt]. 
Lost, i.e. the voicing pattern in the cluster is lost. regardless of which 
particular phones are used, e.g. 
[bl-) is realized as [pl-, ph IJI-. po. 1-. s-), 
[-pt1 is realized as [-bd. -bt, -v. om, -a (!)), 
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[-mp] is realized as [-md. -$p. -po om). and including the (rare) reversals 
of voicing, such as [-rpb, -fb]. 
Other, where it is unclear what the voicing pattern is, due to auditory 
indeterminacy, or the use of a glottal stop within the cluster, e.g. [-pt] being 
realized as [-?t, -?]. 
If needed, further matrices could be constructed for other feature contrasts. 
in the space provided. 
3.21.3* Under the heading of Process analysis can be placed those phonologi-
cal aspects of the data which might otherwise be missed if only the segmental 
analysis above were used. Three main types of phonological processes are 
identified, in this view, and we provide space to allow information to be 
entered under each of the headings, though in practice certain of the headings 
are more useful than others. 
(a) Syllable structure ()rocesses are those where the structure or use of a 
target syllable is altered in some way-usually by simplification. For example. 
a word might have a syllable deleted. as when P says ['no:n~] for banana: 
these cases would be written in under S. deletion .. A syllable might be added 
to a word. in which case the entry would be made under S. addition (e.g. the 
patterns of reduplication common in early speech, as in ['kaka] for cat). The 
deletion of a consonant (in any position) would be handled under C. deletion 
(e.g. [ka:] for cat). and the addition of a consonant under C. addition (e.g. 
[bwelv] for wave). Under Other would be placed any further syllable structure 
processes. e.g. affecting vowels as opposed to consonants. or affecting 
particular types of consonant cluster. 
(b) Assimilations refer to the way in which consonants or vowels work in 
combination within a word or phrase--Dne segment being influenced by 
another, or whole sets of segments being affected by some more general 
process. In a pronunciation of dog as [gog]. for example, it is plain that the 
final [-g] has influenced the pronunciation of the initial [do]. To say that [d] 
has been substituted by [g] would make little sense without referring to the [gl 
elsewhere in the word. In the profile chart above. however, the only fact that 
could be recorded is the [dJ-[g] substitution. Hence, it is important to have an 
additional section in the procedure in which these contextual influences can 
be recorded, when the analyst notices them. (They are common. for example, 
in samples of dyspraxic speech.) 
Two types of assimilatory process are named: C harmony ('consonant 
harmony'). whereby a consonant in one position within a word becomes more 
like or identical with one from another position in the word, or in an adjacent 
word. The dog example above is typical. showing the process of 'velar 
assimilation' (i.e. the apical consonant 'becomes' velar. in the context of a 
velar consonant). In V harmony ('vowel harmony'). it is the vowel in a word 
which becomes more like or identical to one from another position in the 
same or a nearby word. e.g. the pronunciation of rabbit as ['wawa]. in which 
the [I] vowel has become [a]. because of the influence of the first [al. Other 
types of assimilatory process are not labelled separately. e.g. when a 
consonant devoices, due to the influence of a neighbouring voiceless 
consonant, or because it is occurring in a certain position in a word-such 
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information could if needed be placed under the heading of Other. in this 
column. 
(c) Substitution processes handle the same kind of data as that recorded in 
the substitution columns on the profile chart, but a direct attempt is made to 
state a generalization, and not to restrict the statement to what is happening 
to an individual phone. For example. if fricatives are replaced by stops, a 
process of stopping might be said to be taking place. e.g. zoo as [du:l.fat as 
[patl. As it is possible to work out such generalizations from the profile chart 
above, however. by using the relevant matrices in the supplementary pages, 
this type of phonological process does not usually add anything to the 
information already gained by these earlier means. We therefore do not 
provide any subheadings, preferring to leave these to be added by those who 
would wish to commence their analysis with this approach directly. 
(d) A further box is provided for noting down any other processes which do 
not seem to fall under any of the above headings. or whose assignment to one 
or other of the headings is uncertain. 
An example of this section of the chart follows. It has been filled in by an 
analyst whose preferences were to do the segmental analysis first, using 
process analysis in a supplementary way. He has made most use of the C and 
V harmony boxes, and noted several syllable structure features. (It is 
recognized that. for someone whose analytic preferences are to proceed with 
process analysis directly, this section of the chart would be wholly inadequate; 
for such people. it would be advisable to use one of the available 
process-based procedures.) 
Process Analysis 
Syll.1IIt s .... 'u .. 





b,dt [bab .. : lJ 
.to ... 1'\ &::J.g. v'"aJ 
c.c.- ... c.- (ll.)C.n)(4-l..) 
>1~in..9 ['t:i:ptI'JJ 
""""mil.li..... Sullstiluli .... 
~~rt/(}e- (31)(4.7 ) 
b~j/t- llA)k...,tlt;[-{!oo) 
v Harmooy 
D""" 1ft: - (7) 
Othcr 
A notational summary of the process involved is used. whenever this is clear 
(e.g. [k] became It) in the context of a preceding [ul. in line 100 of the 
transcriptional page); cluster simplification occurred (CC- becoming C-) in 
lines 12. 33 and 42 of the transcriptional page). In many cases, it is easier 
simply to write out the lexical item along with its phonetic realization. leaving 
a more general statement until later (often. until after further data has been 
analysed). 
It should be noted that information about processes is derived from a 
consideration of the items listed on the transcriptional page. and not from the 
profile chart directly. For example, if P says play tennis as ['pel 'pens]. it 
seems likely that the reason for the realization of It-I as [pi is due to the 
influence of the preceding [pl. On the profile chart. however. the only 
information recorded would be the abnormal substitution of [pi for Iti in the 
appropriate column. There is no space on the profile chart to record 
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abnormal contextual influences. Hence, the data on the transcriptional page 
must always be considered from the process viewpoint, at some point in the 
investigation, and any factors of potential interest transferred directly to the 
Process section of the supplementary pages. 
3.22 Lastly, on the supplementary pages, we look back over the whole range 
of analyses which have been carried out, and extract certain types of 
information which are likely to be particularly helpful in assessment and 
remediation. 
3.22.1 Functional load refers to the range of targets for which P uses a phone, 
in the sample. For instance, the phone [t] turned up in the following words, in 
one sample: 
as the realization of initial It-I, e.g. [tu:]; 
as the realization of initial/d-I, e.g. [tA] fOr duck; 
as the realization of initial/tr-I, e.g. [tal] for try; 
as the realization of final/-t/, e.g. [kret]; 
as the realization of final I-pI, e.g. [kAt] for cup; 
and so on. By systematically scrutinizing the profile chart, it is easy to see the 
range of contexts in which a certain phone is used; and it is this range which is 
summarized in the functional load section. A convenient notation might be as 
follows (for the above example): 
[t] -It-, d-, tr-, -t, -p, .. .I 
If necessary, a tally could be kept of the number of instances related to each 
of these realizations, using superscripts, e.g. 
[t] _It_6 , d_2, tr_l, _t5, _p2, ... ] 
This would read: [t] was used 6 times for initial It-I, twice for initial/d-I, and so 
on. This knowledge of the range of functions which ttl is called upon to 
perform, for this P, is an important element in T's decision about the severity 
of the disorder and its remediation. 
3.22.2 Variants involves one looking at the items on the transcriptional page, 
and noting any cases where there is vacillation in P's production between two 
or more phones in relation to a particular target. For example, one P 
sometimes said [re] for words containing a target lrel, and sometimes said [e], 
e.g. repeated attempts at the word man produced [mren, mren, men, men, 
mren]. Other [re ]/[ e) alternations were observed elsewhere in the sample. 
[re]l[e] would therefore be noted under variants on the final supplementary 
page-perhaps with a cross-reference to the relevant line numbers on the 
transcriptional page. 
Another example of a set of variants was a P who sometimes replaced final 
plosives with a glottal stop, sometimes omitted them (zero, symbolised as 0), 
and sometimes produced them reasonably well. Under variants, in this case, 
were notations such as [-p/-?1-0], [-tP/-0/-k], along with an indication of the 
target-I-p/, in the first case, I-tl in the second. 
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This information is basically the reverse of that given under 3.22.1. Under 
variants, we are looking at any particularly important patterns of phonetic 
variability which expound a phonological target; under functional load we are 
looking at the range of phonological targets which a particular phonetic unit 
expounds. 
3.22.3 Under the heading of contrasts, the aim is to note any sets of phones, 
conventionally seen as contrasting in phonetic terms, which the data shows to 
be wholly accurately maintained by P (100% +) or not accurately maintained 
at all (100%-). Take the following sample of data for initial plosives: 
p- IftUI b lUI 
III II 
t- o autJ'fu d- ... ' 'U 
I 
k- III ".1 Z. g 
1111 
II to" II 
Here, the phonetic contrast between voiced and voiceless bilabial plosive is 
apparently able to be maintained: there are no confusions. and the postulate 
would be that the contrast is 100 per cent satisfactory (for this sample of 
data). Similarly, the contrast between bilabial and velar voiced plosives seems 
100 per cent satisfactory. On the other hand. the contrast between alveolar 
voiced and voiceless plosives is 100 per cent unsatisfactory: Id-I is sometimes 
realized as ttl, and It-I is sometimes realized as [d)-apart from the other 
substitutions which affect these targets. The situation between Ik-I and Ig-I is a 
little more complex, due to the substitutions for Ik-I; but it looks on the 
surface as if a contrast is being maintained. The situation between It-I and Ik-I 
is more complex still: here, the profile is ambiguous, suggesting that there is a 
possible contrast here (with several correct instances of both). but that it is 
often lost (with no less than 5 substitutions of [t) for Ik-/). 
Under the headings of 100%+ and 100%-, we note only those cases where 
the phonetic contrast seems clearly maintained. from the sample before us, or 
clearly lost. Such cases will provide essential focal points for remediation. An 
apparently stable contrast will provide a foundation for the teaching of less 
stable units. A wholly unstable contrast will suggest itself as an urgent 
candidate for remedial work. In all cases, of course, it would be important to 
check on the reliability of the data contained in the sample, and of the notion 
of contrast used above, by doing some structured work directly (such as 
auditory discrimination tasks). 
The contrasts are briefly summarized under the respective headings, as 
follows (for the above example): 
100%+ p-/b-, b-/g-, ?k-/g-
100%- t-/d-
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3.22.4 Under the heading of indeterminacy is noted any cases of regular 
uncertainty in carrying out the phonetic transcription of the data. It is a fact of 
clinical phonetic life that aspects of the data are going to be unclear-for 
whatever reason (poor recording, intrusive noise, P indistinct; T's ear). We 
have already used the set of indeterminate symbols to mark in the 
transcription these cases of uncertainty (d. 3.3). Now, on the final page, any 
regularly occurring indeterminacies are given separate mention. For example, 
many items on the transcriptional page might have contained consonants 
whose voicing was a matter of doubt: or there may have been uncertainty 
concerning the degree of centralization of certain vowels. It is no service to 
the analysis to pretend that the data is clear, and to opt for one analysis over 
another, in such cases. Rather, it is clinically very important to let one's 
uncertainty be seen, as it is precisely this uncertainty which will in due course 
be a focus of remedial attention. We therefore find it helpful to summarize 
the more commonly occurring uncertainties. as in the following sample lines: 
C t/d/g, s/fl<ID/h, n/m/@ 
V e/~/e 
Syll ;m/Q 
These notations read: our transcriptional decisions were often uncertain in 
respect of whether a sound was a voiceless, voiced or devoiced alveolar 
plosive; an alveolar. palato-alveolar. retroflex or glottal voiceless fricative; an 
alveolar, bilabial nasal or nasalized labio-dental fricative; a mid-open. further 
open, or slightly centralized front vowel; a VC syllable or a syllabic C. 
3.22.5 Finally, under the heading of unanalysed, we give any ad hoc analyses 
which occur to us of the data left at the foot of the transcriptional page, or 
which turned out to be unanalysable in the course of profiling. For example. 
the item lemon ['w;)Ufl~1 was given a numbered line. in one sample. as the 
analyst's first impression was that this was capable of a straightforward analy-
sis. Only when he tried to assign it to its places on the profile chart did he 
realize that the item contained complications-at which point he transferred 
the whole item to the unanalysed section on the final supplementary page, 
returning to it later when all such complex items had been identified. 
Whether these items yield any interesting findings cannot be predicted; what 
is important is that one should not waste time attempting to handle them in 
conventional profile terms. As always in profile work. one should cope with 
the clear cases first, referring to the unclear cases only if the initial analysis 
does not provide sufficient grounds for a principled intervention. 
3.23* In view of the breadth of information which the supplementary pages 
can provide, it is perhaps worth emphasizing the point made earlier in this 
chapter (3.17) that one should be selective and flexible in approaching the 
task of quantification. for routine clinical purposes. if it is possible to see the 
nature of p's phonological problem clearly in the configurations of the profile 
chart, then it may not be necessary to quantify anything (except insofar as one 
may want to make one's reasoning explicit, for others to see). But whl!n a 
phonological pattern is unclear, and it is not at all obvious what to do next. 
then a more detailed analysis of a particular section of the chart may be 
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extremely helpful. As so often. time spent in the preliminary stages of therapy 
may save time in the long run; but for this to be true. profile procedures must 
be used intelligently, not mechanically. 
We can see this principle in operation if we follow through a small section 
of the profile chart, from the stage of assessment to that of remedial 
intervention. The initial plosive system of one P was as follows: 
p JHr" f I p .... b- IMfn ""~II 
I • U h,1I' 




k 1:' ,. I g- Ulf III .. ' , .... . 
.2- ". 
It is evident that there is considerable instability in the initial plosive system: 
there are no omissions, but over half of the phones are errors. as could be 
shown on the manner target matrix: 
T c- -C--C 
Plosive 
Let us assume that a decision has already been made (but see further below) 
to work on initial plosives. T might decide to do some auditory discrimination 
work in this area, for example. The question is: which pair of phonemes will 
provide the most fruitful starting-point, and which thereafter? There are 30 
possible contrasts to choose from at the outset (/pl v. It!. Ipl v. Ik/. Ipl v. Ibl 
etc.); 29 to follow up with; 28 to follow that ... The first three remedial steps 
have to be chosen from a total of nearly 25,000 possible discrimination 
sequences for place of articulation and voicing contrasts. The odds against T 
picking the best remedial path intuitively are enormous! But by spending a 
little time going through the data systematically. it is possible to reduce these 
odds dramatically, and to come up with a handful of promising lines of action. 
Given the absence of any correct realizations of initial Ik-I. and the 
frequency with which this phoneme is used in English. an early focus on Ik-I 
would seem desirable. P can articulate the sound. as is evident from its use 
elsewhere in the system. But with which other sound should it be contrasted. 
as a first step in remediation? The chart shows there to be a particular source 
of confusion between Ik-I and It-I. It looks as though P 'thinks' of [k1 as an 
allophone of It-/-in which case he would have no motivation for initiating a 
contrastive use. Perhaps a good first step would be to work on the auditory 
discrimination of It-I v. Ik-/? 
There are grounds for doubt about this decision. Scrutiny of the It-I-/d-I 
contrast shows that the feature of voicing is not well established. The facts can 
be summarized in the voicing matrix: 
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c- -c -c ( c- -c -c 
1,1 I I I 1,0 I I I 
Because of the overlap between It-I and Id-I. there is a real danger that. if Ik-I 
is contrasted with It-I, P will be uncertain about whether the contrast is being 
drawn with It·1 or Id·l. The [t] phone has a high functional load in this system. 
as reference to the relevant section of the supplementary pages indicates: 
Funcllonal 
load 
P might go so far as to 'conclude' that. if Ik-I v. It-I and Ik·1 v. Id-I are 'the 
same', therefore the contrast between It-I and Id-I cannot be as important as 
he might previously have thought it to be. It is conceivable that this might 
lead to a less efficient control over the voicing feature. and that this might 
feed back into other positions-perhaps with rk] coming to be used as a 
realization of Ig-I. For this analyst, at any rate. the risk is too great. 
As an alternative. what about introducing Ik-I v. Ig-I. as an initial remedial 
step? It is a standard technique. to introduce voicedlvoiceless minimal pairs, 
but there are grounds for doubting the wisdom of such a move in this case. 
Such a remedial strategy presupposes that P's voicing contrast is fairly well 
established, and this is not the case. as we have seen. Most of the substitution 
phones under Ig-I involve voicing problems, which account for the Lost total 








c- c- -c ( c- c- -c 
IJ IIJJ II 
There is also some uncertain voicing under Ik-I (through the use of the glottal 
stop). It would seem reasonable to work on stabilizing the voicedlvoiceless 
opposition here, if one could rely on the other categories of place and manner 
of articulation; but there are grounds for distrusting the stability of both of 
these. The place matrix shows considerable variability. largely associated with 
Ik-I. (The manner substitutions seem less serious at this point-though 
reference to plosive substitutions elsewhere in the data would complicate the 
picture. ) 
- Yd "I -1-" 1 - 1 • I- 1- 1- 1 • i-I -I , 1 - 1- 1"1 - 1 • 1 • 1 - 1 -I 
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With two areas of instability between Ik-I and Ig-I, accordingly, this would 
seem to be a particularly difficult contrast to teach, in the first instance. 
A third line of action is more promising: Ik-I v. Ip-I. The contrast between 
Ip-I and Ib-I is well established, with no sign of any voicing confusion: 
Maintained 
c- -c--c 
Bilabial 1271 I 
Lost 
• 
( c- -c- -c 
It might therefore be possible to establish a parallelism: Ibl v. Igi and Ipl v. 
/k/-which would be a solid foundation for a final step, Ikl vs. Ig/. But two 
possible worries need to be eliminated: (a) both Ipl and Ikl are substituted by 
[h] in unstressed syllables-which suggests that remedial work should 
concentrate on stressed contrasts only; (b) there is one Ib/-/gi substitution. 
Reference to the transcriptional page showed that this was the result of 
Consonant harmony. the Igi having fallen under the influence of a preceding 
Ib/, in the phrase big garden ['bl 'ba:da]. T would therefore have to keep an 
eye on the possibility of perseveration in this direction in the sequences 
presented to P, and use alternative contexts as required. 
Once some motivation for a specific remedial goal has been achieved, the 
process of teaching may begin, with reference to the usual constraints (of 
materials, presentation, etc.). At this point, linguistic analysis gives way to 
therapeutic skills, and a different range of factors arise. 
The above example is typical of the kind of reasoning which must take place 
if arbitrariness in phonological therapy is to be avoided. All too often, the gap 
between 'P has a problem with initial plosives' and 'I will work on Xv. Y'is 
bridged with no reasons given. The above discussion does not exhaust the 
range of reasons which might be adduced to reinforce a particular line of 
action. In particular, no reference has been made to perceptual limitations. 
Also, the example is somewhat artificial, in that the decision had already been 
made to work on initial plosives--but that decision WOUld, in its turn, have 
had to be scrutinized using similar criteria (why initial plosives, as opposed to 
other plosives? why plosives, as opposed to other consonant categories? why 
consonants, as opposed to vowels? and so on). As an illustration of the whole 
process of reasoning ab initio, we therefore conclude this chapter with a case 
study, of a 4Y2-year-old language-delayed child (LARSP Stages II-III) with 
severe phonological problems. A 30-minute sample of his conversation during 
free play and picture description produced the transcription given below. 
Quite a wide vocabulary range was produced, but several items are repeated: 
115 word types are used on 274 occasions, with 141 repeated forms. There 
were also very few (17) variant forms. suggestive of a stable and unvarying 
phonology-lacking the variability which one would hope to see in a 
developing phonology at this stage. Of the intelligible targets, there were few 
analytical problems (5), but about one-sixth of his speech was not intelligible 
(52 items). Given his overall intelligibility, in the routine clinical situation we 
proceeded directly to a target analysis (d. 3.19); but for present purposes, 
totals have also been entered into the inventory section of the supplementary 
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pages. This indicates some important biases, especially: a very low C:V ratio 
(1.14), pointing to a strong open syllable preference; a heavy use of plosives, 
and a light use of fricatives; a heavy use of alveolar and glottal places of 
articulation (especially the former); a wide range of vowel types; and very few 
clusters (also displaying the plosive/alveolar bias). 
It is evident from the profile chart that P has rather different consonant 
systems operating in initial and final position. Initially, plosives are generally 
correct, whereas finally there is a strong tendency towards omission and 
glottalization; medially, plosives function sometimes as initial consonants. 
sometimes as final ones. There is nothing systematic that can be said about 
affricates, on this evidence: the 5 initial instances are all from a single lexical 
item (62). Apart from [h-], which is dropped. errors in initial fricatives are in 
the direction of plosives or affricates; the status of [f-] is ambiguous, as it 
appears correctly in a limited lexical range (cf. 68). Fricatives are generally 
absent in final position; medially. they seem to be following the pattern of 
initial fricatives, being replaced by plosives. Nasals are generally correct in 
initial position, but there is some omission and overlap in final position. 
Apart from [j-J, initial approximants are poor, generally being replaced by 
glottal stops or being omitted; final [-I], while somewhat over-articulated, is 
generally correct. The totals in the target analysis (phones) produce a preci6e 
overall statement: in initial position, 69 per cent of consonant phones are 
correct, with 23 per cent incorrect and 8 per cent omissions; in medial 
position, the situation is the reverse, with 21 per cent correct, 77 per cent 
incorrect and 2 per cent omissions; and in final position, there is a different 
pattern of error again, with 32.5 per cent correct, 32.5 per cent incorrect and 
35 per cent omissions. The two main foci of error substitution show up very 
clearly in the error analysis realizations: a major tendency for alveolar 
substitutions or glottalization (in the place analysis), and for plosive or 
affricate substitutions (in the manner analysis). (The problems with final [-I] 
are not the same kind, and may well contain an element of transcriptional 
error, in view of the problems involved in hearing 'dark r after certain 
vowels.) It should be noted, from the feature analysis of voicing, that the 
voiced/voiceless contrast seems not to be a problem, for this P: in the vast 
majority of cases, the contrast is being maintained. 
P's consonant difficulties should also not obscure the fact that there are 
several vowel problems. Discounting the substitutions for [;)u] and [e;)], which 
are probably dialectal (see Accent Conventions), we are left with a total of 16 
per cent errors in vowel use. The profile shows clearly that these errors are 
almost entirely located in the front part of the vowel area, and tend to affect 
adjacent dimensions-for instance, close vowels tend to be substituted by 
other close vowels; front vowels tend to be substituted by front or central 
vowels (hardly ever by back); and so on. But the more serious problem is a 
matter of vowel length. It is the short vowels which are mainly affected, as can 
be seen from the length matrix in the vowel column-()f 38 short vowel errors, 
33 involve a lengthening. One should also note, from the diphthongization 
matrix, that there are 14 cases of monophthongization in the sample. The 
significance of these points is not solely in relation to vowel articulation: 
length of vowel is an important aspect of the identification of final consonants 
in English-final 'voiced' consonants are preceded by longer vowels than final 
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'voiceless' ones. In view of P's weakness in final position. the remedial work 
in this area would need to bear this vowel-consonant interaction in mind. 
(Presumably, for example, consonant discrimination would be aided. to begin 
with, if maximally contrasting vowels were used, e.g. sit v. sad. as opposed to 
sit v. Sid.) Nor should the issue be seen in isolation from p's rhythmic skills. 
These were rudimentary: he was unable to copy correctly sequences of 3 claps 
to different rhythms, for example. In the present sample. there were only a 
few instances of wrong stress patterns on words. but the general impression of 
P's speech was of an erratic rhythm. and this would complicate any work on 
vowel length in connected speech. Indeed, the logic of the argument 
'consonant confusion - vowel length confusion - erratic rhythmic skills' 
would suggest that systematic work on rhythm should be an early remedial 
aim, and could have pervasive results. 
The process analysis shows that P's consonant problems are not just matters 
of simple substitution. There are several cases where perseveration and other 
sequencing difficulties emerge. There are some ambiguous cases, but in most 
of the relevant examples, ,the direction of the assimilation is strongly 
progressive: an initial consonant influences a medial or final one. It should be 
noted that, in every case, the focus of the influence is alveolar-usually [t] or 
[d], There is no known physiological reason for P's bias towards these sounds, 
but they are a major cause of the ambiguity of P's speech, as is evident from 
the functional load line on the final page of the chart. where [t] and [d] each 
expound 12 target phones. It is plain that a massive systematization of P's 
sound system would take place if progress could be made in restricting P's 
alveolar plosive bias. This, along with the major weakness in initial 
approximants (a severe aspect of P's overall delay), seem to be the most 
plausible topics for early remediation. 
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4 PROP 
4 .• * The nonsegmental phonological profile known as PROP (,Prosody 
Profile') is a single-page chart, on which can be placed information about the 
main prosodic patterns encountered in a sample of clinical data. The term 
'prosody' here refers to the linguistic use of pitch, loudness. speed of speech. 
pause, and rhythm-in other words, to the way in which these variables can 
alter the meaning of what we say. PROP is not intended for the description of 
phonetic abnormalities in the use of these variables. as will be found under the 
heading of 'voice disorders' (in relation to the term dysprosody, for example). 
PROP is an aspect of phonological analysis, complementing the analysis of 
the segmental aspects of pronunciation carried out in Chapter 3. 
4.2 While in principle any of the prosodic variables of speech could be 
disturbed, and contribute to P's communication problems, in practice it is 
pitch which causes most linguistic difficulties, and the bulk of the profile chart 
is therefore given over to an analysis of this variable. The linguistic use of 
pitch is usually referred to as intonation, and indeed it is intonation with 
which we are most regularly concerned, in clinical settings. But other 
prosodic factors need to be related to intonation, if a full understanding of p's 
difficulties is to emerge-and in any case, we need to be able to note the 
occurrence of other categories of prosodic problem, if the principle of profile 
comprehensiveness is to be maintained (d. 1.9). There is therefore space on 
the chart for a reference to other things than intonation (see further, 4.8). 
4.3* The intonational theory which the chart reflects recognizes 3 main 
distinctions in the way pitch patterns are used in a language: the organization 
of connected speech into tone units; the use of specific tones within these 
units; and the phenomenon of tonicity, within these units. Distinct patterns of 
disorder are associated with each of these notions, but first their normal use in 
relation to English needs to be explained. 
4.3.1 The primary organization of speech is into lone units (sometimes called 
tone groups). A tone unit is a finite set of pitch movements. grouped into a 
distinctive contour and uttered with a distinctive rhythm. Tone units are often 
bounded by pauses, and these boundaries generally coincide with points of 
grammatical junction. A tone-unit boundary is marked with a slant line, in 
this system of transcription, as follows: 
if you see him/ ask him to cal/! 
J'd like 10 buy some eggs/ a pinl of milkl and some bUllerl 
the dog bit the cat/ and the cat bit the dog! 
114 
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There are several constraints governing the distribution of tone units in most 
conversational speech; but in certain circumstances, these constraints may be 
ignored. In very fast speech, for example, tone units run together and lose 
their clear relationship to grammar. And in highly emotional speech, each 
word may be given a separate tone unit, e.g. 
// said/ dol it/ now! . 
Several types of linguistic disability can be characterized by disturbances in 
the normal production or comprehension of the tone unit structure of speech. 
4.3.2 One of the main characteristics of a tone unit is that its pitch contour 
achieves a peak of prominence, through the use of one of a small number of 
tones. While every syllable in a tone unit must be uttered on some tone (i.e. 
given a specific pitch level or movement), one syllable's tone always stands 
out more than the others, and this is referred to as the nuclear tone (the 
syllable carrying it being known as the tonic syllable). The normal place for 
the tonic syllable is towards the end of the tone unit (see futher, 4.7.1), but it 
may be brought forward onto almost any other word, if grammatical or 
semantic factors allow it. Tonic placement, or tonicity, changes the emphasis 
within a tone unit, and usually introduces a fresh contrast in meaning, as in 
the following examples: 
John saw Mary in town/ 
John saw Mary in town/ (as opposed to someone else) 
John saw Mary in town! (as opposed to someone else) 
John saw Mary in town/ (but he didn't talk to her) 
4.3.3· Under the heading of tone is analysed the direction and range of pitch 
carried by the tonic syllable. Three types of nuclear tone are recognized in the 
present approach: simple, complex and compound. Simple tones are the three 
possibilities of unidirectional pitch movement-falling tones (' ), rising tones 
(') and level tones (-). Complex tones are all nuclei where there is a change in 
direction of the pitch movement within a syllable, the main categories of 
English being the falling-rising C) and rising-falling r) tones. Compound 
tones are combinations of certain of the above tones used on different 
syllables within a tone unit, but acting as if they were a single tone, e.g. a 
combination of a falling tone with a rising tone produces a 'fall-plus-rise'. 
Examples of these tones are given below (with just one possible interpreta-
tion of the attitudinal meaning conveyed by the tone). The typographical 
convention is to place the accent mark over the vowel of the stressed syllable 














(extra emphasis on John) 
(extra emphasis on John) 
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The average percentage frequency of occurrence of these tones in adult 
conversational English is as follows: 
'51.2; '20.8; . 8.5; '+' 7.7; '5.2; - 4.9; '+' 1.7 
Nuclear tones signal both attitudinal and grammatical information. Examples 
of the former are given above; examples of the latter would include the 
distinction between utterance end v. utterance continuation, signalled by 
tones which end in a falling 'direction v. tones which end in a rising direction, 
e.g. 
'would you like coffee! or teal 
'would you like coffeel or teal 
In the first case, two alternatives are being offered, and no more; whereas in 
the second case, there are further, unmentioned possibilities. 
4.3.4 Other prosodic distinctions may need to be referred to upon occasion, 
and it is helpful to have available a detailed system of transcription to provide 
the necessary support. In particular, use is often made of the following: 
, , 
a stressed syllable, where the prominence is due to extra loudness, 
and not to a step-up or step-down in pitch; 
a stronger degree of stress; 
a noticeable step-up in pitch, compared with the pitch level of the 
preceding syllable; 
a noticeable step-down in pitch, compared with the pitch level of the 
preceding syllable; 
are used to include a stretch of utterance characterized by some 
prosodic feature, such as extra height, slow speed, marked rhythm; 
the explanation of the inverted commas is given in the margin of the 
transcription; 
a pause equivalent to a beat of the speaker's normal conversational 
rhythm; longer pauses are marked accordingly, viz. --, ---; 
a brief pause, shorter than a speaker's rhythm unit. 
4.4* While very little empirical research into the acquisition of prosodic 
features has been carried out, it is nonetheless possible to establish some 
general developmental principles, and these are reflected in the vertical 
organization of the chart. The earliest sign of intonational organization in the 
vocalization of an infant is the emergence of a basic rhythm/pitch unit. which 
is sometimes to be heard from about 6 months, but which is usually well in 
evidence by 9 months. The chunking of the child's vocalization into these 
units is often quite striking, and is usually interpreted by listening adults as 
attempts by the child to 'say something'. It is important to note that the 
prosodic shape which these chunks of vocalization manifest is a definable and 
stable phenomenon long before the child's utterance takes on a stable 
segmental phonological form. Certainly by 12 months, in most children. tone 
units, in the sense of 4.3, are well established as a means of organizing 
speech-whether the speech be 'one word sentences' or an unintelligible 
'jargon'. The first section of the profile chart is therefore given over to the 
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development of tone units, the classification of which is explained below 
(4.5). 
4.4.1 Specific tonal patterns are of course part of the identity of tone units. 
and the language-specific use of a tone will be noticed at the same time as the 
primitive tone units referred to above. But it takes a much longer period of 
time before the set of tonal contrasts comes t6 be established-the nuclear 
tones of mature speech. The main types of nuclear tone seem to emerge 
between 9 months and 18 months, in English. and the specific order of 
emergence suggested by the empirical studies of recent years is given in the 
middle section of the chart. The ordering is tentative, but plausible (see 
further, 4.6.2). 
4.4.2 As tonicity involves a contrast between words in a single tone unit. it is 
a notion which cannot be relevant until the development of multi-word 
sentences. Two-word sentences emerge at or around 18 months. and some 
kind of contrastive emphasis seems to be there from the outset. Tonicity 
variations are classified in the lower third of the chart; they are discussed 
further below (4.7). 
4.4.3 It is not possible, in the present state of knowledge, to assign any sort of 
developmental ordering to the other features of tone unit structure. or to 
other prosodic variables than intonation. These, along with certain other 
nonsegmentaJ characteristics of speech. are summarized under the heading of 
Other at the bottom of the chart (see further. 4.8). No developmental 
sequence is given. 
4.5* Tone units The most important function of tone units is grammatical-
the integration and delimitation of grammatical patterns. The primary focus 
of attention, therefore, is on the way in which tone units relate to grammatical 
structure. But there are certain preliminary considerations. 
(a) Only complete tone units are analysed in terms of grammatical 
structure. Incomplete tone units are counted separately, and not given any 
further classification, in the first instance. Examples of incomplete tone units 
are as follows: 
P he 'said he's ---
P it's a 
P I 'see him 
From this last example, it should be noted that an utterance may. 
superficially, look like a complete sentence; but the point is that it does not 
sound like one, from an intonational point of view. The utterance sounds 
unfinished-perhaps because it suddenly stops short. or because it drawls 
slowly into silence. There may be several incomplete tone units in a single 
sequence, as P attempts a sentence several times. e.g. 
P he's --- I 'think he's he's 
Each bit of speech in this example sounded like a fresh start at an utterance. 
Each bit had its own rhythm and pitch, and was clearly surrounded by pauses. 
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It was therefore counted as three incomplete tone units. This kind of pattern 
is repeatedly found in the nonfluent P presented in 4.9. 
If one were not sure about whether a tone unit were complete or not. the 
right course of action would be to place the piece of utterance concerned 
under the next category on the chart. 
(b) Indeterminate tone units are those where there are grounds for 
uncertainty as to whether a complete tone unit has been produced. This 
commonly happens when people are talking rapidly, and it becomes very 
difficult to hear to what extent prosody is structuring their utterance at all. 
Vaguely discernable rhythm units may be present. but that is all. Under such 
circumstances. all one can do is assign each identifiable chunk of speech to the 
indelerminale category. Similarly, if P is talking and T intervenes. thus talking 
at the same time as P, and making it difficult to hear how or whether P 
finished off his utterance, it would be unclear whether a tone unit was 
complete or not, and the indeterminate category should again be used. 
Certain types of disability are likely to manifest large numbers of indetermi-
nate (and incomplete) tone units-for example, cluttering and stuttering. or 
some of the slurred speech characteristic of neurological patients. But it must 
not be forgotten that uncertainty about tone unit status is a perfectly normal 
phenomenon. if there is a reduction in the phonetic cues, for any reason (e.g. 
an unclear pitch contour, or abnormal hesitancy). (Conversely, a tone unit 
may be clearly identifiable, even though its segmental/verbal content is 
unintelligible. ) 
(c) Stereotyped prosodic patterns are also encountered-a fixed rhythm and 
pitch contour for a particular stretch or utterance. Nursery rhymes, limericks 
and proverbs illustrate everyday examples of stereotyped prosody. In the 
context of disability, however. any piece of speech may come to be used in 
this way. For example, one aphasic P would say very nice thank-you. not 
always appropriately, to many T stimuli, but always with the same prosodic 
pattern. 1n much the same way as one would. on the LARSP chart. assign this 
utterance to the Stereotyped box (d. 2.5.2), here too one does not analyse it 
further. Each tone unit which seems to have a fixed internal prosodic 
structure is assigned to this category. It should be noted that it is the prosodic 
form which is stereotyped-there may be some lexical or grammatical 
variability. For instance. one P would habitually divide some utterances into 
two tone units-the first with a high rising tone; the second with a low falling 
tone, e.g. 
he t wants/ - a 'new ,I, car! 
a t man! on a ,I, bieyclel 
This was only done in certain contexts, such as answering questions about a 
picture. It was almost as if he had learned a special speech style for 
responding to such questions. In free conversation settings. there was no sign 
of this 'antithetical' prosody. The tone units were therefore counted as 
stereotypes. 
(d) When P imitates T, it is often unclear whether P understands what is 
being said, or is in real control over the utterance. This principle applies as 
much to prosody as to other aspects of language. T may say a phrase in a nice 
bouncy intonation. and P imitates it. Because such 'echoes' do not necessarily 
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tell us anything about P's rea) control of intonation, they are therefore 
counted separately, under Imitation in this section. Obviously, a decision that 
there has been prosodic imitation will be clear only if the prosodic patterns 
used fall well outside of what we would normally expect for P. If T used a tone 
unit which is within P's capabilities, and P repeats it, one would normally give 
P the 'credit' for the prosody, and analyse it accordingly. Occasionally, there 
are cases of doubt-in which case, these would be placed under imitation, and 
not given any subsequent analysis. 
These are the various kinds of problem one encounters in extracting the 
tone units from a sample of data. They are left on one side, and not 
subsequently analysed-unless, that is, the remainder of the data is so unclear 
that one is forced to look at them again. But this rarely happens. 
4.5.1 All remaining utterances are analysed directly in terms of the genera) 
type of grammatical structure they contain. 
(a) Under clause are placed instances of tone units whose grammatical 
structure is one or other of the clause units as defined in LARSP (cf. 2.8.1). 
In the following examples, each tone unit is equivalent to a clause: 
'man going! 
'where 'man gone! 
the 'cat 'bit the dog! 
'when he comesl'f'll be outl 
'what he did yesterdayl'doesn't concern mel 
'puc the 'book down! be'/ore you 'pick up the pen! 
'f'll'go tomorrow! and 'you 'go the next day! 
It is normal for uncomplicated clauses, such as the cat is chasing the dog. to be 
produced in a single tone unit. 
(b) Under phrase are placed instances of tone units whose grammatical 
structure is one or other of the phrase units as defined in LARSP (d. 2.8.3). 
In the following examples, each tone unit is equivalent to a phrase: 
the man! is kicking! a balll 
a 'big cat! 
a 'cat in a hat/ 
'mummy and daddy! 
and a 'big ball! 
sit downl 
'all the peoplel16oked at/ the picture/ 
(c) Under word are placed instances of tone units whose grammatical 
structure is a single word (whatever its morphological complexity). In the 




gosh/ mimi is/ walking/ 
the! man/ is/ kicking/ the! ball! 
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(d) Under Other is placed any use of a tone unit where the internal 
grammatical structure is not neatly equivalent to one or other of the above 
three types. Two subtypes are recognized. When a tone unit contains a 
structure larger than a single clause, it is marked under CI +. When it contains 
a structure smaller than a single clause, but not equivalent to a phrase, it is 
marked under CI-. Some examples are: 
Cl+: [ know he'll be herel 
[ 'couldn't 'come [ 'had a cold/ 
'what ['said was 'what [ meantl 
when J'left the house the 'man/ shouted . .. 
yes J think sol 
CI - : 'that man is/ an idiot/ 
'man is kicking a! ball to 'mel 
'where are! you going/ 
4.5.2· It should be noted that each utterance is analysed into tone units in 
strict sequence, with no initial decision being made about the grammatical 
status of the speech. Combinations of the above patterns therefore are to be 
found. Here are some 'mixed' examples, assigned to their profile category: 
the/ 'man is kicking! a baW 
Word Cl- Phrase 
'when he c6mesl I reallyl d6n'tl want/ to see him/ 
Clause CI- Word Word C/-
Here is a stretch of dialogue, analysed according to its tone-unit structure 
(both T and P utterances are analysed in this example, for purposes of 
illustration) : 
T 'what are you 'going to do in the 'holidays/ ---
Clause 
P 'open my present 'up! on 'Christmas Day! 
Cl- Phrase 




P 'very exci . ex . exdted! 
Phrase 




erm 'at 'Christmas Dayl 
Phrase 
(the nonfluency here did not seem 
to interfere with the rhythmic 
structure of the unit) 
T what else do you 'do on 'Christmas 'Day! --
Clause 
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P Christmas. 'present and dinner! ---
Phrase 
and. 'play with 'my. Christmas present! -
Clause 
T 'what do you 'think you're 'going to getl 
Cl+ 
P a bIke! 
Phrase 






'where will you ride! -
Clause 
P don't know! --
Siereo 
4.5.3* Some typical distributions in the tone-unit section of the chart are 
given in the following summaries: 
Tooe UBil (0; 9 +) Total Average words 
S. ..... UffS 
Incomplete 4- Indeterminate 2- Stereotyped JmilatlOn 0 





This is a fairly normal distribution: the majority of the speaker's tone units 
follow the grammar. with bias towards clause integrity; there are only 5 cases 
where the intonation has broken up the internal structure of the clause; 
reference to the grammatical analysis would clarify whether the 30 Word units 
were predictable (e.g. yesl, fUJI) or abnormal (e.g. the! mimi is! . .. ). 
This pattern can be contrasted with the following, taken from a 
language-delayed child of 31,: 






Other CI + 
TOlal Average words 
I ndelermmiHe Stereotyped Imnallon 
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There are few clausal tone units. Reference to the grammatical analysis would 
show that this is not because there are few clauses: his sample contains over 20 
clauses, but they are not produced with a coherent prosodic structure. The 
high total for Word reflects a' Stage I bias in LARSP terms-many 
single-element. sentences. Similarly, the high Phrase total reflects the 
preponderance of phrases used in the sample-though here too, not all the 
phrases are given a coherent prosodic structure. The high figure for Cl- also 
reflects the child's uncertain prosody. 
A further pattern can be seen in the following, taken from a 'fluent' aphasic 
man: 
T_ Uait (0; 11+) Total A verage words 
Srr-Iut .. 







The most noticeable feature here is the high figure under CI +. with clause 
sequences often being subsumed under a single tone unit. clause fragments 
being attached to clauses (e.g. it's 'dinner time and eating!) and sequences of 
social minor sentences (e.g. 'Nell oh yes!). The incompleteness. indetermi-
nateness and stereotypicality of fluent aphasic speech is well attested. and it 
manifests itself particularly clearly on a prosodic profile. 
4.5.4* Tone-unit analysis is performed on the basis of the way the formal 
pitch/rhythm contour integrates with grammar. No reference is made to the 
semantic or social function of the tone unit under the above headings-for 
example, whether the 'meaning' of the tone unit is to question. persuade. 
command, excite, and so on. The only reason for the lack of a classification 
here is the difficulty of demarcating and formally defining these notions. 
Intuitively, it is possible to interpret a tone unit's function in a certain way. 
but it is not possible, in the present state of study, to provide a systematic 
account of what it is that prompts these intuitions. or to list the functions in 
such a way that problems of overlap and ambiguity are avoided. A tone unit 
might give the impression of questioning. for example: but in a slightly 
different context, the same tone unit might give the impression of 
puzzlement. surprise, shock, excitement. or other attitudes. On a profile 
chart, it is not possible to anticipate research. nor is it possible to list all 
possible contextual influences. On the other hand. the chart does need to 
aI/ow for the importance of these attitudes, in the evaluation of speech. A box 
has therefore been provided, headed Functions, in which might be listed any 
social or attitudinal contexts in which P seems to be using tone units in a 
distinctive way. An ad hoc label would be written in on the left side of the 
box, and the number of occasions when its application is observed in the data 
would be tallied in the usual way. 
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For example, a common early development in children is the use of a tone 
unit with a high (and usually rising) pitch range to express a set of attitudes to 
do with query, puzzlement etc. This is considered to be an important factor in 
language development, as it shows that the child is beginning to be aware of 
the concept of 'question'-though at this point, he lacks any grammatical 
structure for its expression. These 'intonational questions' are not therefore 
'questions' in a grammatical sense-they would not, for example, be profiled 
as Questions on the LARSP chart (ct. 2.7.4). Nor are they always clearly 
questioning in attitude. But whenever high rising pitch range is interpreted in 
this way, T might wish to indicate the development, as a sign of progress in 
P-and this could easily be done by writing in questioning. or some such 
label, in the Functions box, and indicating the extent of its use in the sample. 
Other labels commonly encountered at an early age include: playful, 
demanding, uncertain, excited, aggressive ... ; later. we have confident, 
sarcastic, knowing, and many more. There is of course no guarantee that 
what one T means by such a label will be the same as another. You and I 
might have quite different intuitions as to what counts as 'playful'. All the 
chart does is provide T with an opportunity to note down a distinctive 
intonational function, which illustrates P's developing linguistic range. 
Similarly, any abnormal uses of intonation can be identified. as, for 
example, if P seemed to be using a certain type of tone unit in an 
inappropriate context, as when some aphasics produce empty language in a 
highly confident manner, or a child uses a high rising range without any 
evident intent to question, excite etc. Also under this heading would be cases 
where a tone unit was being commonly used in an abnormal grammatical 
way-making a subordinate clause more prominent than a following main 
clause, for example, or having a peak of prominence on clause Subjects and 
never on Verbs or Objects. There are hundreds of possibilities, which will in 
due course need a systematic statement. For the present, such points are 




'! Bore... 8' 
Usa v ("! cl.".,~. "1\'.C"f:>.i""~) .. ,.' 
c.t...". ~'''AL 12. 
4.5.5 The total number of unproblematic tone units is given at the head of the 
section (under Total). It is difficult to predict the best size of sample (ct. 
1.11.1). On the whole, a sample of about 100 tone units usually suffices to 
show up any interesting patterns. Some Ps, with little prosodic variability. can 
be safely analysed from a sample of 30 or 40 tone units. 
A helpful statistic, in relating intonational and grammatical form, is the 
average number of words in a tone unit. To calculate this, it is simplest to 
draw up a table, as follows: 
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No. of words No. of examples Total Total 
in tone unit in data tone units words 
1 12 12 12 
2 8 8 16 
3 11 11 33 
4 10 10 40 
5 2 2 10 
6 0 0 0 
7 1 1 7 
44 118 
Average number of words per tone unit is therefore 118/44, i.e. 2.7. ·(The 
conversational norm for adult speech is 5 words.) 
4.6* As the development of intonation coincides with the use of single-
element sentences, it is normal to find variation in tone occurring before 
variation in tonicity. Tonal variations are therefore the second kind of 
phenomenon to be classified on the profile chart. Tone here refers to the 
nuclear tones in tone units, i.e. the maximally prominent tone. Anything 
distinctive relating to the other tones in a tone unit can be summarized at 
the bottom of the chart. 
4.6.1 The first-and to many people the most difficult-thing to do is to 
provide an accurate transcription of the tonal variation encountered in the 
sample. An interlinear transcriptional method is used, because there is no 
way of knowing in advance what phonological use is being made of the tones. 
Only a detailed phonetic record provides the evidence as to whether there is 
any system present, and this is what an interlinear transcription can provide. 
Each pair of parallel lines is assumed to contain a space representing the 
speaker's pitch range. The upper line represents p's maximum pitch height; 
the lower line represents his maximum pitch depth. On the basis of T's 
auditory jUdgement, tones are then drawn in. relative to these two extremes. 
An example of a normal speaker follows (it should be noted that most people 
speak in the lower third of their possible voice range. with only occasional 
departures from this norm for purposes of linguistic effect): 
,\,./"\,,\V\_,,~././ ./\,\,\\/v 
The order in which the tones are placed on the chart corresponds to the order 
in which they occurred in the data. Sometimes. when a close scrutiny of 
context is required, it proves useful to number each tone in the data, and to 
refer to these numbers on the chart. as follows: 
1 \ 2 '\ 3./ 4'\ 5 \ 6 V 7 \ 8 - 9, 10 "\ 
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In disordered prosody, one of the most notable features is the use of tones 
which fall completely outside the normal phonetic pattern of P's dialect. P 
uses a tone which does not correspond to anything in normal adult use or in 
the developmental stages of children acquiring the dialect (as far as is 
known). Such tones would therefore be called deviant. in our usual use of this 
term (d. 2.5.1). and they are drawn in on a separate line on the profile chart 
(the numbering convention is here very useful. in order to locate these tones 
conveniently in the sample). All other tones-in other words, those within 
normal phonetic limits--are grouped under the heading of variants. As with 
grammatical analysis. apart from a few well-recognized types of P, the vast 
majority of cases in a sample are 'within normal limits'; hence more space is 
allowed for this category. Doubtful cases (whether normal or deviant) would 
be placed under deviant (cf. 1.9). 
Some examples of transcriptions taken from Ps whose prosody was a source 
of concern are given below. In the first example, we see a severely delayed 
(ESN(S)) lO-year-old. whose tonal ability is restricted to low falling tones and 
a few low level tones: 
To continue the transcription. in such a case. would have added nothing: a 
short sample suffices. 
In the next example. we have a more varied intonational picture. but one 
which is still very restricted. in relation to the range of possible tones in 
English. The child was four. and so should have been able to use all the main 
nuclear tones. In fact, there are no complex tones, and only high rising tones. 
A longer sample would be necessary for a true picture here. 
The next example shows a somewhat exaggerated pattern of tones: P is 
using the whole of his pitch range. and sounding excited and (for want of a 
better term) 'squeaky'. At times. his rising tones go outside of his normal 
pitch register, and he switches into falsetto (indicated by F in the 
transcription). His low tones go very low at times. and a creaky phonation 
occurs (indicated by C in the transcription). Neither the falsetto nor the 
creaky voice are deviant qualities. for this accent; it is the frequency of use, 
:md the inappropriateness of these qualities which is abnormal. 
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All the tones in the above examples are recognizably falling, rising, and so 
on; they may display peculiarities of pitch range (narrowing, widening) and 
phonation type, but there is nothing deviant about these pitch patterns. The 
following transcription, taken from a dysarthric adult, looks very different: 
H 
'-\.. - N _C"'-H'-H _H -""'-..H '-- "'-H 
Here, there are many tones which are plainly unstable, as is evidenced by the 
idiosyncratic shapes of some of the pitch movements, the greater randomness 
of pattern, and the use of abnormal voice qualities (N stands for a nasal 
quality, H for a hoarse quality). 
4.6.2 Once a transcription has been made, it is usually possible to see the 
general character of a prosodic difficulty without further analysis. On the 
other hand, a statistical summary of the findings can be valuable in the 
assessment of progress, and sometimes brings to light previously unnoticed 
factors (cf. 3.16). The summary matrix is organized along developmental 
lines, the order of emergence of the main nuclear tones being listed vertically. 
The contrast between level C) and falling C ) tones usually emerges first. at 
around 9 months (the level tone often being associated with ritual and play 
situations, such as the well-known all-gone. often 'chanted' by parents at 
around this age). Next, a rising tone (0) develops. at around a year (often 
associated with contexts of query. surprise. delight-for example. at finding 
something), At about 1 ;3 (one year. three months). falling-rising tones C) 
come to be used (often associated with contexts of praise. maternal 
intonations of achievement, as in good buyl, often using this tone). A little 
later, falling-rising tones C) are used (usually in the context of warning. 
uncertainty as to outcome, etc.-the fall-rise being a common 'danger' signal 
in parents' speech, as in 1/0/, look OUII). Compound tones (symbolized by C), 
by definition contain two elements which occur on different words (occasion-
ally, on different morphemes within a word). They do not therefore occur 
until the emergence of multiword tone units. at or around 1 ;6. e.g. daddy 
there/. Lastly. there has to be a hne available for unclear tones (?). For a 
variety of reasons. partly to do with analytical ability, partly with recording 
quality. and partly with interference from other aspects of p's disahility. 
certainty about the direction of a nuclear tone may not be possible-and here 
the bottom line proves to be most convenient. 
It will already be clear. from the above examples. that a wide variety of 
phonetic forms are used as realizations of the language's nuclear tones. The 
horizontal dimension of the summary matrix provides an indication of the 
main phonetic variations found. First of all. the most frequently occurring 
phonetic variant of a tone in the sample of data is identified. and referred to 
as the 'unmarked' or 'neutral' form, for that sample. Examples of this form 
are placed under the heading 0, on the right-hand side of the matrix. The 
other columns, reading from right to left, summarize any distinctive phonetic 
variations in the use of a tone. as follows: 
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the tone is produced with extra stress; 
the tone has a high starting point, compared with the norm; 
the tone's starting point seems higher than normal. but it is not 
entirely clear; 
the tone has a low starting point, compared with the norm; 
the width of the tone is greater than the norm; 
the pitch-range of the tone is narrower than the norm. 
Other then refers to tones which have any other kinds of phonetic 
distinctiveness, such as the abnormal voice qualities already noted. or any 
combinations of the above phonetic variations (such as high narrow, wide 
extra stress). 
We can illustrate the set of possibilities by taking a falling tone, and 
showing how one would move from its transcription to the appropriate cellon 
the summary matrix. The transcription produced the following range of 
tones: 
'\'\"'-""'\'\\"'\\'\"\\'\C\ \'\\ '\\ 
It is evident that a mid-to-Iow tone is the norm, in this case. All instdnces of 
this form are counted, and the number transferred to the 0 column, opposite. 
Each of the remaining tones IS then .iudged in relation to this norm. as 
follows: 
rJ> rJ> t rJ> N rJ> rJ> W "rJ> rJ> rJ> -I- Other ? t t t W rJ> rJ> 
(e) 
rJ> rJ> rJ> Other Other rJ> rJ> -I- Other rJ> rJ> rJ> W W t rJ> rJ> rJ> rJ> 
(tN)(tN) ON) 
Each category is then counted, and the totals transferred to the relevant 
column along the falling-tone line, as follows: 
, I;,,', ... I [ I I If. I L I I I .. 1 ., 
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(It is not always necessary to spell out the categories under Other.) 
Three methodological points should be noted: 
(a) The contrasts Nand W cannot by definition apply to level tone. 
(b) The complex tones • and .t' are not subclassified in terms of their 
phonetic types, other than the gross distinctions recognized above. For 
example, the normal phonetic form of the fall-rise in English is . A 
'widened' version of this tone could therefore be any of the following: 
All of these would be counted under W, in the profile procedure. Other kinds 
of complex tone (such as rise-faU-rise) are considered to be variants of the two 
basic types recognized on the chart: a rise-fall-rise is seen as a variant of 
fall-rise; a fall-rise-fall as a variant of rise-fall; and so on. 
(c) Similarly, variations in compound tones are not subclassified. The 
category, first of all, subsumes fail-plus-rise. rise-pIus-fall. and permitted 
variants thereof (such as rise-fall-plus-rise). The normal phonetic form for. 
say, a fall-plus-rise is a smooth contour forming a 'trough'. as in: 
, , / 
I did go to the meeting 
. ~. . . . . 
Phonetic variations in this form might thus include: t' + '. '+ i ' .. + N' . 
t W' +', N' +N'. and so on. These are placed under the appropriate 
category without any further classification. For example. all of the following 
are placed under W: 
4.6.3 It should now be possible to make an initial assessment of prosodic 
disability using the summary matrix. which-because of its developmental 
perspective--(;an then be a source of suggestions for remediation. The 
following summary. for instance. presents a fairly straightforward case of 
prosodic delay: 
s-ry: Ollie, N W ! ?1 " 
0; 9+ - V ./ II 
3 /0 I 2. " ~:s 
t; 0... ' 
R= 
I 
I; 6+ C 
2- I 
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In this sample, there were 11 instances of a level tone. aU at about the same 
pitch level and loudness (so there are no grounds for using the other cells 
along the line). There were 57 falling tones in the sample. 35 of which were of 
the same phonetic type, and thus taken as a norm. (Reference to the 
transcriptional lines would show what phonetic form was involved.) Of the 
remainder. 6 were falling tones identical to the norm apart from an extra 
degree of stress; 2 were falling tones identical in loudness to the norm. but 
having a high starting point; 1 falling tone had a distinctively low starting 
point, but no variation in loudness; 10 faUing tones were narrowed. with no 
variation in loudness; and there were 3 falling tones displaying other prosodic 
characteristics. In addition. there was a single example of a rising tone in the 
sample, and 2 cases where it was unclear which tone was involved (due to the 
low starting-point. which had made it unclear whether the tones were falling 
or level). 
A somewhat more advanced level of ability is presented in the next summary 
(note especially the apparent contrast between fall and high fall, rise and high 
rise): 
Oth.r til W j "1 
/' /' ') 
2.. 1\ 3' 
1. 0+ .. 1O u. 
1..3+ A 
f 
1; 6+ C 
If 
A highly abnormal development is encountered in the next summary: 
Scm .. ft.ry: O,h., N W I -'I 
0: 9+ - /' .,/ 2. 
J I 3 
b 3 1/ , 
I. J+ A. 
I '7 2. l~ 
1.6+ C 
It would seem as if the falling-rising tone has taken over some of the functions 
of the falling tone (d. also 4.9). 
4.6.3 It should also be recognized that P may be making a tentative 
phonological use of phonetic distinctions which are not those of the normal 
adult language. Take the following tonal profile, for example: 
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s-ar,: Other N W j 'I 
0: 9+ - v V .., 
" J ;21 ,,"0 L 0+ ' If 
I: 3+ A 
1,6+ C 
There is some evidence here of a contrast in pitch range, with a clear norm, 
and two departures from this norm-high and low. Whether or not these 
distinctions are contrastive phonologically would only emerge from an 
examination of the contexts in which the phonetic forms are used. It might be, 
for example, that the high falling tones are always used in contexts of 
surprise, and the low in contexts of routine activity. At least there is now a 
testable hypothesis to work with, and the possibility of a more precise 
understanding of the nature of P's condition. 
4.7* The third main section of the profile chart deals with tOniCity, the 
placement within a tone unit of its nuclear tone. As with tone unit 
identification, we have to allow for unclear cases. Even if a tone unit has been 
unambiguously identified, there may still be uncertainty over its internal 
structure or how to interpret it. Three main types of difficulty are routinely 
encountered: 
(a) Indeterminate tonicity occurs when, within a complete tone unit, the 
placement of the nuclear tone (whether simple, complex or compound) is 
unclear. Usually, this is because there is competition between two words in 
the tone unit for the assignment of nucleus: sometimes one sounds 
prominent, sometimes the other. Under such circumstances, it is best to avoid 
making a decision, 
(b) Under the heading of stereotyped tonicity would be included any case 
where the placement of the nuclear tone is fixed. There mayor may not be 
other kinds of prosodic variation in the tone unit. A clear example of 
stereotyped tonicity occurs in the prosodic pattern of limericks, or in reciting 
one's tables; idioms, too, usually have a fixed tonicity pattern ('it's raining 
cats and dogs" never 'cats and dogs'). A stereotyped tonicity generally 
coincides with stereotyping elsewhere--often the tone-unit structure as a 
whole is stereotyped, as is the choice of nuclear tone, and the underlying 
grammatical pattern. 
(c) It is often the case that P imitates the tonicity pattern of T's stimulus, 
and the resulting pattern ought therefore to be considered separately. For 
example, one P who had never used contrastive tonicity in his spontaneous 
speech was heard to produce the following: 
T was the cat 'hurtl or the dog 'hurt! 
P 'cat hurt! 
T n6! 
the "dog was 'hurt! 
P dog 'hurt! 
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Given the clear stimulus, it would be premature to assume that P was able to 
control the contrastivity normally associated with bringing the tone forward in 
the sentence in this way. All such cases of apparent imitation would not be 
further analysed. 
4.7.1 The tonicity matrix makes a primary division in terms of whether the 
nuclear tone falls on the last item in a tone unit (Final) or precedes this item 
(Non-Final). A distinction is then drawn between whether the item in 
question is a lexical item (table, chair, run, nice . .. ) or a grammatical item 
(in, is, to, the . .. ). The reason for distinguishing between grammatical and 
lexical terms, with respect to tonic placement, is to do with both assessment 
and remediation. Because grammatical items belong to relatively small and 
fixed sets of words (the system of pronouns, of articles, of prepositions etc.), 
the nature of the contrast imposed when one of these words carries the 
nuclear tone is wholly different from that imposed when lexical items are 
given the nuclear tone. If I say 'Put it near John', there is very little to contrast 
near with-dose to or far away from, but not much more. On the other hand, 
if I say 'Put it near John', there could be an indefinite number of contrasts, 
depending on the number of people or objects in the vicinity. A P who has 
difficulty with the contrastivity on grammatical items will therefore require a 
somewhat different kind of therapy than one who has difficulty with the 
contrastivity on lexical items. The two are consequently kept distinct on the 
profile chart, for the analysis of simple tones. (The more complex tones, such 
as fall-plus-rise and rise-plus-fall, are not subdivided in this way, as they are 
insufficiently frequently used to warrant it.) 
Within each tone unit, then, the item carrying the nuclear tone is identified 
as either grammatical or lexical. Doubtful cases are assigned to the lexical 
category (as this makes fewer assumptions about the type of item involved). If 
the item is final in the tone unit, it is assigned to the right-hand section of the 
matrix; if it is non final. it is assigned to the left-hand section. (A tone-unit 
consisting of a single item is taken as final.) A decision is then made as to 
whether P's tonic placement is appropriate or not, in relation to the 
grammatical structure of his utterance and what he was thought to be wanting 
to say. If his tonic placement is correct and appropriate, a mark is placed 
under the column headed by j. If it is not, the mark goes into the column 
headed by X. 
Each of these possibilities is illustrated in the following set of examples (all 
with falling nuclear tones): 
he 'spoke to the mimI Lexical item, Final, Appropriate 
'cat hurtl (the example in 4.7 above) Lexical item, Final, Inappropriate 
'put it in! Grammatical item, Final, Appropriate 
that's 'where I 'went to! Grammatical item, Final, Inappropriate 
the dog's 'hurt! (Le. not the cat) Lexical item, Nonfinal, Appropriate 
the man's 'running! (where there is only a man in the picture) Lexical 
item, Nonfinal, Inappropriate 
'put it in the 'box! (i.e. not under) Grammatical item, Nonfinal, 
Appropriate 
'put it in the 'box! Grammatical item, Nonfinal, Inappropriate 
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It should be noted that there may be two reasons for the inappropriate 
placement of the nuclear tone: it may simply be incorrect, in the sense of 
'never possible', as when the sentence it's raining is pronounced with tonic il 
(because it is empty of meaning, there could be no case where a tonic contrast 
would be meaningful); or the tonic placement may be possible, but 
misleading, as when P draws attention to a word without intending to (as in 
the man running example above). These two possibilities are not distin-
guished on the profile chart, but they must always be borne in mind when 
interpreting the figures. 
In normal adult conversation, about 90 per cent ofthe nuclear tones fall on 
the last lexical item in a tone unit. A normal adult profile of tonicity would 
therefore look something like this: 
Non FInal Fina. 





By contrast, the following illustrate two cases of disability: 
Non fiftal fI.11 





This is a common pattern in language delay. P has not learned to use tonicity 
contrastively, and mechanically places the nuclear tone on the final item in 
the tone unit, regardless of its appropriateness. 
N ... F .... I fIn.1 
81 ....... . x " x 
l~.lcal 
~ 13 )0 3 
GrammatICal 
5 l- 10 0 
Here, the picture is more complex. P is evidently bringing his nuclear tones 
forward in the tone unit, but has not learned the rules governing their use. He 
makes more errors with lexical terms, suggesting that his problem is more to 
do with the semantics of what he is saying than with the grammar. 
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4.7.2 The compound tones are not given such a detailed statement. because 
of their infrequency. As a first approximation. the chart provides space only 
for an indication of where in the tone unit the 2 elements of the compound are 
to be located. In the right-hand column, the tonic elements are Nonfinal and 
Final respectively (NF + F); in the left-hand column. they are both on 
Nonfinal items (NF + NF). For example: 
NF+F: he'll be here tomorrow! 
NF+F: 'John said he'd come! 
NF+NF: 
NF+NF: 
where are you going to'morrow! 
put a coin in 'will you/ 
These would be marked on the chart as follows: 
1. 
I NF+F 
'\ .. -" 1. 
4.8 The remaining section of the PROP chart allows for a brief note of any 
Other features of prosodic interest in the data. It is recognized that there is 
space for only a token mention. and that if these other features were at al\ 
numerous. it would be necessary to handle them on a supplementary page. 
Four categories are given: 
(a) Tone unit pilCh refers to other pitch patterns in the tone unit apart from 
those discussed above. For example, the pitch levels of the tones other than 
the nuclear tone may be of interest, as may the overall tonal configuration 
which constitutes the head of the tone unit. The following example illustrates 
an abnormal head pattern: 
Iman and Ilady Igo in the garden/ 
• . . . . . .,. 
The sudden pitch drop after the first stressed item was typical of this P. and 
gave a strange (and highly distracting) chant effect to the beginning of his 
sentences. The point would have been summarized under Other, using some 
convenient notation or shorthand account. 
(b) Tone unit other refers to any prosodic patterns other than pitch which 
might affect the character of a tone unit-such as variations in the loudness, 
speed, rhythm or pauses used. One aphasic P would always give the first part 
of a sentence extra loudness and speed. which would then tail away rapidly. A 
child P would pause erratically in attempting to use Subjects in clauses. These 
are the kinds of points which would be summarized in this section-again, 
using some convenient ad hoc notation. 
(c) Under the heading Prosodic features (TU+) are included any prosodic 
features (including pitch) which extend over a stretch of utterance longer than 
a tone unit. For example, P might say several sentences in a single high pitch 
range, with many tone units affected. Or a certain rhythm, loudness or speed 
might be given to a tone unit sequence. The particular combination of 
variables would be noted, along with an indication of their extent, '~.g. 
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'high/fast/loud 4'-in other words. a sequence of 4 tone units was produced in 
a high, fast and loud manner. 
(d) Any other nonsegmental phonological characteristics of speech are 
summarized under the heading of 'paralinguistic features. These are counted 
separately, whether they occur within or across tOile units. Examples of such 
tones of voice include whisper. breathy, giggle. falsetto. labialized. and many 
other 'voices' which P might adopt in a role play situation. 
4.9* An illustration of the whole PROP procedure now follows. beginning 
with the transcription, and continuing with the profiling and subsequent 
interpretation. The case is a 9-year-oJd language-delayed child. who 
presented with several problems of attention span and short-term memory. a 
number of difficulties in clause and phrase structure. and a fairly marked 
















I 'I . 
I 'I want . 
I want. 







ha ,'have be 'lots of money, 'inl 




and erm , 
[;)) we 'have a (4 sylls)/, 
and erm , a 'set dice! 
and 'guess which number/ -
and erm . 
and erm 
raj 'you [a] 'you m6vel 





and erm , 
[a] 'when , fa w;) aJ 
'when you 'get. s 'something 
- 'on the mimi 






Phrase '0 Final lexical , 
Word '0 Final lexical, 
Phrase Final lexical ,/ 
Word '0 Final lexical j 
Clause '0 Nonfinal lexical ,j 
Word '0 Final lexical ,j 
Incomplete 
Incomplete 
Indeterminate '0 Indeterminate 
Phrase '0 Final lexical 
Clause '0 Final lexical J 
Incomplete 
Incomplete 
CI- '0 Final lexical ,I 
C1- '0 Nonfinal lexical,' 
CI- '0 Nonfinal lexical,,' 
Word '0 Final lexical / 
Word '0 Final lexical,' 
Incomplete 
Incomplete 
Clause '0 Final lexical / 
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[a] we [a] 'have to i read thAtJ Clause ",0 Final grammatical j 
[a] be 'what 'this sAy/ CI+ '0 Final lexical j 
T what is itJ 
a card/ -
P not Word '0 Final lexical j 
[a1 be 'like erm ---
[a] be 'like a i book or 'something/Clause . i Nonfinal lexical j 
T !h/ 
P and erm - faa] Incomplete 
what 'this 'say'! -- Clause -0 Nonfinal grammatical j 
h6w/- Word "0 Final grammatical j 
h6wl Word '0 Final grammatical j 
many/. Word "0 Final grammatical j 
tImet Word '0 Final lexical j 
are 'you have to 'move tenl CI- '0 Final lexical j 
T thl 
!see/. 
p and erm . Incomplete 
[a] guessl - Word '0 Final lexical j 
and erm - Incomplete 
'after 'you. 'having 'got 
a prize/ - Clause "0 Final lexical .; 
[a] 'you - Incomplete 
[::J] 'you cAnl CI '0 Final grammatical / 
m6ve/ Word '0 Final leXical / 
a'bout i ten i timet Phrase , i Final lexical 
T I seel --
and 'who's 'going to buy this 'for you/--
p Nan is/ Clause '0 Nonfinal lexical , 
This is only a short extract, but it should suffice to illustrate the principles 
involved. The next step is to transfer the analysis to the profile chart (see p. 
137), 
An analysis of this sample shows Ian's tone unit and tonal systems to be 
seriously disturbed. His nonfluency often disrupts his rhythm, and prompts 
the analysis of many fragments as separate but incomplete tone units. His 
complete tone units display an erratic and deviant relationship to grammar, as 
is indicated mainly by the high figure for Word and Cl-. His nuclear tones are 
predominantly rising or falling-rising, giving a permanently dubious, cautious 
tone of voice to his speech, and one which leads to misunden:tanding. By 
ending so many utterances with rising-type tones, it is never clear whether Ian 
has stopped talking and is waiting for a reply, or whether he is about to 
continue, after a nonfluent pause. His use of rises and fall-rises in 
utterance-final position breaks a major semantic expectancy for this dialect, 
and also does not correspond to what we would expect in normal language 
acquisition. 
An important remedial goal is thus to restore or provide (there was no 
record kept as to how longstanding a problem this had been) a balanced tonal 
system and a rhythmically more coherent tone-unit structure. It would be 
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~ ProIIe (PROP) 
Name ,_ :r. Duralioo I ....... 10 M'OS. 
Ap Cf Sample date I •• It • ... 
Total 30 Average words t., 
s--





Toae (0; 9+) 







I; 6+ C 





Tone unit pitch 
Tone unit other 
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138 Profiling Linguistic Disability 
important to tie in such therapy with ongoing work on grammar and 
attention. For example, if T decided to introduce a rising-tone/falling-tone 
sequence. to teach the idea of 'nonfinal'/'final', it would be important (a) to 
ensure that this antithesis was introduced on grammatical structures well 
within Ian's grasp (avoiding, for example, tense contrasts, which still at times 
elude him), and (b) to maintain a clear cognitive relationship between 
language and task (e.g. by presenting a 2-element action sequence with a 
clear beginning and end. thus not motivating the open-ended narrative which 
feeds Ian's inattention). The 'man 'kicks the i ball! and 'scores a ! goal! 
would be an example of such a determinate sequence (along with appropriate 
phonetic reinforcement of the contrast, using pitch range). 
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5.1* Any attempt at a semantic profile chart. given our limited theoretical 
and empirical knowledge of the way linguistic meaning is structured and 
acquired, is full of major pitfalls. It is certainly not possible to construct a 
chart which could claim to be as principled as those discussed elsewhere in 
this book. On the other hand. semantic problems do playa significant role in 
the assessment and remediation of many child and adult Ps, and some 
systematic way of focusing T's attention on the nature of these problems is 
urgently needed. The procedure known as PRISM (,Profile in Semantics') is a 
first attempt towards this goal. It has been a useful tool in organizing ideas 
about semantic disability and remediation, even though it raises several 
problems for which arbitrary solutions have had to be devised, in order to 
promote consistency of use. 
5.2 There are two main features to note about the PRISM procedure. Firstly, 
it is presented as a combination of two subprocedures-one dealing with the 
relationship between semantics and grammar (PRISM-G), the other with the 
relationship between semantics and lexicon (PRISM-L). It is important to 
stress the importance of having both a grammatical and a lexical dimension 
for semantic analysis. While most people identify semantic analysis with 
vocabulary (or lexicon), it must not be forgotten that the meaning of a word is 
largely dependent on the context in which it is used, and that therefore the 
word's role in a sentence needs to be taken into account. Notions such as 
'actor', 'action' and 'location' provide an essential alternative dimension of 
analysis to the grammatical concepts of Subject. Verb, Adverbial etc. 
discussed in Chapter 2. PRISM-G is essentially a descriptive framework for 
the analysis of the meanings conveyed by the different grammatical elements 
of a sentence. It is a 3-page chart, constructed along similar lines to LARSP, 
but with the patterns defined according to semantic (as opposed to syntactic 
or morphological) criteria. 
Secondly, the most noticeable characteristic of the procedure is the size of 
the PRISM-L component-16 pages, instead of the 1 or 2 typical of other 
profiles. The reason for the chart's greater size is the extent of the vocabulary 
which it has to incorporate. Phonological and grammatical procedures are 
relatively straightforward, in that they have to deal with only 100 or so 
variables; it is therefore reasonable to expect that short samples of connected 
speech will be fairly representative (apart from in certain well-recognized 
situations). and that it will be possible to summarize the use of these variables 
in a page or two. But the commonly-occurring 'domestic' vocabulary of daily 
life runs into several thousand lexical items. It is obvious that a sense of P's 
139 
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lexical range will not be established from a short sample, nor can it be usefully 
organized into a couple of pages. The primary characteristic of PRISM-L, 
accordingly, is its extensive inventory of lexical fields, into which (in 
principle) the whole of P's vocabulary can be incorporated. The detailed 
classification is needed in order to provide a discriminating assessment of P's 
lexical range, and to identify lexical areas for remediation. To meet these 
criteria, a chart of several pages is unavoidable. 
S.3 Before outlining the descriptive frameworks, certain theoretical consid-
erations need to be briefly reviewed: 
(a)* Lexical terminology needs to be clearly distinguished from grammati-
cal, if the discussion of disability is to be unambiguous. The term word is a 
recognized part of grammatical metalanguage, and hence a different term is 
needed to discuss the minimal units of vocabulary. In the present book, the 
terms lexical item and lexeme are used (interchangeably) to refer to these 
minimal units--in other words, the items which would be listed as head-words 
in a dictionary. It should be noted that grammatical variants are ignored in 
specifying lexemes: for example, walk, walks, walking, walked are all variants 
of the same lexeme WALK (conventionally printed in small capitals): is, are, 
am, be, been, was, were are all variants of the lexeme BE: and so on. Also. it 
should be noted that some lexical items may consist of more than one word, 
e.g. spick and span, kick the bucket ('die') (and all idioms), switch on (and all 
phrasal verbs), too many cooks spoil the broth (and all proverbs). 
(b) While the PRISM-L procedure is presented as an inventory of lexical 
fields, it must be remembered that this is only the first step in the 
investigation of P's semantic system. The lexicon of a language is not an 
inventory, but a system of contrasts. The business of lexical analysis is to 
identify the types of contrast which interrelate the lexical items in a 
language-1:ontrasts such as sameness of meaning, oppositeness of meaning, 
and so on. These contrasts can not usually be established on the basis of a 
profile analysis of a sample of spontaneous speech, however; they need to be 
elicited in structured situations (see further. 5.7.7). On the other hand, unless 
one has some units of vocabulary with which to operate, it is impossible to 
carry out the more advanced, structured work. The aim of PRISM-L, 
therefore, is to provide an initial classification of lexical items, which can 
provide the motivation for a more principled investigation of P's semantic 
system than would otherwise be possible. 
(c)* In its emphasis on vocabulary (in the present case, on English), the 
business of semantic analysis must be rigorously distinguished from the 
concerns of cognitive studies. While cognitive problems are often the reasons 
for the failure of P to develop an adequate lexical system, any statement of 
lexical difficulty can and should be made, in the first instance, independently 
of cognitive considerations. It is possible to have semantic disability within an 
otherwise intact cognitive ability, which illustrates the need to keep the 
distinction clear. 
(d)· Similarly, the various units and categories presented on the PRISM 
charts are 'neutral' in respect to the question of production or comprehen-
sion. One may use PRISM, as with any profile, either as a guide to production 
or as a guide to comprehension of the lexical items and sentence patterns it 
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contains. Unless one introduces a specific convention, marking a specific 
lexical item or sentence pattern onto the charts says nothing about whether P 
has understood it: it simply indicates that he has used the item/pattern (ifthe 
study is of his expressive language), or had the item/pattern used to him (if 
the study is of his receptive language). It is a separate analytical decision to 
say how efficiently these items/patterns have been processed by P, whether 
some kind of 'comprehension problem' is involved. 
S.4 The PRISM-L chart consists of 16 pages, arranged in the following 
manner: 
page 1 contains a summary of the data samples used. including a brief 
quantitative statement (see further, 5.7.9); 
page 2 contains an inventory of minor lexical items (see further, 5.6); 
page 3 contains a quantitative summary of the major lexical items listed on 
pages 4 to 15 (see further, 5.7.6); 
pages 4 to 15 contain a classification of lexical items in terms of the main 
semantic fields in which they occur (see further, 5.7); 
page 16 contains sections in which can be recorded observations about p's 
systematic use of lexemes (see further, 5.7.7). 
5.4.1 The input to the PRISM-L analysis is a transcription of P's language, in 
either phonological or orthographic form. Each sentence is taken, and its 
constituent lexical items identified, as in the following examples: 
Words the man is going to town 
Lexemes THE MAN BE GO TO TOWN 
Words he sat down on his chair 
Lexemes HE SIT DOWN ON HE CHAIR 
Words I had asked him for the best eggs 
Lexemes HAVE ASK HE FOR THE GOOD EGG 
If there is doubt as to the assignment of a word to a lexeme. the policy is to 
underanalyse-that is. nor to conflate words under the same lexeme. For 
example. it might not be clear. in certain circumstances, whether a sequence 
such as ask for was to be considered one lexeme or two (in grammatical 
terms, is it a phrasal verb or not?). In such cases, the words would be taken as 
separate items. and entered onto the PRISM chart accordingly. 
S.S It should be plain, from just these examples. that the items in a sentence 
are of several different types. Some items are evidently 'ful\' of meaning. in 
the sense that it is usually possible to make a statement about the role of an 
item in relation to the external world-MAN. GO. TOWN, CHAIR etc. Others 
have less of an evident relationship to the external world, and are more 
concerned with the way in which items relate to each other grammatically-
THE. BE, TO, etc. The PRISM-L procedure assumes that all items need to be 
investigated, from a semantic point of view, but recognizes that these two 
general types will pose different questions for assessment, and require 
different strategies in remediation. A distinction is therefore introduced at 
the outset, between ma/or and minor lexical items. Major items correspond to 
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the so-called 'content' or 'lexical' words of traditional approaches-the 
indefinitely large set of items which categorize our actions, entities, 
perceptions etc, Minor items include the so-called 'function' or 'grammatical' 
words of traditional approaches-the small, closed sets of items which express 
grammatical relationships; but certain other items, which are semantically 
unproductive, are also included under this heading. 
5.6 Page 2 of the procedure provides a classification of minor lexical items. 
The page is divided into 4 main sections: 
(i) stretches of utterance whose lexical status it is impossible to analyse; 
(ii) lexical items whose function seems primarily social, in that their role is 
to maintain a satisfactory conversational relationship between speaker and 
hearer; 
(iii) lexical items whose function is primarily relational. in the sense that 
their role is the expression of grammatical notions within sentences; 
(iv) items whose role is to 'fill the gap', when specific major or minor lexical 
items are unavailable to P (as in the classical 'word-finding' problems); this 
section is headed avoidance. 
These sections are arranged on page 2 as follows: 






5.6.1 Under the heading of Unanalysed are placed all cases where it is not 
possible to be sure what lexical item Pis using-or whether any lexical item is 
there at all. This category thus includes cases of Unintelligibility, for whatever 
reason; Ambiguity, where it is not possible to say what meaning an item has, 
and thus under which category it should go (whether major or minor, or 
under which subcategory of major or minor); and Symbolic Noise, where p's 
mimicking of real-world events is noted, but without further classification. A 
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category of Other is provided for any further cases of uncertain analysis which 
might be encountered. These categories are laid out as follows: 
Ambiguous Symbolic Noise Other Totals Unanalysed Unintellilible 
D 
Obtaining an accurate impression of unintelligible items is often not easy. 
There is little problem when part of an utterance is plainly a single obscure 
lexical item, as in he got a glogle; but when a whole stretch of utterance is 
affected by phonological uncertainty, nonfluency and other such factors, it is 
often not possible to do more than give an approximate indication of the 
number of lexical items affected. 
The total number of unanalysed items is noted in the box on the right-hand 
side of the section, and then transferred to the summary on page 1, for 
comparison with other totals (see further, 5.7.9). 
5.6.2 Five subcategories are recognized under the heading of social items. 
The first two subcategories are best explained together. 
(a) and (b) Spontaneous and Response Spontaneous items are those 
minor sentences (cr. 2.7) introduced into the conversation by p, without any 
dependency on a T stimulus. Examples include hello, oh!, gosh! Response 
items are those minor sentences which P uses primarily as a response to a T 
stimulus, such as yes, no or m in reply to questions. Other examples include 
thanks, pardon, well. It should be noted that some items may be either 
spontaneous or response, depending on context; for example. P may use yes 
to answer questions, but also use it spontaneously (e.g. saying it to herself 
while playing with toys). The set of social spontaneous and response items 
used by one P in a 30-minute sample was as follows: 
Spontaneous 
1.. .. 11. 1-
',jf.l 1. 
... h. 3 
•• ,. I 
Response 
':Ju I' 
:;, ....... , 
1'\. 2S 
'" " 
(Here, and throughout this chapter, the marking convention is illustrated as 
follows: hullo II means that hullo has been used twice.) 
(c) Stereotypes These are cases where there are grounds for taking a 
multiword string as a single lexical unit, lacking any productive internal 
structuJ;'e. Examples include proverbs, nursery rhyme extracts, catch phrases. 
titles of books. and the whole range of 'favourite' or 'automatic' phrases P 
might use. An example from an adult (aphasic) sample was as follows: 
..... 1J~:f~lko. .. 3 
-t_~ &. 
,;... .-...... ,. 
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(d) Comment Under this heading is included the restricted range of 
clauses whose function is parenthetic or marginal to the meaning and 
structure of the sentence, such as you see, you know, mind you, I mean, the 
trouble is, to be honest etc. There are no grounds in these cases for a lexical 
analysis in terms of YOll + know. I + mean. and so on, and they are classified 
here as if they were single items. Tag questions, which have certain 
similarities to these comment clauses, are listed under interrogatives further 
down page 2 (see 5.6.3 (d)). 
(e) Proper names are quite different semantically from all other lexical 
items in language, and need to be taken separate Iy. An example from a child 
sample is as follows: 
Proper :-< 
"" ..... ~ 3 
1\ .. " I 
...... "!S S 
-r.~:J l 
"'''' :r .. d.,. .. 2 
(f) A category of Other has to be recognized. as it is likely that. as more Ps 
come to be analysed. items will be encountered which do not fit readily into 
the above 5 categories. 
The layout of the Social Minor section of the chart is therefore as follow~: 
SpontanL'UIlS Response 
Stereotype' Cunlllle"IH 
Proper ~ Other 
5.6.3 Relational items are those whose primary function is grammatical. i.e. 
they operate as part of a closed system of contrasts. such as the articles. 
pronouns and auxiliary verbs. On the LARSP chart. one notes the total 
number of items belonging to each of these systems. but no reference is made 
to the range of individual items used within a system-for example .. Pron 21' 
does not indicate whether the pronouns used were I. you. mine. she. or 
whatever. It is the lexical range of each system which the relational section of 
the PRISM chart is designed to display. On the whole. grammatical terms are 
used as category labels-partly to enable a convenient cross-reference to be 
made to the LARSP chart, but also because there is no widely-agreed 
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semantic terminology for handling the meanings involved under each 
heading. Eight subcategories are recognized: 
(a) Pronominal All items with direct person or object reference are 
placed under this heading. The conventional distinction between 1st, 2nd and 
3rd person pronouns is used, but these notions are interpreted semantically. 
Under 1st person, for example, would be included I, my, mine. we, our, ours, 
myself, ourselves, us, one (in certain contexts), and so on-but not if one of 
these items were given a special use (as when we refers to a 3rd person, e.g. 
therapist about consultant: we're in a bad mood today). This. that, these, 
those, it and they (in certain contexts), along with their variants, are the main 
object-reference items in English, and these are counted separately, using the 
label demonstrative (Dem). The definite and indefinite articles, because of 
their close grammatical and semantic links with these items, are also included 
in this column (under Art). Under Other would be placed items where 
reference is nonspecific or ambiguous, as in certain uses of one, we, you (e.g. 
you down here, turn right . .. ), and so on. An example of the use of this 
category taken from a language-delayed 4-year-old whose pronoun use was 
fairly advanced, is as follows: 
Pronominal 
1 13 ...,,. ...... tt. 
2)- .. ,_10 
3" ... " .... :tW2. ...... ,_I Dem boat I' ft.&,,' ~. ... 1. Art ... II _ fi Olh~r 
This was a single sample of only 15 minutes, so the gaps may be fortuitous; 
subsequent observation would confirm this, or alternatively indicate whether 
there may be a genuine lexico-grammatical weakness (e.g. in the 1st person 
'plural' items). 
(b) Prepositional This category provides a lexical breakdown of the range 
of prepositions in English, classified in terms of their primary semantic 
function-locative (Loc) (e.g. under. near). temporal (Temp) (e.g. for. 
since). and Other (manner. e.g. by; cause. e.g. because of; etc.). It should be 
noted that most prepositions can be used in a variety of semantic contexts: on, 
for example. has a locative use (on {he (able). a temporal use (on Monday), 
and so on. There will also be several uncertain uses (e.g. in uniform). for 
which a category of Problems is required. Clearly idiomatic constructions, 
however, are taken as lexical wholes, and classified as major items below (see 
5.7), e.g. as well. on purpose. for instance. 
The following illustration of the use of the Prepositional category on page 2 
of the chart is taken from the same child as in (a) above: 
P~posilional 
Loc 
I... 110 to. ., ..... I 
-" ... ~ 3 _ I w."lk 2. 
•. '4,," • 
Temp .. c. ""'J 
,"", 2. _t J 
Other .f r 




The restricted prepositional range is noteworthy, for a 4-year-old. and 
frequency is low, even for a I5-minute sample. Further systematic investiga-
tion of this area would seem to be warranted. 
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(c) Verbs whose function is primarily or purely grammatical are listed in the 
next section. Be, in all its forms, is the main item, in view of its frequency. and 
it is tabulated separately under 1st, 2nd and 3rd person (no distinction being 
made between copula and auxiliary function). Other verbs include the 
remaining auxiliaries, whether modal or other (as distinguished in LARSP: 
d. 2.11.2), e.g. the various forms of do, have, will, can, might, let; also the 
pro-verb do (as in Yes he does). The use of a negative word or particle within 
the verb phrase (whether in full or contracted form) is given its own place on 
the right of the section (under Neg). Full forms. such as no, not, are counted 
separately under Neg. Contracted forms are listed along with their verbs, e.g. 
isn't, won't. A normal 2Y2-year-old produced the following lexical range in this 
column, in a short sample: 
Verbal 
NI _J .... 1 Other NeB 
2 c._ I -.." J 
3 'c J .lIol S C'AA" .. 'J IS '11 1 - l .. I .- -' 
(d) Interrogatives indude the whole range of items conventionally referred 
to as 'question-words', whether used in direct or indirect speech (cf. ~ is 
he going, he asked ~ he was going). In view of their infrequency in most 
clinical samples, a further semantic classification (into place, time, manner, 
animate, inanimate, etc.) has not been made. To give a good example of their 
range, therefore, the following illustration has been used, taken from the 
semantic analysis of therapist questions used in a I5-minute session with a 
5-year-old language delayed child: 
Interroptive 
.... ~ " ..:I"'" 10 
,;aw.t &1 .. , I" 
.. 100&1'& ., 
..lwu. I 
.. _fe,. l 
...... " 
"' ..... I.,t I 
... --- ....... " " ... ..... "~ . 
~ •• 1 
(e) Tag questions and statements are listed under the heading Tags, without 
further classification, e.g. isn't he, are we, he is (as in he's nice, he is). The 
relevance of intonation may need to be hoted (rising tones for the 
'questioning' sense, falling tones for the 'informing' sense). 
(f) Connectives subsume the lexical items used as coordinating and 
subordinating conjunctions in grammar, such as and, but, if, after. Because of 
their infrequency in most samples, no further subclassification into semantic 
types (such as time or cause) has been made-though this could be added if 
required. A typical example of the use of connectives is seen in this child of 3 
(who was just commencing LARSP Stage V: ct. 2.13): 
Connective 
_d. " .. 11.... , 
..... I 
101.4,.. 1. 
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The frequency of and is noteworthy, as is the development of elementary 
temporal forms. 
(g) For the sake of completeness, semantically 'empty' items are allowed a 
place on the chart, though they are strictly relevant only for the study of 
grammar, e.g. it (in such contexts as it's raining, it was in the garden that I met 
him), there (as in there were lots in the shop) and to (as in I want to go, it's time 
to stop). 
(h) A category of Other is recognized for those relational items which do 
not fit clearly into any of the above-mentioned categories (such as so, in I 
think so, exclamatory how and what, etc.). 















5.6.4 We note separately, under the heading of Avoidance, the use of any 
lexeme whose purpose is clearly to stand in for a different lexeme, which P 
does not have available (for whatever reason-whether he has lost it, not yet 
learned it, forgotten it, efc.). Common adult aphasic examples include 
whatsits, whatsisname, thingy, and there may be idiosyncratic avoidance 
items. 
5.6.5 The numerical summary of each section of page 2 of the chart (apart 
from Unanalysed) is made in terms of both Types and Tokens. It is plainly 
important to know whether P's totals are due to his frequent use of a smdl 
range of social/relational/avoidance items, or whether he has limited control 
over a wide range of these items. In the following example, both Ps have a 
total of 36 tokens; the wider lexical range of the first P is summarized in his 
Type-Token Ratio (36 tokens, 10 types - 0.28), which is more than twice 
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that of the second P (36 tokens, 4 types - 0.11). Such ratios, when used for 
the lexicon as a whole, provide important indications of lexical range and 
balance. 
Pronominal 
I I ..... 3 """AI. Oem ft..At'S' h-sa I 
2 , ... l!- An ...... ft. .. , 
3 ..... 5 .. ;....1. hiS I Other 
Pronominal 
I ... e. <t Oem ~ ... 15 
2 ,... , An 
3 ","111\ 6 Other 
(In calculating item types, contracted forms are conflated with full forms, e.g. 
is and's are considered a single item type.) 
5.6.6 The final form of PRISM page 2 is given on p. 149. 
Items are. assigned to the relevant section of this page, as they occur in data 
samples. For example, the following sentences occurred in one sample; page 
2 items are indicated as appropriate. 
! been going about two weeks 
Mrs Parker sees me 
those are very nice 
and the playground ~ big 
~'~ as big as a field 
no 
in ~ car-park 
not really 
our gerbil did died 
soon I'll be six 
Pronominal (1), Verb (be), 
Prepositional (Temp) 
Proper Name, Pronominal (1) 
Pronominal (Dem), Verb (be) 
Connective. Pronominal(Art), Verb(be) 
Pronominal (3), Verb (be), Other 
(as . .. as), Pronominal (Art) 
Social (Response) 
Prepositional (Loc), Pronominal (Art) 
Verb (Neg) 
Pronominal (I), Verb (Other) 
Pronominal (1), Verb (Other). Verb(be) 
5.7 While the items classified in 5.6 are among the most frequently occurring 
in the language, they do not even begin to account for the range and depth of 
lexical expression. Indeed, they would be considered marginal items, in any 
semantic investigation. The bulk of a semantic enquiry is taken up with the 
analysis of the items which convey most of the information in a sentence-
items such as chair. man, run, garage, big, fat, quickly. These constitute the 
majority of a language's lexicon, and provide the most immediate goal of 
remedial work in semantics. They therefore take up most of the space on the 
profile chart, their classification in fact covering all of pages 3 to 15. 
5.7 •• * The following linguistic principle was used, to arrive at this classifica-
tion. Lexical items are not usually encountered as single items, in isolation 
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from context. It is normal in language learning to be exposed to sets of items 
relating to a particular theme, such as the weather, music, furniture, fruit or 
sports. Clinical teaching also aims to work according to this principle, and any 
semantic profile ought therefore to reflect it. PRISM-L does not therefore 
begin by listing individual lexical items (e.g. in terms of their frequency, 
alphabetic order, usefulness), but presents a view of vocabulary as being or-
ganized into areas, or fields. For example, the field of FRUIT contains such 
lexical items as apple, orange, banana, and plum. The assumption is that, as 
children learn their lexicon, they 'think' of the lexical items as 'belonging' to a 
semantic field-in other words, that they 'know' that such items as apple, pear 
etc. 'belong together'. The inverted commas around several crucial terms in 
this sentence reflect our theoretical uncertainty as to what exactly the pro-
cesses of semantic acquisition are; but the assumption is precise enough to 
enable a useful model to be constructed for clinical purposes, and this is what 
PRISM-L attempts to do. The first sections represent fields which are the ear-
liest encountered by a normal child in the course of acquisition; later sections 
represent his movements into more advanced fields. The acquisitional order-
ing is, unfortunately, only suggestive, even for the early period. Very little 
research into the order of acquisition of lexical items has been carried on. The 
PRISM ordering is based on a synthesis of the findings to date, supplemented 
by the use of logical criteria, especially for the later stages. What emerges is a 
lexical classification, a little along the lines of Roget"s thesaurus, but operat-
ing at a lexical level chosen for its relevance to P's needs in comprehension 
and production. There is no semantic field 'nautical' separately specified. for 
example, simply because sailors and sailing are not a common feature of clini-
cal interactions, which tend to concentrate on such topics as home, school. 
work, relatives. and so on. It is the clinically frequent topics which receive 
closest attention, therefore; infrequent topics (such as sailing) receive their 
lexical classification under Other (see further, 5.7.2), 
5.7.2 Each page of the profile deals with one or two maim themes. 
summarized as follows: 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
I 
Human Form 




10 11 12 13 14 15 
Fauna, Flora and Domestic Dimensions Institutions and the World Elements Setting 
I 
I 
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These notions are too general to provide a classification which would be at all 
discriminating, but they do help to provide a sense of tpe organization of the 
chart as a whole. Rather more useful is the next stage of classification, where 
a set of 61 major semantic fields is postulated: 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
Man Moving Sound Recreation Road 
Clothing Making/doing Sight 
Happening Smell 
Occasions Rail 
Body Living Taste Shows Air 
Having Touch 
Food Thinking Language 
Music Water 
Health Feeling Imagination Art Fuel 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
Animals Flowers Building Quantity Government Space 
Trees Measurement Law World 





Religion Weapons Fish Tools Time 
Fire Location Business Money 
Insects Water Containers State 
I 
Manufacture Other 
But even this level of classification is some way away from the level at 
which T tends to work. Within each of these major fields, therefore, a set 
of subfields is postulated, with the aim of breaking down the lexicon into 
areas that are specific enough to provide a basis for assessment and guide-
lines for remedial work. It would, of course, be possible to further classify 
each of these subfields (as with any micro-profile-d. 1.9.4). but the pre-
sent level has been found to be sufficiently discriminating for mOst practi-
cal purposes, with 239 subfields being specifically named (there are also 
several Other categories used). To illustrate this level of lexical organiza-
tion, each of the major fields is presented below (pp. 152-63), with the 
various subfields filled in with typical lexemes. 
5.7.3* All lexical items, other than those already dealt with on page 2, are 
assigned to one or other of these semantic fields. Generally, this procedure is 
straightforward, e.g. daddy is Family (p.4), eyes are Face (p.4). But there are 
many cases where it is not possible to be certain about which field a lexical 
item should be assigned to. or where two or more fields seem equally 
relevant. For example, fix is a specific activity which, in Isolation, one would 
place under Making/Doing on p.6; but in the context of someone saying he 
was fixing hiS car, one might think it just as reasonable to put the item under 
Action (re road vehicle) on p.9 Or again, hospifal might be Health (Other) 
or Buildings (Type). 
Faced with a case of uncertain assignment. the first thing to do is to check 
that context has been taken fully into account. Cold. in the sense of illness, 
will be placed under Disease (p. 4), whereas in the sense of daily 
temperature. it will be placed under Climate (p.IS). Toilef. when it is the 
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Lexeme Invenlory (M';or Items) 
Man Family ......... t'e'Atleni Type ~ .. 1Ii. ,_ ..... 
...... her , ... -'co l""'.!s ....... ~ 
,""'''''''' ...... t> """, .. le. .. ..u.& .... ca. .. "",. ... ..... '" ::A ........ 
Jobs ,..;..h: .. General of..,_,. ,..." ...... ~ 
p .. , .. lter 
",llk--. 
, .......... pet .... ,...,\c. 
Group ::,rc. Conlacts S-tl c~ ft'ic...& __ "::I , .... , 
.:1 .. " _.., ...... r , ...... ..,..,. 
.. &11:, holc"!! , ....... ~f>.i ........ 
Location Olher 
A",h .. u..,. C.l.i_", 
It.k .... 
k." 
Character + ""'_.'::. - ( ........ 1" Neutral .i.II:" .. uc. " .. fA ,,1:1-. .. , .. ..... !I _"1& ..... fn"c ... " .. ,-1.."1&,1: . ..,..,. h .... a.t I"~ ....... kc. , ........... " ..'" 01,,' 
Body Main Parts Limbs k"c& ~ .. t:I ......... Sl. .. , ... ,. ....... .,.,.., "' ....... 
".c..1c , ..... $" ... -.. fc, Ie. 
II ..... ..... 1'1: t-Y_!I d ...... .''''!lc~ 
---_ .. 
Face CAl' OUlside ",., .. j ..... $h;.:.. bc.a"" 
1:_ .... "":te. n.u"L "",.v, t-.,,, ... 
" .. i" .... """' ........ k.,·r .. _--_.-
Health " ..... c. Inside ,. .... -.4L. 
ele..." u ..... I..1 .. , sk .. 11 1_" 
ill bcttc" ... ", .. ".I'YIIt. 
fc~" "".11 "I ... Vat.. 
Character + i--= 
..... Ie ... """ 
Neulral 
H ... ,,',,"l , ..... c ... 1 1"'1:1 ... t 
,Ic ... " ,tT ... , ..... " &O> •• k ",.L 
I.a., ... _e. .k;~ 
._-_... ~-~~ ._-_ ... --- -~-
Other 
Heallh 
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CIothinl General , .. f\MC II. Material fw 
clt-u ....... ~ ..... ".., c.tt ... , ..... 
Vlt''''''' r .... .,. «: ...... H- ".,1 ...... ,;Ik l,ul. .... wc-r f .. ~ri' -.t. 
Outer c:-r J..ek~t Footwear s ........ Ls 
t':t& ... ..... L&$' "., 5 ~..t 
s __ 
.... t' ...... & 
lCuj c .... su,,,'s 
Man Woman Neutral Child 
ti .. v~ .. ts t..k.", 111 ... & ... Il" j_ ... -.,,, 
.I.irt ,. .. " sllirt ,_t&r tt-. ........ "' ... par. 1:--1<, .. rell ,,;,Io."i&. ",j ........ 
Accessories fwroe Parts .1.", .. .otto. .. 
c"r-ri..,. ...... oL.~ ~.'" .... ft h ..... 
.... &ckl .. C.C. ....... ulc.t ... 1t..I' ril."."" 
.... ftk, eo FfI;,,1C5 , ... lCe" &oi, 
Caring I .. ~r, fail.r patcJ. Other 
w ..... .. cc."Ie. c."~ '&1' lOoe"" 
if.", 4.rc ..... Ie .. ;t 
... "3-1.1& ..... "' ....... , ........ i'>(. 
Food (Grownl Fruit Part Location 
4"Ie. ,'&fe. p', ~n.... ~ ... " .,d..arol 
p\"" n ... t, ,k.in eore. t,c& ,..ta .... 
~ .. rr:l peel vl~ 
Vegetables Grain Part 
I'Ul borni, .......... t- Cor .... ,l-.. Ik '-t ,.r~t li'c.c. ...... t .. ,uk 
p.t-.. tou ... t. r·" 
Character Other 
s ....... ~ ,-..0.) 
j""!' n.tn.-. .. ,., .... "e""'_ 
(Processed) Type piC. , ....... .:d. Dairy Seafood 
j ..... c.at'C.al .. utter "" h," .... , ",Ic .. ':I., .... ,t c,l.&e.1&. ,wo", 
~r .... " ......... it' iu." ~'c..aI'I .~.ter 
-----
Drinks Flavouring 
LefhH r-r S .. lt $ AUC.e. 
... Lie j"'c.e. l'e,,"I' V ,1\.&, .. "" 
tc.a s",_ 
Food Action kk.& "itt. S ..... I' ... Location .... """r. el: .... ".) .-."" 
(Grown and G •• H boil u.t hed. fri.a,c ,.-<.&tJ 
processed) Sarw. ~rl( rip ff&.eUJ' rCll ..... ,. .. t p-eJU1!C. ~~J~ 1C,td.c" c ... ~ 
Meals Utensils "', ,l.ouJ 
"rc""f..s t t. .... S .. uc.c." ..... ""ij-e. ... ""l 
lu"c.I. s""c.k pot "rIC DW"" .,"NI&.r Kcttl& plan. 
People b.td,.,. Other 
w • .:tr&u b.ker 
<.Io.·t 
c.eok. 
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Moving Come/Go tu ..... ..,.tWA .. ,. 
~- .. ,.,.NII:. o.tt-, !P. r.....-.l. 









st .. :) 
Ie. ...... 
"" .... rr 
Animate d ....... I .. 
.... "t:. ." .... Ie. 
,...... ..",til. 
"'11._ ..... , , .... 
, _Ik 



























t ... * ,,,1: 
ml:- ope ... 
fi"llh 
... c.tr 
" ... ..... ~ 
, ... n. 









(."~,,I: ~ ..... " 
,avIILt':." CA."e. 
.. c.,,:"."''='' 
1 .... 1< 
c.k .. fI\"e. 
liJ .. 
... 11 ..... 
.... .....l 
elie. cl&.n.lel' 
Process + h .. _ 
Ow" 







<.I ...... ,. 




.... I .. ,l.t ...... 
Neutral 
,c't~."'S ''''' .... 
Keel' f, ...... C>Wi'tC' 
5 ... ..,.. el's .... ""',. ,"',Cfr, 
<...IIu.1r -.c<&.,t-
, .. t" .. ,. I>.rn", 
I'll ....... " .. ,. be.II .. ".. 
v" ........ t ... cl ....... 1 .. .. 
iW"c.t 
tl.;,,1e. 
) t.., fol 
sill!) 
CA~A.I'\ 
"L." .. 1't.d 
... >Ie. 
J":I 
p .... c.c. 
c ..... ,e. 
like. "f'oIlvJC 
( ... tle. ,:.n .... ,t'ccl 
"-:jo, 
I ... , ... 





fh( .. r' ....... 
I Process 
'I I ... e. 




















i~ , ...... 
Ioe.II .. .}-
k .. to .. 
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Sound General 1.""-,, Quabty 6 I. ... Ll 
I\.h~ .ilc"'~ , .. ic.~ .. I ...... 
I."". ~C.,i", "."j ... .. ,.. .. ;'" , a ..... li,t-e,", I .... 
Specific , .... ,L. loan, Implements Other 
Io.~~ Co,.., he.,. .. , •• i'" 
..... tta,. "'-,. l_spcoJlar 
..,1", s, .. c ... l ,..ic.,.., ..... "'c. 
Sisht Act pur rc •• ~~c. Implements Other 
ICC. ,~- otis, 1!l.ulcS c..,.l"a.c.~. 
, .. ~c. ,' .. 1\&. .... 011& .. \eeIC CA_&""'" 
w .. t .. ", ".t; .. c. vic.., t&l&su,. 
Smell Act Character Other 
."ifT -h" .. ,,'". S,I&:3 ''''.u P·'f'!"'· ,.. ..... , 
i"L...t~ st'I"k 
Taste Act Characte~ Other 
t&$t-C. sall-;, I~' 
6 •• ""r .... _" tal~ 
604J~ cI&I.·""·." , 
Touch Act br ... L. .......... tc.'" Character Other 
~l S .. __ tw. , •• li.. LeW. ... c.t-
........ l& r .... ""5'" S!:-icM;, 
1..14 pi ....... •• jot Ill..., 
Language Speak/Listen r\.::1"''''' Read/Write Ic.th.r 'bo.~, 
hUe s~ v."c. ....... ... l,~e.t-
,,,",* ",1.16 rc.r ... ".:!:-... ,-, ............... 
''''';1 I i' to." POlt- c.. ........ ... ,Ii"'&r 
Act ,_t$C. '''''''''0'''' Product Icthr ... i ...... _':) 
."D". ..... c r ,."",&".w." r··'" ",~"''''''' I ...... l . ...", .. ;",.. \oIclc._ , .... :I. r r.' nr c. .. "'" 
t .. ll ('I.",c. ... ok "'I"&L .... ~ 
People o. ....... r Character 
p"lOtcr p •• t-.. .. ,. C.ICAr Io.ri ... , 
, .. t- p ... 't'~ .... C.~.·"Lt 
li(,r.' .... -, ... 
Implements tApc._r&Lenlcr Part "".nL Other 
t!jrc""iBr tl1c.r"'o,.c. tiH.c. .,. .. c.l 
Lc~c''''·11 c.e,,~ ''''''fIAt',.,.. p." ot, .. l ~c. , .. pcr ,,1 .. hire. 
Im8giNltion Type II,.,." People ViII •• " .".c. Other 
sn':) ... tfCltt'II1'& "'Ik ...... 
kc. __ 
,".' t 
fo.i'!I hie fl"Ch .. " '."'c. piwt& 
nO 011& l f'-i,., dot.l"'f 
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Recreation Action sk;, Location ,1 .. " .......... 
,1rCab& c:. .. ft.h b.·" .1.., ......... 
, ... i ... " k~ U .... ". .... , ... ","e. ,I ... ~ p.rlC "~",,, 
Games .... ll Sports 
ca...u t.j .f-~ .... ll 
....... "WC. " ..... IS 
~i",. c,;""". 
People 1".., .. , Equipment ,..U. .. tl.L.t.. ....11. 
t'IIt-- n. ... b .. tt 
1I .. t.S_" ,,_ .. ,_al,. .... 
Things "w,.., -'11 Other 
lut .. , ......... pl ... hO:i~ , .. ,.. .s~ , .. u.la. 
..... ,. ... n ........ , .... , ......... 
Occasions General Xmas 3"._ Other ,_At- t, .... .n..,.. .. ...... .. ' .". 0Ik.. 
ca.'" !:!t ,'ft: 
Shows Type l.1.., ........ D Location .Jt.~a. 
1'1 ... , TV b. .... t .. """!I 
·P&'''' c.it .... ' 
c.l,, __
-.rIO""" 
lI .. n .... ,.,....,Ie. .fi..if ........ ..-
Action J .... lr. People ~ 
... 1: c.. ....... .r.-. ~ ........ t' 
pOl 1-'''''' .......... ,. el.-
" ....... a. ~.,.( ... ,.'" ............ 
Implements ,....,,1( t,.,a.t.e Other , .. \- w", c:.4Ojt-,,-. 
~c.r"" 
c; ...... _ ,,;1. .. , ....... .., , .. "..1: "..."Ila.&..ul-.J 
Musk Instruments Type ..., ...... l j ...... 
orcl.cs ......... b .. "of. "'':I .... , u.~ ''j ... ~ 
t"' ... , ..... v(.h~ s ... , p., c..,.,ca.rt 
c.1 .... i .... t:- ..... "".Ie. ,..cI< 
Action People 
pl ... ~ c." ... "",r .,.., .. , 
sl,,-, pi .. ,.,. " ........ _, 
lis ho" "' ........ ,. 
Parts Other 
~~ .... k ... ~ 
,.. II. 
~-.. 
Art Implements Type r-tt.., 
""",.t. c.t.. ..... l d_kj ca."""'''' 
pcn , ..... "t p • ...., .. /t t:, .. e.e. 
cno..) ... c."' .... k ",efta. 
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Animals General I Pet 
.:nr..t .. , .. i }".I'.I& ,.tIoil 
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BuildinJ Type ~Lc fIAt 
I 
Paris 1' ... ......... 
k ...... i,l- ......... w.,.~.MJ cl •• t' , ... i'li 
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,.l~ ... .... w ... .. i ... .. ...... , ......... 
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~"' ...... -
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SI"k s .... w 
'W ........... 
f r .. ".,. 
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name of a whole room, will be placed under Parts (of building) (p.12); but 
when it refers to the specific object within a room, it will be placed under 
Furniture (presumably Bathroom, in most cases) (also p.12). 
However, even after taking context into account. there will still be some 
unclear cases. This is in the nature of semantic field modelling: the real world 
does not present itself as a set of neat compartments, to which lexical items 
may be assigned. Just because some fields are reasonably clear (such as 
colour, body-parts, containers). it does not follow that all fields will be so easy 
to define; and some overlapping is inevitable. It is part of the meaning of 
hospital, for instance, to involve Health and Building. The consequences of 
this must therefore be anticipated, if a consistent procedure is to be 
introduced. The solution adopted is an arbitrary one, but it is preferred over 
the alternative (which some theoreticians have suggested), namely to jettison 
the semantic fields notion altogether. In cases where T is uncertain as to 
whether a lexeme should be assigned to field A or field B, it is assigned to 
both fields, with the less certain assignment indicated by the use of square 
brackets. For example, fix above could be assigned to both Making/Doing 
and Action (Road vehicle), and T would mark one or other of these with 
square brackets. If he cannot decide which of the two assignments to mark 
with square brackets, the convention is to leave the earliest item in the 
procedure unmarked: in the present example, if there were uncertainty 
between Making/Doing and Action (of Road vehicle), the Making/Doing 
assignment would be left unmarked, as it occurs on p.6, whereas the other 
assignment is later in the procedure, on p.9. Such a convention is needed, in 
order to ensure that items do not get counted twice, when arriving at totals in 
P's vocabulary--only un bracketed items are included in the totalling-up 
procedure. 
5.7.4 To illustrate the field-assignment procedure in more detail, the 
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The relatively abstract nature of this P's vocabulary can be seen from the 
frequent use of p.13. By contrast, the following section of items shows a much 
less mature lexicon (taken from a sample of free conversation, using farm 
animals as stimulus, with a severely-delayed child of 4): 
Item Lexeme Major Field Sub field Page 
pig PIG Animals Farm 10 
cow cow Animals Farm 10 
mummy (cow) MUMMY Animals Other 10 
gone GO Moving Come/Go 6 
mans MAN Man Type 4 
eat EAT Food Action 5 
sleeping SLEEP Moving Sleep 6 
look LOOK Sight Act 7 
tractor TRACTOR Land(Road) Vehicle 9 
horsie HORSE Animals Farm 10 
quack-quack QUACK Animals Noise 10 
there THERE Location General 13 
S. 7.S It will be evident. from the repeated use of certain fields in each of 
these examples, that a single short sample will not suffice to provide a 
representative picture of p's lexicon. Normal conversation proceeds themati-
cally, with certain topics being introduced and explored. before new topics 
are moved on to. The more reluctant the P, and the more structured the 
situation, the fewer topics will be covered. To obtain a general sense of p's 
lexical range, therefore, a series of samples will have to be taken, and a 
cumulative analysis made; and this has consequences for the way in which 
items are marked on the chart and totalled. It is necessary to introduce a 
convention so that the lexemes used in one sample are not confused with 
those used in another. There are many possible ways of keeping samples 
apart, using different colours, symbols, etc. One of the most convenient 
procedures is simply to assign each sample a number (see further, 5.7.9) and 
use this to separate groups of occurrences, in the following way: 
man 1 t#t I 2 1111 4 t#t 
would mean that in sample 1, P used man 6 times; in sample 2 he used it a 
further 4 times; in sample 3 not at all (so not mentioned); and in sample 4 a 
further 5 times. 
S. 7.6 Page 3 of the chart is used as a summary of the numbers of items used in 
the various major fields. In the upper part of each box, the total number of 
lexeme types for a particular field is given; in the lower part, the total number 
of lexeme tokens. If different samples are taken, the totals are written in from 
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would mean that in the first sample. P used 24 lexeme tokens from the field 
Man, but only 7 lexeme types; in the second. there were 11 tokens, but only 4 
types; and in the third. there were 29 tokens from 16 types. If one wished. an 
average for the whole series could be obtained (namely. 64 tokens for 27 
types, a ratio of 0.42); but on the whole, statistics relating to individual fields 
do not turn out to be so useful as a single statistic relating to p's use of all 
major lexemes. The totals at the top of p.3 thus relate to the page as a whole. 
We can see this procedure in operation if we take the summary page from a 
PRISM chart of the 4-year-old child referred to above (see p. 167). In p's first 
sample, 101 lexeme tokens represented 37 lexeme types (a TTR of 0.38); in 
the second sample, 97 tokens represented 50 types (TTR of 0.52). p's 
vocabulary is evidently far less repetitive in the second sample, though some 
Iexemes are still being frequently used (in Animals and Location, in 
particular). One would need to look back at the individual fields to assess the 
significance of these totals, of course: in the present example. the frequent 
use of the lexeme pig was explained by the way P was playing; on the other 
hand, the frequent use of the lexeme there (under Location) was interpreted 
as a sign of weakness, it being used by P where more advanced children would 
have introduced specific nouns. 
5.7.7* The final page of PRISM-L (see p. 168) provides space for T to note 
items which provide evidence of P's emerging semantic system-that is, of the 
way in which P is relating Iexemes. Three types of relationship are 
recognized. 
(a) Paradigmatic relations include the relationships of sense often referred 
to as synonymy. opposition, hyponymy and incompatibility. For example, if P 
were to say, about a cup, it's brokenl - smashed/, the fact that he is using 
these two lexemes synonymously would be noted on p.16 (they would also 
have been logged under their appropriate semantic field (Happening». If he 
were to say, that's not dirty! it's clean!, the use of these lexemes as opposites 
would be noted on p.16. Likewise, for a rose is a sort of flower, where the 
relationship between rose and flower is one of hyponymy (or class-inclusion); 
and for that's not bluel it's green/, where blue and green are incompatible 
terms from the same lexical system (Colour). In each case. the items in 
question would be noted on p.16. in addition to their placement under 
individual semantic fields. Some clinical tasks, of course, concentrate on 
these points ('What's another word for ... ?', 'What's the opposite 
of ... T, and so on); their emergence in p's free conversation, at an early 
stage in semantic development, is an important indication of progress. 
(b) Syntagmatic relations refer to the way in which Jexemes go together in 
expected sequences, as when letters are posted in pillar-boxes, or one cooks 
food in a pan. Some lexeme-sequences are so fixed that they are said to be 
idiomatic (e.g. raining cats and dogs). On p.16, one notes any idiomatic 
phrases which would not be easily located under individual semantic fields, 
along with any evidence of P's developing awareness of lexical cooccurrences. 
For example, kick ball, drink tea, post leller. Not every sequence will be 
noted, but only those where there is a particularly close relationship between 
the lexemes. There would be no point in noting such sequences as see + 
house. go + road or have + toy. for example. 
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Major Lexemes (Summary) 
Totals ~~ HoD . 38 F$d . $I. EJ 
Pa., Man l Body I Health 
4 (, "7 . , ... I 
" 9 I " Clothing , Food 
5 ' I I' 3 .. " 
I 1 .. 10 
Movins MakinllDoing Happening living 
6 
1 ,. , , !' 1-
.S iI • 
Having Think;n, Feeijns 
I· , • I 
I I 
Sound I Sight Smell Taste Touch 





Recreation Oc~asions Shows Music Art 
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Further Analysis 
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The point of having these sections is often clearer when one sees the errors 
which Ps make in the use of syntagmatic or paradigmatic relations, and any 
errors are noted in a separate column on the right of p.16. For example, I eat 
my milk would be logged as a syntagmatic error on p.16 (in addition to 
assigning eat and milk to the appropriate sections of the Food field). That not 
big/ it pretty/ would be logged as a paradigmatic error (of opposition). 
insofar as it seemed that P was using big as the opposite of pretty (again, both 
items would have been assigned to their appropriate semantic fields earlier in 
the chart). 
(c) Lastly. under Developmental Error are placed any lexemes where there 
is evidence that P has an immature understanding of the meaning involved. 
Three categories are generally recognized under this heading: 
the lexeme is overextended in production, e.g. dog being used for all 
animals; 
the lexeme is underextended in production, e.g. dog being used for the 
family dog only, and not for other kinds of dog; 
there is a mismatch between P's use and normal adult use, i.e. no obvious 
point of contact between them, e.g. a window referred to as a happy. 
Analogous errors in adult P use would also be classified under these headings. 
It should be appreciated that it is often not possible to be certain as to P's 
overextension, underextension or mismatch, in a spontaneous speech sample. 
For the few instances where such problems are in evidence, there are likely to 
be many others where the evidence is ambiguous or unobtainable. The 
instances noted in this section of the chart, therefore. can only ever be 
illustrative of a trend. 
5.7.8 There is one other factor which it is helpful to bear in mind when 
interpreting lexical use-whether the item is a repetition of an item in T's 
stimulus sentence, or a self-repetition. Repetition is here defined as it is for 
the LARSP procedure (though without the criterion of prosodic identity): to 
count as a repetition, an item in P's sentence must be the same lexeme as one 
which occurred in T's immediately preceding sentence, or be a repetition by P 
of an item he has used in his immediately preceding sentence. For example, in 
the following extract, the repeated items are italicized: 











and where's the car going! 
car shops/ 
shops! 
go to shopsl 
what's he going to buy in the shopsl 
don't know/ 
will he buy some bread/ 








repetition (self) (twice) 
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The notion of repetition is useful only for the analysis of major lexemes (i.e. 
excluding those logged on page 2). Repeated items are indicated on the chart 
by dots instead of ticks (though any other graphic convention would do as 
well); for example man 1···11··[· would mean that this lexeme was used 
spontaneously 4 times and was repeated 6 times. The repetitions total is given 
on page 1 of the procedure. 
S.7.9 Page 1 of the PRISM-L procedure (see p. 171) is a summary of the 
samples used and the main statistical findings. Each sample is given a line, 
with successive samples numbered in sequence. The date, duration and type 
of sample is given. Then, for each sample, the following totals are added: 
total Unanalysed items (from the top of p.2); 
total Minor types (the sum of Social, Relational and Avoidance, on p.2); 
total Minor tokens (the sum of Social, Relational and Avoidance, on p.2); 
type-token ratio for Minor items (i.e. total types divided by total tokens); 
total Major types (from all the semantic fields); 
total Major tokens (from all the semantic fields-including repetitions); 
type-token ratio for Major items; 
the ratio of Minor tokens to Major tokens (total Minor divided by total 
Major); 
the number of semantic fields represented in the sample; 
the number of subfields represented in the sample (including Others); 
total Repetitions of Major items. 
A space is provided for any general comments T may wish to add. 
The illustration below is of two samples from the same child. The Minor 
column shows frequent use of a few minor items, and a consequent low TIR, 
for both samples. The Major column shows an increase in the number of 
lexeme types and tokens from one sample to the next (though their 
proportions stay approximately the same). This increase was achieved despite 
the fact that fewer fields and subfields were in use during the second sample. 
There were also fewer repetitions, in the second sample. The proportion of 
minor to major tokens has also improved, and is close to the ratio one would 
expect in normal samples. 
S.8 Lexical items do not occur in isolation from grammar: they are a part of a 
sentence sequence, whether T's or P's, which itself has a semantic function to 
perform. Each sentence, in fact, can be viewed from a semantic as well as a 
grammatical point of view. Instead of referring to the cat bit the dog as a 
'Subject-Verb-Object' construction (ct. 2.11.1), we could refer to it as an 
'Actor-Action-Goal' construction-in other words, identifying the functions, 
or roles, that the grammatical units perform in the communication of 
meaning. A lexical item may have quite different roles, depending on where it 
is used in a sentence: compare, for example, the cat bit the dog, where the cat 
is 'Actor', and the dog bit the cat, where the cat is 'Goal' or 'Recipient' of the 
action. Note also that an item may retain its role, even if the grammar 
changes, as when the cat bit the dog becomes the dog was bitten by the cat-the 
cat is 'Actor' in both sentences. 
It is therefore important to know, in clinical work, what role P is attributing 
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to a lexical item. When P encounters a lexical item, it is always in a certain 
sentence role; and when he uses it himself, he must use it in a particular 
sentence role. If P has difficulties with a lexical item in a certain role. 
accordingly, this point needs to be made clear on any profile chart. Similarly, 
if T wants to check that P is able to use a lexical item in all its possible 
sentence roles, the profile chart should be such that it provides guidelines to 
this end. It is this concern which motivates the PRISM-G procedure (ct. 5.2). 
It would have been nice to have incorporated the grammatical information 
directly onto the PRISM-L chart, but there were too many descriptive 
dimensions for any practicable design to emerge. The charts are therefore 
separate, but complementary. 
5.9 Five Stages of development are recognized on the PRISM-G chart-
though in the absence of empirical research they cannot be clearly related to 
ages. Stages I-IV deal with the emerging semantic structure of the clause; 
Stage V deals with clause sequences. In addition, there are sections to handle 
unanalysed clauses, quantitative summaries, and certain other features of 
semantic concern. The layout of the three pages is shown below (for details. 
see pp. 174-5). 
Unanalysed 
Stage III 
Stage I Stage V 
i 
Stage IV 
Stage II Other 
Totals I-IV 
5.9.1 The Unanalysed section contains the usual range of problems which 
makes a sentence or clause impossible to analyse (ct. the use of these catego-
ries on the LARSP chart, 2.5). Sentences which are unintelligible, formally 
incomplete (as marked by prosody or lack of punctuation), containing sym-
bolic noise, semantically ambiguous or stereotyped are given no further analy-
sis. (The absence of a semantically deviant category (ct. 2.5.1) from this 
section is not theoretically motivated, but is simply a consequence of the lack 
of information about developmental semantic norms (see further. 5.9.11).) 
5.9.2- An important theoretical distinction is introduced to handle the data 
of Stages I to IV. A clause is seen as a sequence of semantic elements, 
corresponding to the clause elements recognized in the grammatical analysis 
in Chapter 2. These elements, minimally, consist of a single word, as in John 
kicked Jim, where the Subject-Verb-Object sequence can be interpreted 
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semantically as Actor-Activity-Goal (see further below). When these 
elements consist of more than one word. the semantically most important 
item is seen as being specified in various ways. and the specifications are 
classified separately. For example. in the sentence the dog bit two cats in the 
garden, there are four elements (Actor-Activity-Goal-Location), and three of 
these elements are specified. as follows: 
dog specified by the 
cats specified by two 
garden specified by in. the 
The set of elements which it is possible to recognize varies somewhat 
throughout the developmental period: in the earliest Stage, it is very difficult 
to be precise as to the semantic function of clause elements, and theorists are 
by no means agreed as to the kind and number of functions it proves useful to 
work with at later periods of development. For present purposes, only the 
most important functions are recognized, with less important or unclear 
functions being assigned to the category of Other. The basic set of functions 
recognized in the PRISM-G procedure is as follows: 
Actor the animate being that causes an action or change of state, e.g. 
John kicked the ball, the ball was kicked by John. 
Experiencer the animate being that experiences an action or change of 
state, e.g. John is happy, John saw a car. 
Dynamic an observable activity or change of state, e.g. kick, go, run. 
Static a process where there is no observable activity or change of state, 
e.g. think, see, know. 
Goal the object or being which undergoes the result of an action or 
change of state, e.g. John kicked the ball, John saw Jim. 
Locative the location of the action or state specified by the verb. e.g. he 
went into the garden, he is there. 
Temporal the time of the action or state specified by the verb. as 
expressed outside of the verb phrase. e.g. we went at 7 o'clock, he came in 
later. 
Certain additional functions are recognized at Stages I and II, because of their 
developmental significance; but apart from these, all other functions are 
grouped under Other (e.g. so-called instrumental, benefactive, comitative). 
The basic set of specifications used in the PRISM-G procedure is as follows: 
Scope any item (usually a preposition) specifying a locative. temporal 
manner, purpose, or other such relationship, e.g. in box, for a car, at 7 
o'clock. 
Attribute any item (usually' adjectives, or nouns used adjectivally) which 
specifies a characteristic or property, e.g. a red box, that's small, a tin of 
Coke. 
Definiteness the use of definite/indefinite article or the demonstratives, 
e.g. in a box, that car. 
Possessive the use of any item specifying possession, e.g. my car. John's 
car. 
Quantity any item (usually a determiner or quantifier) which specifies 
amount, number etc., e.g. two dogs, all the bread, some bread. 
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Further, or unclear specifications are grouped under the heading of Of her 
(e.g. phrasal and, as in alld me, boy and girl; negative particles, as in he can 'I: 
auxiliary verbs, as in may go). 
We may now use these notions of element function and dement 
specification as part of the descriptive framework for Stages I to IV. 
5.9.3 At Stage I, sentences contain one semantic element only. A distinction 
is drawn between Minor and Major types of sentence, as on the LARSP chart 
(2.7), but construed in semantic terms. Minor sentences are semantically 
unproductive (ct. 5.5): they are divided into Social (e.g. yes, no, thanks. 
sorry, please), proper names (e.g. John, Mummy, London) and Others 
(comment clauses, tags, etc.-d. 5.6.2 and 5.6.3). Specifications at this stage 
are uncommon, and are not subclassified: each instance is logged once, as it 
occurs, in the + Specifications box in the upper right of Stage I, e.g. to 
London, very sorry. 
5.9.4* At Stage I. sentences are too short. and context usually too unclear, 
for a full analysis in terms of semantic functions to be made. The following 
categories are therefore recognized: 
Activity subclassified into Dynamic and Static, as above. 
Entity subclassified into Animate and Inanimate: for example. sentences 
such as mimi, cowl. boy! would be analysed as Animate Entity, and balli, 
carl, garage! would be Inanimate Entity. It is not possible to be consistent. 
at this Stage, in assigning such functions as Actor, Goal. Location to these 
entities-hence the use of the less specific classification. 
Deictic items are those which refer directly to spatial or temporal 
characteristics of the situation in which an utterance takes place (e.g. there, 
that, him). They have a particularly important role to play in normal 
language acquisition, and their significance in clinical settings has also been 
noted--deictic items often being used as a means of 'avoiding' more 
specific lexemes. P's reliance on deictic expression is therefore noted 
throughout Stages I to IV. and at Stage I, where it is especially common. a 
more detailed classification of the phenomenon is provided. Four subcate-
gories are recognized: Animate items, such as him, she, I; items referring to 
Inanimate Objects, such as it, that; items referring to spatio-temporal 
Scope, such as then, there, now, down, top; and Other possibilities 
(including cases where the deixis has unclear reference, as when one might 
refer to an animate or an inanimate entity). Numerals without nominal 
support are also considered to be Deictic (Other). e.g. T what's happened 
to the 'car! P two/ . 
Attribute is used in the same sense as above (5.9.2). but whereas in the 
earlier use the attribute was a specification of some other item, in its 
present use, it is the only item in the sentence. e.g. T 'look at that carl P 
big/. 
Interrogative items are question-words. such as how, where, who, what for. 
When they occur as the only element in a sentence, they are counted under 
Interr at Stage I. (Interrogatives at later stages are discussed below.) 
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Other items at this stage may be encountered, e.g. no or not when used 
other than as a social minor. 






two big cars 






























The procedure is to mark specifications in the same column as that used for 
marking the element. For example, to mark my car, one first locates car (in 
the Inanimate Entity column); my is then located along the Possessive line. 
further down the same column: 
Activity Entity 
Dyn Stal Anim Inanim 







The only other item to note at Stage I is the use of the Copula along with 
one of the elements Entity, Deictic, Attribute, Interrogative or Other. From 
a semantic point of view, there is no difference between the meaning of nice 
and is nice. It thus seems reasonable to consider both of these as 
single-element sentences, and to note the copula where it occurs. Thus, is nice 
would be marked as Attribute, with an additional mark on the Copula line, 
further down the same column: 
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-
Allr .-
Cop I I I I I I 
The same procedure would be used for such other examples as be there 
(Deictic Scope + Copula), where is (Interrogative + Copula), am a boy 
(Animate Entity + Copula + Definiteness). (For a similar treatment of the 
copula at later Stages, see 5.9.4.) 
In the Totals column, the. following information is recorded: 
total Minor sentences, in the box to the right of the Minor section; 
total Major sentences, in the box marked OE (standing for 
'cJause'l'e1ement', for reasons explained in 5.9.7); 
total Deictic items, in the box marked D; 
total Specifications, in the box marked S. 
The whole of the Stage I procedure may be seen in the following 
illustration, where a short piece of dialogue is analysed, transferred onto the 
profile chart, and totalled. 
T 'show me the sheep! 
p there! 
T that's right! 
and 'where's he going! 
p in there! 
T in where! Michael! 
p in field! 
T 'that's 'rlght! 
he's 'gone into the field! 




they've gone! haven't theyl 
p yes! 
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5.9.4* Stage It sentences consist of two major semantic elements. classified 
according to the functions listed in 5.9.2. insofar as a clear interpretation can 
be arrived at. The various combinations are listed regardless of the order in 
which they occur in the clause, e.g. Actor + Dynamic is used for both man 
kick and kick man (when the latter means also 'man is kicking'): Examples of 
the 2-element combinations are as follows: 
Act + Dyn man go, the man is going, been stung by a wasp 
Dyn Act 
Exp + Stat man see, I remember. the dog wants to 
Possessor (Poss) is introduced at this point. to handle the frequent use in 
normal development of the relationship illustrated by mummy have 
(something) or I got (something), and other such verbs of possession. Such 
combinations would be analysed as Poss + Stat. 
In the next section, a Dynamic verb or a Static verb is used along with one of 
the following elements: Dynamic, Static. Goal, Temporal. Locative or Other. 
Dyn + Dyn go kick, come to play Stat + Dyn want to jump. try catclr 
Dyn + Stat go see, open look Stat + Stat want see, try to remember 
Dyn + Goal kick ball, push a car Stat + Goal see a man, want ice-cream 
Dyn + Temp kick now, go in minute Stat + Temp see soon. want tomorrow 
Dyn + Loc go there, push on floor Stat + Loe see in garden. want i17 there 
Dyn + Other go nol, push nice Stat + Other see lovely, want yes 
In all cases except Dyn + Stat (which also occurs as Stat + Dyn), order is not 
significant, e.g. both kick now and now kick are logged as Oyn + Temp. 
At this stage of development, there are many clauses where it is not cle;'lr 
what particular function to assign to an item; all that can be said is that some 
entity has been referred to. In the clause man there, for example. the entity 
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man is given a location, but it is not possible to say whether man is actor 
(?'man goes there'), experiencer (?'man sees something there'), goal 
(?'someone has done something to the man there'), and so on. Whenever a 
noun or pronoun's semantic function is unclear in this way, the term Entity is 
used. and 2-element combinations classified accordingly: 
Ent + Ent that a ball, he doctor (a major construction for indicating 
identification or classification), mummy daddy 
Ent + Attr that !lice, the man happy 
Ent + Temp man now, ice-cream in minute 
Ent + Loc man there, chair on floor 
Ent + Other man no, car to 
Again, element order is not significant: man now and now man are both Ent 
+ Temp. (But it should be noted that many examples of Attr + Ent will be 
indistinguishable from the Stage I construction Entity (with Attribute 
specification). e.g. happy man, nice car. Unless there is clear evidence of a 
2-element clause, these should be classified at Stage I.) 
Lastly, a section is included to handle other combinations which do not fall 
into the main types named above: Other + Other, e.g. there in garden (Loc + 
Loc), quickly now (Manner + Temp). 
Any cooccurring specifications of these elements are classified using the 
same general procedure as at Stage I. For example, man go is Act + Dyn, and 
here there are no specifications; the man is going is also Act + Dyn, but in this 
case a mark would be placed opposite Definiteness in the Actor column. and 
opposite Other in the Dynamic column. Other examples of this kind are: 
Sentence 
two people came 
gone in garden 
that man a doctor 







Quantity (in Act column) 
Scope (in Loc column) 
Definiteness (in Ent column) 
twice 
Possessive (in Act column) 
Other (in Dyn column) 
Two other points are routinely noted at Stage II. First, the occurrence of 
interrogative words as elements of clause structure is noted, in addition to 
their function as Actor, Goal, Locative, or whatever. For example, in the 
clause where going, we have Loc + Dyn. and this would be noted in the 
appropriate box. But in addition, a mark would be placed under +Interr, 
enabling us to see developments in this specific semantic area. Secondly, 
the use of deictic forms as elements of clause structure continues to be 
monitored: any occurrence of a deictic is noted in the relevant box, in 
addition to being analysed for its clausal function above. For example, man 
there is Ent + Loc, and this would be noted in the appropriate box. A 
mark would also be placed in the Deictic box in the Loc column. repre-
senting the item there. 
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Lastly, it should be noted that the copula. having no independent semantic 
function. is not included as a semantic clause element. Thus, the man is in the 
garden is analysed as a 2-element clause (Ent + Loc), and likewise where is 
the car (Loc + Ent), that is a cal (Ent + Ent), and so on. Similarly. 'empty' it 
and there are ignored. e.g. it's a man running is analysed as Act + Dyn (the 
same as a man is running), there's a cow in the garden is Enl + Loc. and so on. 
The same procedure is followed in later Stages. 
The totalling procedure is the same as for Stage I, except for the distinction 
which must now be made between number of clauses (C) and number of 
clause elements (E); the significance of this distinction is indicated in 5.9.7. 
Total specifications and total deictic forms are provided. 
The following set of Stage II sentences was taken from a language-delayed 
child of 4, and analysed as shown to produce the profile below. The reliance 
on a few clausal combinations-especially involving Locative-the absence of 
specifications, and a marked deictic bias should be noted. 
Sentence Element 
man in there Ent Loc 
him fallen Act Dyn 
that one there Ent Loe 
put - in Dyn Loe 
that nice Ent AUT 
where that Loe Ent 
me now Ent Temp 
he isn't 
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5.9.5 Stage III clauses consist of 3 major semantic elements, classified 
according to the functions listed in 5.9.2. At this point in development, a wide 
range of semantic combinations is possible. Five important combinations are 
specified on the chart, but a large space is available for Other types. 
Act + Dvn + Goal the man is kicking the ball 
Act + Dyn + Temp the man is running already 
Act + Dyn + Loc the man is running into the street 
Act + Dyn + Other the man is running quickly (Manner) 
Exp + Stat + Goal the man sees a ba{{ 
Exp + Stat + Temp the man is trying now 
Exp + Stat + Loc the man can see around the corner 
Exp + Stat + Other the man seems nice (Attribute) 
Poss + Stat + Goal the man has got a car 
Poss + Stat + Temp you have flOW 
Poss + Stat + Loc you IlQ~'e there 
Poss + Stat + Other YOII have big (Attribute) 
Dyn + Goal + Goal gil'e me a leller 
Dyn + Goal + Temp kicked the ball then 
Dyn + Goal + Loc put the ball there 
Dyn + Goal + Other put the ba{{ carefuU\' 
Stat + Goal + Goal wish you luck 
Stat + Goal + Temp saw him the next dG\' 
Stat + Goal + Loc saw him there 
Stat + Goal + Other thought him nice (Attribute) 
Other combinations include: Ent + Ent + Temp the man a ball no .... 
Dyn + Loc + Temp go there now 
Ent + Loc + Loc a man there in the 
garden 
etc. 
As with the previous Stage, the order of elements is not significant. 
specifications are noted in the appropriate columns as they occur, deictics and 
interrogatives are given additional marks. and totals are indicated in the 
right-hand margin. The following examples are illustrative: 
Sentence 
the man kicked my car 
he has three eggs 
he is happy there 
who saw the box 
Elements Specification 
Act Dyn Goal Definiteness (Act) 
Possessive (Goal) 
Poss Stat Goal Quantity (Goal) Deictic (Poss) 
Ent Attr Loc Deictic (Other) 
Deictic (Loc) 
(copula not being included as a semantic element) 
Exp Stat Goal Definiteness (Goal) + Interr 
These 4 sentences would transfer onto the Stage III section of the chart in the 
following way. 
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i Elements + Goal L + Temp + loc + Other 
Act + Dyn I L I GJ + tnterro. 
E.p + Stat , I I I 
Poss + Stat I 
Dyn + Goal I i 
Stat + Goal I r------.. 








5.9.6 Stage IV clauses consist of four or more semantic elements, classified 
according to the functions listed in 5.9.2. Once again, in view of the wide 
range of possible combinations. only the most central types can he 
individually named. as follows: 
Act + Dyn + Goal + Temp 
Act+ Dvn+Goal+ Loc 
Act+ Dyn+Goal+Other 
Exp+ Stat +Goal + Temp 
Exp+Stat+Goal + Loc 
Exp+Stat+Goal+Other 
Poss + Stat + Goal + Temp 
Poss+Stat+Goal + Loc 
Poss+ Stat + Goal + Other 
Other combinations include 
the man is kicking the hall flOW 
the man is kicking the hall illto the goal 
the man is kicking the hall hard (Manner) 
the man saw me yesterday 
the man saw me in the garden 
the man wanted me ready (Attribute) 
he has a car now 
he has a car in the garage 
he has a car for me (Benefactive) 
Act+Dyn+Loc+Temp he went home 
yesterday 
Dyn+Goal+ Loc+ Loc kicked the ball 
over the wall 
and into the 
field 
etc. 
As with the previous Stage, the order of elements is not significant, 
specifications are noted in the appropriate columns as they occur, deictics and 
interrogatives are given additional marks. and totals are indicated in the 
right-hand margin. The following examples are illustrative: 
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Sentence Elements Specification 
the man saw me there Exp Stat Goal Loc Definiteness (Exp) 
Exp Stat Dyn Goal 1 like eating eggs 
two men turned the 
wheel slowly 





These three sentences would transfer onto the Stage IV section of the chart in 
the following way: 
IV 
+ Spf:Ci/icaliolf ~ - ~ 








It is impracticable to specify the wide range of clauses containing 5 or more 
semantic elements. The section is thus left blank, to be filled in as need arises. 
Nor is it possible to specify deictics and specifications in detail. Thus, for 
example, the clause John saw me in town yesterday (Exp + Stat + Goal + Loc 
+ Temp) would be listed in the 5 + section. along with a mark under deictic 
(for me) and one 'under specification (for in), as follows: 
5.9.7 A selection of useful quantitative measures is given at the foot of page 2 
of the PRISM-G chart: 
the total number of major clauses is obtained by adding the totals in the 
boxes marked C in the right-hand columns of pages 1 and 2; 
the total number of clause elements is obtained by adding the totals in the 
boxes marked E in these margins; 
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the total number of specifications is obtained by adding the totals in the 
boxes marked S in these columns; 
the total number of deictics is obtained by adding the totals in the boxes 
marked 0 in these columns. 
Various ratios can now be obtained, of which the most important seem to be: 
mean number of elements per clause (Total E divided by Total C); 
mean number of specifications per element (Total S divided by Total E); 
mean number of deictics per clause element (Total 0 divided by Total E). 
An example of this procedure is given in 5.10. 
5.9.8 Stage V deals with the semantic relationships between clauses occurring 
within the same sentence. 
The clearest cases are coordination sequences. Here the first clause is taken 
as a given, the second clause related to the first, the third (if there is one) to 
the second, and so on, as follows: 
Clause 1 + Clause 2 
Clause 2 + Clause 3 
Clause 3 + Clause 4 
etc. 
For example, in the sentence John kicked the ball and Mary caught it and 
Mike laughed, the relationship between the first two clauses would be noted 
(using the Connective and, in its function of Addition), and then the 
relationship between the second and third (Addition again). 
For sentences involving grammatical subordination. the procedure is 
slightly more complex, as two levels of analysis are involved. It is no longer a 
simple matter of sequence, but of the simultaneous processing of clauses. 
When the subordinate clause expresses the whole of a clause element. the 
semantic role of the whole clause is first noted, in relation to the main clause, 
in the manner already described for Stages I to IV; then the internal semantic 
structure of the subordinate clause is analysed--also in terms of Stages I to 
IV. For example, in the sentence he came when John waved, we have an 
adverbial clause of time. The first level of analysis is therefore Act + Oyn + 
Temp. The Temp element is then analysed in terms of its own clause 
structure, as Connective + Act + Dyn. The two stages can be summarized 
most clearly in the following way: 
he came when John waved 
Act Dyn Terp 
r I 
Conn Act Oyn 
(Stage III) 
(Stage II) 
Each of these structures would be noted at the appropriate Stage (along with 
any deictics/specifications). At Stage V, then, it remains only to note that a 
sequence has occurred, and what kind of sequence it is (see further below). 
A similar procedure is used for cases where the subordinate clause 
exp;:esses only a part of a clause element-as when nouns are postmodified. 
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Here, the superordinate clause is analysed in the usual way, and the 












Each of these structures would be noted at the appropriate Stage (along with 
any deictics/specifications). The fact of the sequence would then be noted at 
Stage V (see further below). 
It should be noted that the use of relative pronouns poses an analysis 
problem-whether to take the relative pronoun as Connective or as a clause 
element in its own right (Act, Goal etc.). For example, in the sentence the 
man whom I saw . .. , it would be possible to see whom as Connective. or to 
analyse it as Goal to the verb saw; similarly with the place where I went (with 
where being Loc to the verb went), and so on. The present procedure adopts 
the former alternative (as does the LARSP chart: see 2.13.3). 
One further analytic problem should be mentioned: the case of sentences 
such as he wanted the man to go. Again. to be consistent with LARSP. these 
sentences are analysed as single clauses. Because the man is both part of the 
Goal of wanted and at the same time the Actor for go. an analysis of Entity is 
made. The structure of this sentence is therefore: Exp + Stat + Ent + Dyn-
that is, a Stage IV structure. 
5.9.9 The matrix at Stage V provides an initial classification of the type of 
semantic relationship which links successive clauses. and an indication of the 
relative complexity (measured in terms of number of semantic elements) of 
the clauses in the sequence. 
Eight types of semantic relationship are recognized, as follows: 
Addition typically, the use of and. e.g. John came and I did too, 
Reformulation typically, the use of or, e.g. we sang or they danced; 
Contrast typically, the use of but, e.g. he called but I was out; 
Temporal typically, the use of when, after, before. while, e.g. he came 
after I left; 
Cause typically, the use of because, since, as, e.g. he cried 'cos he fell, 
Location typically where, wherever. e.g. he asked where I was; 
Condition typically if. (a I) though , unless, whether, e.g. if it falls. it will 
break; 
Purpose typically, (in order) to, (so as) to, so (that), e.g. he came so I left; 
Other including as 'how'), rather, than. seeing that, as if. as though, 
and the relative pronouns. Tag questions, tag statements, comment clauses, 
etc. (no connectives involved) are also logged under Other, e.g. that's John; 
isn't it; that's John, that is; that's John, you know. 
It should be noted that some items have variable function. depending on 
context: this is especially the case with and, which is sometimes used in 
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temporal or purposive function (e.g. he came and (so) I left, we went to the 
shops and (then) bought a coat). 
Under these headings, each subordinate or coordinated clause is identified 
in terms of whether a connective is present or absent. In most sequences in 
normal adult English, connectives are obligatory; but in clinical settings, 
omitted connectives are common. For example, P might say he asked I was, 
meaning 'he asked where I was': this would be logged under the heading 
Location (which is the intended function of the subordinate clause), and 
under 0 (i.e. 'zero connective'). The same principle applies to all the other 
categories. 
The vertical dimension of the Stage V matrix enables us to indicate the 
relative complexity of any pair of clauses, using the (admittedly crude) index 
of the number of semantic elements the clauses contain. For example, 2 + 2 
would mean that P had used a combination of 2 clauses, each containing 2 
elements (e.g. John ran and I walked), 3 + 1 would refer to a sequence in 
which the first clause had three elements and the second had only one (e.g. 
John kicked the ball and goal). In subordinate clause relationships, one counts 
the main clause elements first, and then the subordinate clause (e.g. he came 
when I left ... is analysed as 3 + 2); a subsequent coordinate clause would be 
related to the previous main clause (e.g .... and saw the dog would be 3 + 
2). The set of possibilities recognized in the left· hand column are: 
1 + 1,1 + 2, 1 + 3+ (i.e. the second clause contains 3 or more elements) 
2 + 1,2 + 2,2 + 3' 
3 + L 3 + 2,3 + 3+ 
4 + + 1, 4+ + 2,4 + + 3 f (i.e. the first clause contains 4 or more elements and 
the second clause contains 3 or more elements) 
The clinical expectation, of course, is that p's ability to develop his use of 
clause sequences will be partly dependent on the amount of semantic 
information each clause (especially the first in a sequence) contains. Problems 
of memory and attention, in particular, will affect his ability to produce 
balanced sequences of multi-element clauses. 
As errors in developing good clause sequences are a particular problem 
area in assessment and remediation, one further factor is introduced into the 
matrix-namely, whether P's sequence is acceptable or unacceptable 
(indicated by j and X respectively). The final layout of the matrix is thus as 
follows: 
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CIau:s<!o (A-8) Sequenoe 
Addition' Refonn. Contrast Tem ;>oral Cause Loalion Condition Purpose Other 
Conn • IConnl .; Conn -. ~onn • Conn • ",onn • Conn • onn • 
I + I V I I 
X I I I 
1 + 2 " X 
1 + 3' " X 
2+1 ..; 
r--' R X 2 + 2 "I--X 
2 + 3' V , X 
3 + I " X I 
EE 3+2 ..; X- ~,- .. ~ 
3 + 3' " X 
4' + I " X 
4+ + 2 " X 
4+ + 3+ "1-_'" 
X 
We can see the way in which these various factors intersect by applying the 
procedure to the following examples: 
Semantic Connective No. of / or 
Sentence Relationships Present Elements X 
he laughed and / laughed Addition Conn. 2 + 2 / 
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Sentence 
I saw the man when he 
arrived 
me want that cos it big 
the ladder slip cos my 
arm broke 
PRISM 189 
Semantic Connective No. of / or Matrix 
Relationships Present Elements X Location 







I 4 + 2 ..; I 
X 




I 4 + 2 ..; I 
X 




l 3 + 2 ..; 
X I 
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Sentence 
he know what him write 
he hurt his arm while 
he fell 
that's the place I like 
Semantic Connective No. of j or 
Relationships Present Elements X 
Other Conn. 3 + 2 j 
I 3 + 2 
Temporal Conn. 4 + 2 X 
1 4 + 2 
Other o 2 + 2 j 












_ .. "." 
~.-
. _- ~-.. 
~.--r 
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Semantic Connective No. of j or Matrix 
Sentence Relationships Present Elements X Location 




I 2 + 2 ../_-r--:-
X I 
It is often the case that, as P attempts to sequence clauses, he produces 
many sequences which are ambiguous, incoherent, incomplete, etc. Clause 
pairs which are not analysed, for whatever reason, are marked under the 
heading Unanalysed at the top of the Stage V section. For example, the man 
has ~ er - has - and got a man lots looks as if it might be a 2-c1ause sequence, 
but the incompleteness of the first clause, and the uncertain word order of the 
second would make this a candidate for Unanalysed. Similarly, he kick the 
ball got ball (said within a single intonation contour) seems to be an attempt 
at a 2-clause sentence (as opposed to two separate sentences), but it is unclear 
which semantic relation is being expressed (= 'he kicked the ball when he 
received the ball'? 'he kicked the ball and so someone else received the baW? 
etc.). The total under Unanalysed will often be an important indication of P's 
progress in handling clause sequencing. 
5.9.10 Two other kinds of sequencing information are routinely recorded in 
Stage V. (This by no means exhausts the range of semantic factors which 
might be taken into account in an analysis of discourse; they are simply two 
factors whose clinical usefulness has often been noted.) 
(a) The order-a/-mention of clauses in a sentence is noted, i.e. whether the 
order in which the clauses appear corresponds to the order of events in the 
world. The simplest state of affairs is for the linguistic 'events' and the real 
world events to be in parallel, e.g. in the sentence I got up and went to the 
window, the first event which took place was the getting up, and this was the 
subject-matter of the first clause; the second event which took place was the 
subject-matter of the second clause. Language permits various departures 
from this norm, however, and these may pose problems for P, both in 
comprehension and production. For example, I got up after I went to the 
window reverses the order-of-mention, as the first clause expresses the event 
which took place second. Ps have particular difficulty understanding such 
reversals (e.g. in instruction tasks of the kind 'Do X after you do Y' or 
'Before you do X, do Y'), and the stage at which they introduce such reversals 
accurately into their own speech indicates an important piece of semantic 
learning. 
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Five order-of-mention possibilities are recognized on the PRISM-G chart at 
Stage V: 
C1 --+ C2 i.e. the order of the 2 clauses in a sentence preserves 
order-of-mention, as in J got up and went to the window; 
C) --+ C2 --+ C3 i.e. the order of 3 clauses in a sentence preserves 
order-of-mention, e.g. J got up, went to the window, and looked out; 
Other --+ i.e. any longer sequence which preserves order-of-mention; 
C2 - C1 i.e. the order of the 2 clauses reverses order-of-mention, as in J got 
up after J went to the window; 
Other - i.e. any longer sequence in which order-of-mention is not preserved, 
e.g. before you go outside to play, J want you to be quiet and first put your 
books away (a genuine classroom example!). 
In each case, the possibility has to be anticipated that the clause sequence, in 
whichever order, is correct or incorrect. For example, one P said he went 
fishing and saw a bus (referring to a picture sequence). If he was describing a 
picture sequence where Picture 1 showed a man going fishing. and Picture 2 
showed a bus, then the use of this connective would correctly relate the 2 
clauses to the 2 events. But if the pictures had been the other way round, p's 
version would (in the context of the task) be incorrect. The chart thus has to 
allow for the correct use of a C\--+ C2 sequence, and its incorrect use, and this 
is done by using j and X. Similarly, if P said before he went fishing he saw a 
bus, this could be a correct use of a connective marking reversed 
order-of-mention sentence, or an incorrect one, depending on the way in 
which the pictures were actually presented. Once again, therefore, the j IX 
distinction is needed-and it is in fact used for all the categories in this section 
of the chart. 
(b) The study of the semantics of discourse interaction is in its infancy, 
hence only a token statement can be made about this area on a chart of this 
kind. The central issue is the extent to which we can capture P's ability to 
produce semantically self-contained clauses, as opposed to his being 
dependent on Ts stimuli. Both the foHowing single-element clauses would be 
labelled Loc in the above approach, for example: 
P (picking up a toy) herel T 'where are you g6ingl 
P 'over therel 
They would both be classified in the appropriate boxes in Stage I. But this 
would be to miss the point that over there has a specific semantic relation to 
the semantic structure of T's stimulus-and might perhaps have been 
expanded into you're going over there by T subsequently. A section has 
therefore been added to Stage V (though it is by no means clear that this is the 
best place to put it) in which the analyst can indicate how many and which 
kind of semantic elements in Ts stimulus P is taking for granted in this way. P 
might take just a single element for granted, or 2 or more elements from a 
clause-or even a whole clause. The main possibilities are given at the foot of 
page 3, under the heading Presupposed T elements, as follows: 
Act/Exp presupposed, e.g. 
T 'where's the manl 
P 'walking in the gardenl «(he man/he presupposed) 
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DynlStat presupposed, e.g. 
T 'what's the 'man kicking! 
P 'man a balll (kicking presupposed) 
Goal presupposed, e.g. 
T did he 'kick the Mill 
P he dld 'kickJ (the ball presupposed) 
Scope presupposed, e.g. 
T the 'man's in the garden! Isn't hel 
P yes! he ls! (in the garden presupposed) 
Other element (e.g. Entity) or part of element presupposed, e.g. 
T 'how many runs did you 'get! 
P I 'got ten! (runs presupposed, but this is only part of the element Goal) 
2 elements presupposed, e.g. 
T 'where's the car 'gone! 
P 'into the garagel (the car and gone presupposed) 
3 or more elements presupposed, within a single clause, e.g. 
T 'where has 'lohn 'put the letter! 
P in his pOCket! (John, put and letter presupposed) 
Whole clause presupposed, e.g. 
T 'why did you 'do that! 
P 'cos I wanted to! (I did that presupposed) 
The jlX distinction once again needs to be invoked. It is possible for P to 
presuppose one or more elements correctly or incorrectly. In all the examples 
above, P has made intelligible assumptions in what he has said: in each case, 
T's sentence fills the gaps in P's utterance. But in the following cases, this 
does not happen: 
T 'what can you 'see in the picture! 
P walking! (Le. Act presupposed, but incorrectly, which leads T to say) 
T who is/ 
T 'what's the 'man d6ing! 
P 'man in a tree! (i.e. probably Dyn presupposed, e.g. climbing. but this is 
semantically unacceptable, given the open question stimulus) 
When it is plain that P is presupposing an element (or elements) in T's 
stimulus for which there is no justification, the point is noted along the X line 
of this section. 
These remaining sections of Stage V are laid out on the chart as follows: 
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Order-of-mention 
Prelupposed T elements 
I 2 3+ Clause 
-Act/Exp I DynfStatT Goal I Scope J Other 
../ I I I I 
x I I I I 
Idiomatic Error 
5.9.11 There are two remaining observations to make about the application 
of the PRISM-G procedure. Firstly, in the course of analysis. one will 
encounter sentences which defy semantic analysis in conventional terms, 
because of their idiomatic (or partly idiomatic) character. For example, a 
sentence such as I take pleasure in reading begins plainly enough. with Exp-
but how to analyse take pleasure? It is hardly take + pleasure. Until such time 
as adequate typologies of idiomatic structures become available. all one can 
do is list such examples as they occur, and a section of the chart (at the foot of 
page 3) has been left for the purpose (headed Idiomatic). It is important to 
note that the whole of any sentence placed into this section is left unanalysed. 
Secondly, in the course of analysis, one will encounter sentences which 
seem to be semantic errors, in the sense that it proves impossible to assign a 
coherent interpretation to the sentence, using the language provided. For 
example, one P said see a man and a garage go. This is 'plainly' Stat + Ent + 
Ent + Dyn. It is not clear whether the Entities are Act, Exp, Loc, Other, or 
whatever. Perhaps one day we may dare to call such sequences deviant. For 
the moment, they are simply listed in full, under the heading of Error at the 
foot of page 3 of the chart. 
5.10 It will be evident from the above that the two subprocedures, PRISM-L 
and PRISM-G, are independently constructed, and it is perfectly in order to 
use one of the procedures without the other. On the other hand. as already 
pointed out (5.2), the information each provides needs to be placed in the 
context of the other, before a fuIl semantic interpretation can be arrived at. 
To know that P uses an item such as horse is only half the story; it is also 
important to know whether he can use it as Actor, Goal, Locative, and so on. 
One frequently encounters Ps who can use an item in one semantic role but 
not in another. Conversely, to note the occurrence of a particular semantic 
construction (say, Act + Dyn + Goal) is one thing; it is also important to 
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know whether each of these elements can be used with a good lexical range. 
One frequently encounters Ps for whom a semantic role is expressed only by 
one or two lexemes (e.g. Dyn can only be go or do). Wherever possible, 
therefore, we use both procedures on samples. 
The above account, it is hoped, will anticipate the majority of the semantic 
features encountered in clinical samples. Problematic items and patterns are 
only to be expected, though, given the lack ofresearch into semantic typology, 
and the well-known difficulties of arriving at satisfactory contextual interpreta-
tions. Often one feels reasonably confident about an analytic decision, but 
lacks total certainty; we indicate such problem items/sentences with question-
marks (as will be illustrated below), and they deserve separate study. Often the 
analyst's uncertainty reflects a difficulty on the part of the patient. 
The following short extract illustrates the two PRISM procedures in use 
with a 55-year-old dysphasic man. The sample is taken from the beginning of 
a session, but is not thereby atypical: the strategies P uses here are found 
throughout the session, regardless of topic or task. The account is given in 
three stages. For each sentence in the sample, a corresponding analysis is 
made in terms of PRISM-L (first column) and PRISM-G (second column): 
for the PRISM-L analysis, each item in the sentence is taken in order, and its 
place identified on the chart; for the PRISM-G analysis, the relevant Stage is 
first identified, along with details of the semantic elements involved, and this 
is followed by details of Specifications (if any), Deictics (if any), and 
information about Stage V (if any). Following the analysis, the relevant 
sections of the PRISM-L chart, and the whole of the PRISM-G chart, are 
printed, with the items and patterns filled in. Finally, a brief discussion of the 
main patterns follows. 
PRISM·L PRISM·G 
T 'like to sit therel 
p Ahl Minor: Social I Social Minor 
Response 
thank youl Minor: Social I Social Minor 
Respon5e 
T 'how did you gel here to'day! 
P oh! Minor: SOCial I Social Minor 
Response 
'just walked! , State (Intensity) II Dyn + Other 
Moving (Animate) V Aet presupposed , 
I 'only go 'round the c6rnerl Minor: Pronominal I III Act + Dyn + Loc 
State (Intensity) Specifications: 
Moving (Come/Go) Soo (Loc) 
Minor: Prepositional Ocf (Loc) 
(Loc) Oth (Loc) 
Minor: Pronominal (Art) Dcie (Act) 
Location (General) 
T 'oh I seel 
p 'only' just r. 'round herel State (Intensity) I Deic (Sco) 
Slate (Intensity) Specifications: 
Minor Prepo;itional Olh (Seo) 
(Loc) Oth (Seo) 
Location (General) Seo (Sco) 
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T ohl 
so 'it's 'very Mndyl 
P '50 
yes! 
'very. 'very gOodI 
T 'so you could watkl 
P weill 
I 'only walked a'bout 'two. 
'three minutes 'and 
I'm back! 
T 'oh I seel 
oh 'that's very 'goodl 
P yes! yes! yes! yes! , yes! 
T so . 'did you 'get weti 
P nol, 
no/ 
it 15] it seemed! , 'just 
a'bout a 'whole 'lot of IIJ 
a 'bit longerl but it 'looks 
as 'though it might 'be 







(Ihe first use of verv 
















Minor: Pronominal I 
Minor: Verbal (be) 
Location (General) 
Minor: Social 











Minor: Pronominal (Art) 













V Act + Dyn presupposed y' 
Incomplete 




V ?Ent presupposed 
I Social Minor 
I Social Minor 











3 + 2 
Conn l 
Order-of-mention 
Cl .... C2./ 
I Social Minor (x 5) 
I Social Minor 
I Social Minor 
Ambiguous 
(a) relation of Q 
whoie [0/ of to the 
rest of the first 
clause unclear: 
(b) unclear what kind 
of verb omitted in 
second clause: 
(c) third clause 
incomplete 
(d) /ongtr, bt-undear 
presuppositions 
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T • il dOes! dOesn'l ill 
m! 
P yeah!, yeah! , yeah! , yeahl 
PRISM·L 
Minor; Empty 
Minor: Verbal (Other) 
Minor: Verbal (be) 
Time (Frequency) 
Minor' Conneclive 
Minor: Pronominal I 
Minor: Verbal (Neg) 
Minor: Social 
Response ()(4) 
T you 'mighl 'caleh il 'going hOme! 
P weill Minor: Social 
I mighl 'dol 
I'll 'have to see! (laughs) 
T 'whal do you Ihink of Ihe 
'wealherl 'we've been having! 
P 'weill 
it's 'been 'very hadl up 10 
nowl 
T 'ml 
P 'Ihere 'was a'bout 'three ooh 
a 'bil I"lnger than thall 




Minor: Pronominal I 
Minor: Verbal (Olher) 
Minor: Verbal (Olher) 
Minor: Pronominal I 
Minor: Verbal (Other) 




Minor: Pronominal 3 
Mmor: Verbal (Other) 

















Minor: Pronominal (Dem) 
Minor: Pronominal 3 





I Social Minor ()(4) 
I Social Minor 




V Goal + Loc presupposed, 





I Social Minor 




Dcie {at hcr j 
Deie (Temp) 
Amhiguous 
(aj The dause changes 
dlfcctlon mid·wa\ 
(h) Unclear presuppositions 
(/uII!?er, than 
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PRISM·L PRISM-G 
P 'but . but otherwisel nol Minor: Connective I Social Minor 
(first but nonfluent) Specifications (x2) 
State (Like -) V presupposed clause X 
Minor: Social Spon· 
taneous 
T been awfull hilsn'l itl 
P yeah! Minor: Social I Social Minor 
Response 
well/. Minor: Social I Social Minor 
Response 
'there you arel Minor: Stereotype I Other Minor 
it's the 'sort of 'thing Minor: Empty III Act + Dyn + Goal 
you 'have to leave. Minor: Verbal (be) (i.e. you + have /0 
you seel Minor: Pronominal (Art) leave + rhe sorl of 
Stale (Like +) thing) 
Other Specifications: 
Minor: Pronominal 3 Oth (Dyn) 
(~ 'one') Def (Goal) 
Minor: Verbal (Other) 'Oth (Goal) (sort of) 
Moving (Come/Go) 
Minor: Comment I Olher Minor 
V Other 
J + I 
0/ 
T yes! 
in 'Ihis country! 
p er , I I've. 'been IMely! (first I nonHuent) IV Act + Dyn + Goal + Temp 
. 'doing 'things myself! Minor: Pronominal I Specificalions: 
. er with Minor: Verbal (Other) Oth (Dyn) 
Minor: Verbal (be) Olh (Dyn) 
Time (Past) Oth (Act) (myself) 
Making/Doing (General) Deic (Act) (x2) 
Other (the wilh conslruction 
Minor: Pronominal I is left incomplete, but 
Minor: Prepositional the final intonation of 
(Prob) the first clause, and the 
T painting/ intervening pause, gives 
it the appearance of an 
afterthought) 
p yes! Minor: Social I Social Minor 
Response 
'and (4 sylls) Minor: Connective Unintelligible 
Unintelligible 
It will be 'three weeks Minor: Empty II Temp + Temp 
it will 'be almost! Minor: Verbal (Other) Specificat ions: 
Minor: Verbal (be) Oua (Temp) 
Quantity (Specific) 
Measurement (Time) V Presupposed clause X 
Minor: Empty 
Minor: Verbal (Other) 
Minor: Verbal (be) 
State (Uke +) 
T (my) goodness! 
is 'that 'outsIde! 
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iI's 'too ['001 bild to 'do 
'anything elsel 
'all the 'other 'things 'seem 
to finish! . so I 'thought 
well I'll 'go and do it! -








Minor: Pronominal 3 
(i.e. the weather) 



















Minor: Pronominal I 




Minor; Pronominal 3 
Minor; Connective 
Minor: Pronominal 3 
Minor; Verbal (bt') 





I Social Minor 
I Deic (Seo) 
I Social Minor 




11 Dyn + Goal 
SpeCifications: 
PRISM 199 
Oth (Goal) (t'lst') 
Deic (Goal) 
V Other 
2 + 2 
0,: 
III Goal + Sial .. Dyn 







III Exp + SIal + lal 
IV ~ct + Dyn + Dyn + Goal 
(I Social minor) (wt'l/) 
SpeCifications: 
Olh (Dyn) (,1/) 
Olh (Dyn) (and) 
Deic (Exp) (al III) 
Deie (Acl) (al IV) 
Deic (Goal) (at IV) 





I Other Minor (realll') 
V Purpose 
J + 3 
Conn. 
V Other 
J + J+ 
" . 
V Addlllon 
J + 2 
Conn. 
V other 
2 + I 
" . 
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200 Profiling Linguistic Disability 
T yes!. 
gOod/ 
PI. I 'haven'l . dOne ill 
for . 'three years! 
T 'nol 
P 'sOl I Ihought! I'll 'go 
and 'see how it lsi 
T "ml 
P "and I 'think it is 'better 
then it wast 
PRISM-L 
(first I nonlluent) 
Minor: Pronominal I 
Minor: Verbal (Neg) 
. Making/Doing (General) 






Minor: Pronominal I 
Thinking (Process) 
Minor: Pronominal I 





Minor: Pronominal 3 
Happening P) 
Minor: Connective 
Minor; Pronominal I 
Thinking (Process) 
Minor: Pronominal 3 
~inor: Verbal (be) 
Siale (Quality) 
Minor: Connective 




CI- C2- C3./ 
IV Act + Dyn + Goal + Temp 
Specifications: 
Olh (Dyn) (have) 





III Exp + Slat + Goal . I 
II 'E.P + Stat!') 
Specifications: 
Otn (Dyn) (a\ III) 
Oln (Slat) (at III) 
Deie (E.p) (at III) 
Deie (Act) (at IV) 
Dele (Exp) (al II) 
III Exp + Stat + Goal 
.--l--, 
11 Ent + AUr 
II En! + Slat (") 
Deic (E.p) (at III) 
Deie (Ent) (al II) 
Deie (Enl) (at II) 
V Purpose 
4 I- 3 
Conn / 
V Olher 
3 + 3' 
Il ! 
V Other 
4 I- 2 
Conn / 
V Ad<.iition 
3 + 3 
Conn / 
V Olher 
3 + 2 
Il./ 
VOlner (Comparali_e) 
2 + 2 
Conn j 
Order-of-mention 
CI_ C2_ C3./ 
Note: The use of an asterisk in transcription denotes overlapping spl!f!ch. 
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Mr.L. Age 55 Date of birth 
I 
"3io ... '., 
Ilr.. .. ; .. ,. 
f, .. 
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202 Profiling Linguistic Disability 
Minor Leltemes (Summary) 
Unanalysed Unintelligible I Ambiguous Symbolic Noise I Other 
I 
Totals 
Social Spontaneous Response 
001,. I (I. ... I well It 
"". I """""" ,. .. I .... ~ 
wc.1I I .~ I 
'Ju/:JCAh Ii 
Stereotype Comment 
.fI..c'" , .... ..... J ~ .... ,cc. I 
(c .... lI::t I 
Proper N Other 
12. 
Relational Pronominal 
I 1. I) .."elf I Oem .f\.",t' I 
2 Art f:t.c 1 A 3 
3 if: 1 ,. ... 1 Other 
Prepositional Other of I 
Loc Temp 
.... ,,"" 1 .... " ... t: 3 Problems 
... , to I ..... t .. I 
nr I 
Verbal 
be I ..... I Other '- to. 1 Neg ,,,-,. I 
2 .. "". z. ""'" 
, 
is he" 1 .." ..... c. ...... 
I 
3 I " :I 
'II \' 's \ '10 CoO"" 2- "C 3 w\1I 'w. 
Interrogative Tags 
Connective 
2-s. 3 t'''_ 
~, .... 0.) I 
but: 2. 
...stv ..... I 
Empty Other it" _ Ty 30 
.ft..&fC. I .... 2- To '2. 
Avoidance Ty 
To 
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PRISM 203 
PRlSM-l Totals Ty 
Major Lexemes (Summary) T0L-~~ ____ ~ ____ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~ ____ ~ 




Moving Making!Doing Happening 1 Living 
6 3 
, 2- 1 
5 It- 3 1 
Having Thinking Feeling 
:I 
5 
Sound 1 Sigtll Smell Taste 1 Touch 
7 2. 1 
:J 1 
Language imagmation 
Recreation Occasions Shows Music Art 
8 
Road Rail Air Water Fuel 
') 
Animals Birds Fish I Insects 
10 1 
1 
Flowers Trees Lighl 
II 
Colour Fire Water 
Building Furniture Tools Containers 
12 
Quantity 1 Measurement 1 Size I Shape 
13 "" I"J I II 13 J 
Time Location State 
!t- I+- 10 
§ 4t- 2,1 
Government 1 Law Education Religion Business Manufacture 
14 I 
1 
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Makina/ General Specific 
DoiRi cl. Ill-
Type Other 




HlviRi Process + Process-
ThinkinS Process General 
'a,", II 
t'N'"k 1\' [1 •• 11: I] 
.~ 
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Sound General Quality 
Specific Implements Other 
SiPt Act Implements Other 
I .. " f 
Sec. II 
Smell Act Character Other 
Tasle Act Character Other 
Touch Act Character Othet 
language Speak/Listen Read/Write 
Act Product 
People Character 
Implements Part Other 
Imagination Type People Other 
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206 Profiling Linguistic Disability 
Quanlily General AU. I Specific 
I.t I ot .. ~ .. I t_ I 
"it " tl.l'l& III' 
c.1,,~ I 
Act Other 
111 __ 111 
Dislanee Weight Volume 
Time I Heat Olher ......... te I 
w ... 1C I 
~.A" I 
Size + -
S .... pe 
Time Day Period 
I."" .. 
.._----_ .. -
Put Present Future 
LAnl, I ".w I 
--
Frequencl Other ...,..,,,, 
Localion General Specific 
.... c.1C I 1;,.,.lII. , 
h ...... I ,."...,. I 
Part Other 
Stile Quality Intensity .,)I.,.-le. I 
, ..... ( ..... 4Iht) III J"." III be I-
h"- fl· 
.... L, h. 
vt~ II· --
like + like -
/ ,..-t .f. I otl..rwU''' 
.. b .... t , 
Other 
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PRISM 2m 
SpKe Entities/Events I Exploration Other 
i 
World Land Water 
Surface Depth 
Location Climate Other 
Minerals Type Act Other 
Weapons Type People Other 
Money Units Location 
Action Type Other 
Other tI.i..., III .... :I"'.., I 
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Further Analysis 








Syntllmltic 1--Relations (re. W&At'hc.r (~ , ..... "'.,.ul Et't.r) 
.. __ .-
.----~-.. -
Developmental Overex tension 
Error 
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I Proper Name I Other I 
I 
Activity Entity Deictic 








[Enl lEnt R:femp I Loc I ~Iher I 
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210 Profiling Linguistic Disability 
m 
c 
Elemlllfts + Goal + Temp + Lo<: ... Other 
Act + Drn I I I [!] + Interrol 
Exp + Stat 3 
Poss + Stat 
Drn ... Goal 
Stat + Goal 
Other Lt:~AU:r. T_t I 
" ... l. It ...... :. ... I 
+ Sp"clficlJllon Drn Stat Act Exp mOther 
Scope 2-
Attribute I 
Defmiteness 2. I 
Possessive 
Quantity I J. S 





ElemenU ... Temp + Loc ... Other 
Act + Dyn + Goal 2. ~ 
Exp + Stat + Goal 
Poss + Stal + Goal E 
Other " .......... ,.. ,,1I;t ....... ~ I 
II.. ....... ~ ... _ ... tr_l I 






Elements per clause (Elc) 2· S 
Specifications per element (SIE) ." I 
Q:i:tics per e1~ment(DIE:.:..) __ ---,'I,.""",2.~_ 
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V 
Unanaly!Jl!(i 
Clause (A-8 I Sequence 
Addition 
onn • 
I + I " )( 
1+2 " X 
1+3' " x 
2 + I ../ -x 
2+2 " X 
2+ 3' "r--)( 
3 + I ~E.B 3 + 2 
X 
3 + 3' "-'-)( 
4' + I " X 
4' + 2 " X 
I 4~+3' " x 
Order-of-menlion 
Presupposed T elemmls 
. 
Reform, I ('ontr~ ~ause 
onn • ron n • 
I I 
I I I 
I 
I 
Act/bp lOrn/Slat I Goal I Scope I Other 
" I I j I I I X I I I I 
Idiomalic Error 
PRISM 211 
Location Purpose Other 








2 3+ Clause 
2. Z. 
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212 Profiling Linguistic Disability 
The contrast between a relatively advanced grammatical ability and an 
extremely restricted, 'empty' semantic ability emerges very clearly from this 
sample. The PRISM-L procedure shows a very narrow lexical range, with 
only 11 fields (20 subfields) in use. These fields cluster into two broad types, 
relating to pages 6 and 7 and to page 13 of the ·chart. The former group 
involves the fields Moving, Doing, Thinking, Happening and Sight, and 
general process lexemes (with the exception of finish). The latter group 
involves the fields Quantity, Time, Measurement (Time), Location, State and 
Other (thing), primarily for the expression of general, inspecific notions (the 
repeated use of three may be perseverative). 40 lexical types generate 68 
tokens, producing a TTR of .59, which would seem to be fairly low (the 
nearer the TTR approaches l.0, the less lexical repetition there is). The 
minor items show quite a good lexical range for the various categories 
represented, especially for auxiliary verbs and connectives. The Minor TIR 
of .34 indicates a great deal of repetition, however, and suggests that there 
may be automatic expression, stereotyping or other such influences affecting 
the speech. The overall ratio of Minor: Major is 1.8, which is very low, 
reflecting P's poor use of major lexemes and his full use of minor ones. 
PRISM-G shows P using 27 clauses and 67 elements altogether, producing a 
quite advanced ratio of 2.5 elements per clause (i.e. LARSP Stage III-IV). 
His Stage V is also shaping up well, for such a small sample: he is able to 
process combinations of up to 4 elements, it seems, without error (though the 
lexical 'emptiness' of some of these combinations may be an underlying factor 
accounting for this ability). Clause elements are on the whole well specified: 
41 specifications for 67 elements produces a TTR of .61-in other words, 
there is a 61 per cent chance of a clause element being specified (which would 
correlate with a fairly well developed Phrase column on the LARSP chart). 
On the other hand, 42 per cent of all clause elements are deictics-and it is in 
fact this considerable reliance on these items which makes P's speech so 
difficult to follow at times. He continually introduces new topics using a 
deictic form, which forces T to read in what he must be talking about, and 
causes considerable difficulties when topics are less predictable than the ones 
in the above sample. P's use of deictic forms, moreover, increases from about 
one per clause at Stage II to nearly two per clause at Stage IV-in other 
words, the more advanced the clause, the more the reliance on deictics, which 
suggests some kind of upper limit on his information-processing ability. P's 
weakest semantic roles seem to be Act/Exp/Ent: these have the greatest 
proportion of deictic exponence, and have hardly any specifications. By 
contrast, Goal, Temp and Loc are well specified. 
In this way, a reasonably precise account of P's semantic areas of weakness 
can be obtained. It is difficult to make an unambiguous assessment, in view of 
the lack of normative data: the interpretations of TTR values, for instance, 
are inevitably only impressions. But it should now be possible to make some 
reasoned decisions concerning any structured remediation programme which 
it might be felt desirable to introduce. One of the first things to do would be 
to introduce a more specific lexical range from one of the early semantic 
fields, to see whether P would be able to maintain his grammatical level when 
faced with the need to cope with greater lexical content. Another would be to 
check systematically through the range of basic semantic patterns not 
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represented in the sample, to confirm p's apparently very good comprehen-
sion skills, and to establish whether any posed particular expressive 
difficulties. A similar check could be made of the lexical fields. which T could 
continue to monitor in subsequent sessions. Semantic analysis is too much in 
its infancy to be able to make systematic predictions about all the avenues of 
remediation available. The first step. as ever. is to become aware of the 
complexity of the problem-the multifaceted nature of semantic difficulty, 
for which, it would seem, the term PRISM appears to be an apt metaphor. 
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6 Putting profiles into practice 
6.1 The main aim of the preceding chapters has been a technical one: to give 
a detailed explanation of how the various profile charts are completed. Apart 
from the case studies appended to each chapter, little space has been devoted 
to the question of how profile charts are used. In this respect, four major 
domains can be identified, corresponding to the four traditional emphases in 
clinical enquiry. 
6.1.1* Diagnosis The pattern which emerges on a chart can suggest a single 
principle which can explain what is wrong with P's language. This might relate 
to a traditionally used clinical category-for example (and most obviously), a 
mismatch between chronological age and Stage level on LARSP, PROP or 
PRISM-G, which will provide part of the formal definition required to 
confirm a diagnosis of language delay. However, profiling brings to light a 
wide range of novel possibilities for diagnoses in purely linguistic terms. 
Using LARSP, for example, a 'Stage V syndrome' has been postulated, 
referring to someone who finds it difficult to move beyond Stage IV, without 
severe deterioration of grammatical, semantic and phonological abilities. 
Using PRISM-G, it is possible to identify a 'deictic bias' in many Ps, which 
underlies such symptoms as a lack of specific vocabulary and an unbalanced 
use of syntactic structure at early Stages. Using PRISM-L, a particular area of 
lexical difficulty in related semantic fields may emerge, such as the problems 
many Ps have with the categories on page 13 of that chart. In a more familiar 
domain, PROPH can bring to light underlying difficulties with voicing or 
distribution which seem to 'explain' a diverse range of phonological symp-
toms. I have no doubt that there are many such explanatory linguistic 
principles, of varying levels of generality, waiting to emerge from case studies 
and other empirical research. Whether such linguistic diagnoses can them-
selves be explained by referring to principles of a non-linguistic (e.g. 
psychological or medical) kind remains an open question (though I am 
inclined to be sceptical about the value of thinking in this reductionist 
way). 
6.1.2* Assessment This area needs little further comment, at this point, as 
most of the examples dealt with in previous chapters have related to questions 
of assessment. The more ambitious use of profiles as assessment tools, of 
course, awaits the emergence of descriptive norms based on large-scale 
empirical studies. In the meantime, the primary use of profiling techniques 
seems to be in the area of informal assessment, as a perspective for principled 
intervention (see further, 6.1.4). 
214 
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6.1.3"'Screening It remains difficult to reconcile the demands of screening, 
where there is a concern to devise developmentally significant measures that 
are simply and rapidly identifiable, with the requirements of profiling, where 
the need is for detailed and often time-consuming analysis. Yet in principle 
any system of profiling should be adaptable as a screening procedure. For 
example, one might take LARSP and identify developmental features known 
to be of particular importance at each Stage-the use of verbs at Stage I, 
clause structure or object expansions at Stage II, pronouns at Stage III, and 
so on-and construct a grammatical screening test accordingly. A lexical test 
might look for vocabulary which represented various groupings of semantic 
fields, as presented in PRISM-L. Proposals along these lines are now 
beginning to be published. 
6.1.4'" Intervention The main motivation for using profiles has always been, 
and continues to be, the concern to develop a linguistically principled 
approach to remediation--to provide sound reasons for therapeutic decision-
making ('What do I teach next, and why? '). However, it is important to 
emphasize that the implementation of this final step-when profiling is put 
into practice-is something which needs just as much careful thought and 
attention as the earlier steps in profile technique. There is a natural but 
mistaken tendency to think that a profile is finished when all the marks have 
been placed on a chart and a pattern detected. On the contrary: part of the 
practice of profiling is to bridge the gap between chart interpretation and the 
task of teaching/therapy in a rational and systematic way. As only a few hints 
have been given on this topic in previous pages, the remainder of this chapter 
will be devoted to a consideration of some of the issues which emerge when 
moving from profile analysis to intervention. 
6.2 The matter can best be introduced by considering what typically happens 
in the therapeutic application of LARSP, which is the profile with the longest 
tradition of use. Let us assume that a LARSP profile has brought to light a 
particular weakness in P-a lack of verbs at Stage I and in subsequent clause 
structure. If T then decides to work on this topic, an automatic next step 
would be to find or devise materials (speech, pictures, objects, etc.) which 
could be presented to P as stimuli to elicit the desired structures. Often, these 
resources are ready-made, in the form of sets of cards or pictures provided by 
a resource materials publisher (such as 'action cards'). Criteria for evaluating 
such materials are usually non-linguistic in kind-if the cards are clear, 
colourful, realistic (and not too expensive), they will usually be introduced 
without further thought. In a profiling approach, however, other criteria 
would need to be carefully considered. 
6.3 The first consideration is the lexical appropriateness of the range of 
actions included in the teaching materials. If, for example, the set of cards 
presented P with the actions of running, jumping and climbing, to what extent 
is T certain that the associated lexemes are within the vocabulary of P-and, 
moreover, both in comprehension and production? And to what extent do 
these verbs individually present any special problems which might interfere 
with learning and use? To take just two instances of difficulty: some verbs are 
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notoriously difficult to represent in a picture, because of the type of action 
involved (e.g. eating, hopping); and some verbs can be emotionally loaded, 
perhaps by being proscribed at home (Don't climb on the chairs, Stop that 
;umping, etc). This point is developed in 6.19. 
6.4 Not all questions to do with verb content and use can be systematically 
addressed--in particular, we still lack a reliable profile for handling the 
pragmatic aspects of lexical use. However, an elementary semantic analysis of 
verb use is possible, using PRISM-L and PRISM-G, and this can provide 
important guidelines about the selection of vocabulary to use as part of the 
grammatical task. For example, one LARSP chart showed P using SVO 32 
times. PRISM-L showed that the only verbs P was using were do, go, be, have 
and get. In other words, the V element was not as 'strong' as the LARSP chart 
made it appear. By contrast, another P also had over 30 SVO constructions, 
but in this case, the PRISM-L analysis brought to light such verbs as run, 
bash, lift, tell and look. 
6.5 There is a general principle here. It is impossible to implement the 
findings of a grammatical profile without carrying out some degree of 
semantic analysis first. T does not teach grammar by using such categories as 
Adj, Aux and Det. Once an abstract grammatical 'frame' has been selected 
(such as determiner + noun + auxiliary verb + main verb), T must put lexical 
flesh on it by choosing specific lexical items. It has to be A horse is running or 
A pig is jumping, or whatever. But the choice between run and jump, and 
other lexical contrasts, should be made using just as systematic a set of 
principles as those used to select the grammatical frame in the first place. 
PRISM-L, accordingly, can give direction to teaching by motivating the 
selection of the lexemes slot into the grammatical frames. Presumably it will 
always be wise to choose (as part of a grammatical task) lexemes which are 
familiar to P (note that familiarity does not presuppose perfect comprehen-
sion or frequent production). This is no more than an application of the 'teach 
one thing at a time' principle. 
6.6 It is not difficult to illustrate problems which arise if systematic lexical 
work is not carried out. One 5-year-old language-disordered boy, of normal 
intelligence, had great difficulty working with verbs where the action referred 
to had no clear end-point (atelic verbs), such as look, play and walk. On the 
other hand, he worked well with such verbs as kick and jump, where there 
was a definite end-point (telic verbs). Thus, He's jumping was easy, but he's 
walking was difficult. But it took a PRISM-L analysis, in which curious 
imbalances appeared in the lexical record, to alert T to the existence of this 
problem. Seen solely from a grammatical point of view, P's verb behaviour 
seemed almost random. 
6.7 PRISM-L provides one kind of semantic information not available on the 
LARSP chart. PRISM-G provides another. Within the area of semantic roles, 
such as actor, location and temporal, the thoughtless choice of a role by T can 
make the teaching of a grammatical task much more difficult than it need be. 
For example, in teaching an SV A structure, T needs to be clear about 
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whether the A is to be manner (she's walking quickly), time (she's walking 
now), or pJace (she's walking home), amongst others. Faced with a P who has 
temporaJ-spatiaJ problems, the latter two categories would be likely to pose 
special difficulties in teaching SV A, which the manner category might neatly 
avoid. 
6.8 An example of semantic role confusion can be seen in the case of a 7 -year-
old P who had been taught a good animal vocabulary, and who often 
produced such sentences as I can see a horse and The man's riding a horse. 
But it emerged that he had learned these animal names only as goals of 
actions--in other words, things that you could do actions to. He seemed 
unaware that animals could themselves do actions. He could not respond 
correctly to such sentences as The horse is chasing the man or The horse is 
walking. In his view, you could chase, ride, even walk a horse, but horses 
could not chase, walk or ride (in a horse-box, for instance). This kind 
of information--semantic role confusion-was completely hidden on P's 
LARSP chart; it became apparent only after a PRISM-G analysis. 
6.9 The principle of profile complementarity is a general one, illustrated so 
far from a relationship between LARSP and PRISM. It applies equally to the 
other profiles. So, having completed a LARSP chart, we need to consider 
systematically the extent to which there may be phonological variables which 
interact with the grammatical information-both segmental (the pronuncia-
tion of individual lexical items) and non-segmental (such as rhythmical 
complexity). For example, it would be unwise to begin teaching a new 
grammatical frame, such as SVO, by choosing the lexeme cow as subject, if it 
were known that P had particular difficulty with initial /kJ. Or again, many Ps 
have problems with consonant clusters, and it would be wise to avoid such 
items as small or drink, in teaching a new frame. If we want P's attention and 
limited language processing skills to be focused on grammar, the task will be 
much easier if other linguistic demands are well within P's competence. The 
same point applies to rhythmical patterns. If P has difficulty copying even 
short sequences of strong and weak beats, sentence frames of the type 'The X 
is Ying', with their sequence of two weak + strong units, will be unlikely to be 
much appreciated. 
6.10 Information about segmental pronunciation, prosody, lexicon and 
semantic roles must be obtained (either informally, through T intuition, or 
formally, through tests and profiles) if there is to be a systematic decision 
about grammatical teaching. PROPH, PROP and PRISM were devised to 
enable such systematic statements to be made. The important point is that, 
regardless of the specific procedures used, all the factors which are repre-
sented on these charts can influence the use of a grammatical construction. T 
should therefore be aware of this kind of interaction, so that the final choice 
of sentence, the one P is actually presented with, is made in an informed way, 
and is genuinely facilitating. Unfortunately, all too often, grammatical 
structures are chosen with scant regard for their phonological, lexical and 
other properties. 
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6.11 Putting LARSP into practice, then, means bearing in mind the rein-
forcement or interference caused by other levels of language where, if T is 
unclear about what is going on, some profiling will need to be done. Similarly, 
if we are putting PRISM-L, PROPH or any other profile into practice, the 
same potential interaction needs to be considered. There should be no 
teaching of pronunciation, for example, without some thought being given to 
the grammatical, rhythmical and lexical implications of what is being taught. 
Even if the teaching is simply a matter of presenting minimal phonemic pairs 
(PROPH), these other issues are implicated: the contrast needs to be 
presented in words (which are grammatical units that make sense only in 
sentences--LARSP); the pairs need to have comparable stress and parallel 
intonation (PROP); and their semantic identity cannot be ignored (even if it 
is only to consider how the contrasting concepts might be drawn-PRISM). 
6.12* The thrust of much of the above comes down to the application of a 
single and clinically well-established principle: the need to treat P as a whole 
individual-and, thus, to see P's language as a whole. While it is of immense 
value to isolate aspects (levels) of P's language for the purposes of clinical 
analysis, in the form of separate profiles, it must never be forgotten that this is 
a fundamentally artificial process, which ignores the interactions which exist 
between the various levels of structure. This point is one which has come to 
be increasingly appreciated, as studies accumulate which demonstrate the 
importance of interaction between levels in the course of language develop-
ment, both normal and deviant. A spurt in syntax, for example, may well be 
accompanied by a deterioration in phonology, or vice versa. Progress at any 
level, indeed, may be accompanied by regression in one or more of the other 
levels. The point has been made as part of a theory of language processing, 
but it applies equally to a theory of language remediation. 
6.13 Good examples of interaction between levels can be seen in 2.20, where 
there is a marked interaction between syntax and prosody (as evidenced by 
non-fluency) and, in 5.10, where there is an interesting semantic/syntactic 
interaction (as evidenced by deictic reliance). Such interactions can also be 
observed in the course of an individual teaching session. A TIP sequence 
taken from one such session is transcribed below: 
T what 'colour's your lorryl 
P greenl-
T 'that's right! 
and 'what 'colour's my 'lorry! 
P red! 
it's a red 'lorry! 
T super! 
now I 'want you to 'put the 'green lorry be'hind the red 'lorry! 
can you d6 that! 
the 'green lorry be'hind the red 'lorry! 
P performs action correctly 
T 'well done! 
'can you tell Pogle (a parrot puppet) where you've 'put the 'green 'lorry! 
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is it in front of the 'red 'lorry or behind it! 
P behind it! 
T 'that's right! 
'good bOy/ 
so 'can you 'tell 'Pogle the 'whole thing! 
'where's the green 'lorryl 
P 'hind-'hind [~ wed 'wowi]/ 
T yes! 
it's 'be'hind the red 'lorry! 
'tell me again! 
P be-behi-[., wed]/ 
T the red 'lorry 
P [wed] 'lorry 
T be'hind the red 'lorry 
P 'hind [., wed 'wowi]1 
Several kinds of levels interaction can be seen in this sequence. First, there is 
the interaction between grammar and segmental phonology: lorry is pro-
nounced with an initial III within a simple noun phrase, but when P attempts 
the prepositional phrase it assimilates to the preceding Iw/. T elicits the effect 
twice. There is also evidence of an interaction between grammar and non-
segmental phonology, in the form of the non-fluency which comes when P 
tries the prepositional phrase. Notice also that in response to T's extra stress 
on be, P's control of noun phrase structure also deteriorates. Lastly, there is a 
hint of a semantic/syntactic interaction, in the way P opts for the 'easy way 
out', saying there instead of the specific phrase. 
6.14 It is not usually possible for T to monitor such effects during a teaching 
session, because too much is going on simultaneously; but subsequent 
analysis of sequences where P seems to be showing some vacillation is 
invariably helpful. On a PROPH chart, for example, the vacillation would 
emerge as isolated substitutions in parts of the chart where the sound system 
would otherwise appear to be quite strong. Isolated and otherwise inexplic-
able errors very often prove to be the result of an interaction between levels. 
6.15* How is it possible to focus T attention on levels interaction as such, 
when the relevant data appear on separate profile charts? There are various 
ways, all involving some kind of micro-profile (1.9.4) of the area of a chart 
which seems to be affected by the interaction, and special presentation 
techniques need to be devised. One T, for example, incorporated lexical 
information onto a LARSP chart by pinning a transparent sheet over the 
chart, and writing in specific information (such as the range of verbs used) 
over the structures. If the relevant information has been transferred to a 
computer, a window containing lexical (phonological, or other) data can be 
called up when investigating a particular grammatical structure. Underlying 
this whole process is the role of the transcript which was made in the first 
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instance: T should repeatedly refer to the transcript, because it gathers 
together the relevant features at all levels (see 1.12.2 and 2.21). 
6.16 But what if T has not made profile charts for all linguistic levels? Indeed, 
this is the normal state of affairs. It is relatively unusual (and usually 
unnecessary) for T to profile P from all possible points of view. Profiling 
emerged as a response to a problem-the need to provide a more precise 
account of clinical intuitions about disability. It is axiomatic that a profile 
should be made only when T requires this extra precision. If diagnosis and 
therapy are proceeding satisfactorily, there is no real need to carry out a 
formal profile (apart, perhaps, from the need to do so for such purposes as 
record keeping, research, or as part of a demonstration of the efficacy of 
teaching). Profiles come into their own when Ts intuition is unclear, or where 
there are conflicts between different Ts, and an objective account of P's 
language is needed to provide a basis on which to proceed. So, if P has an 
obscure grammatical system, but is making no evident errors in pronuncia-
tion, and no one is worried about his vocabulary, the use of LARSP (and 
possibly PRISM-G) is indicated, but the use of PROP, PROPH and PRISM-
L is contra-indicated. How, then, does one apply a profiling technique if 
profile charts, as such, have not been made? 
6.17'" To answer this question, it is first necessary to recall that profiling is a 
procedure-a way of looking at a clinical sample in order to generate 
interesting hypotheses about it (1.4). This is most easily done through the use 
of charts-but charts are not an obligatory part of the exercise. Once T has 
learned about, say, the developmental Stages postulated in LARSP, and has 
begun to think in these terms, a profiling frame of mind becomes automatic. 
As experience grows, one 'hears' Stage II or Stage V structures, for example. 
The emergence of a Stage II expansion becomes intuitively striking. Some Ts, 
indeed, are able to carryon conversations in which they can instinctively 
control their output to focus on a given grammatical stage-talking in a Stage 
II style to a P at Stage I, and then increasing in complexity to Stage III when P 
makes progress. Reference to one such study is made in the Notes. It is 
doubtful whether there is any alternative to a chart when a problem becomes 
at all complex; but for a very large number of Ps, T carries out an informal 
analysis 'in her head', and a chart is never completed at all. 
6.18* An intermediate stage between intuitive and formal profiling is the 
provision of what has been called a 'basic remedial matrix' (BRM). A BRM is 
a way of evaluating the relative merits of a set of possible teaching targets by 
focusing on the role of different levels (including pragmatics). A two-
dimensional matrix is established. Along one dimension is listed a set of 
teaching targets; along the other, a set of relevant criteria relating to the 
various levels. Scores are assigned to each cell, and totals computed to 
determine which targets pose most and which fewest remedial problems. An 
example will make this clear, taking further the question of verb use 
introduced in 6.3. 
6.19 The bottom line would be a P who had no verbs at all. Having carried 
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out the relevant assessment and decided on the teaching of verbs as a priority, 
the immediate remedial question is obviously 'Which verb to teach first?'. 
Putting this another way, the question is: 'Which verb will cause P fewest 
difficulties, in the short-term?' Or, in view of the above discussion, 'Which 
verb will pose fewest problems of interaction between linguistic levels?'. A 
series of candidate verbs are chosen (from any available source). At the same 
time, a series of criteria is proposed. Here is one set of criteria which have 
been proposed for 'ideal verbs': 
(a) The verbs should express a clear physical action (jump, kick, drink) and 
not be abstract, static, vague or mental (know, do, have, feel). 
(b) The verbs should be familiar to P--either in the domestic setting (eat, 
wash) or in the 'professional' setting of school, clinic, etc. (climb, dance, 
write). 
(c) The verbs should be useful to P, in terms of social, academic, 
occupational, etc. success---drink, like, look, stop. 
(d) The verbs should be easy to demonstrate-thus, kick, catch, walk are 
easier than run, climb, eat. 
(e) The verbs should be easy to learn, in the sense that they are among the 
earliest verbs to appear in the normal acquisition process (insofar as this is 
known)-thus, go, see, got, give. 
(!) The verbs should be frequently used in adult language (i.e. in the 
language of those P frequently interacts with)-thus, for a child, cuddle, play, 
smack, listen, show. 
(g) The verbs should have no unfortunate connotations for P, as might be 
the case with those who have problems of a behavioural or psychopatho-
logical kind-thus, for individuals, smack, hurt, crash, or bite might be 
problematic. 
(h) The verbs should be part of a definite lexical set, so that a clear semantic 
contrast can be drawn-thus, eat versus drink, walk versus play, but not so 
clearly look and jump. 
(i) The verbs should have a regular morphology, at least as regards the use 
of -ing, which is an early development-thus, run and eat are preferred to 
want and have, which generally are not used with -ing. Later morphological 
irregularities, especially in past tense, might also be considered-thus, walk 
and kick are more straightforward than run and drink. 
(j) The verbs should have a phonological structure which presents as few 
problems as possible, such as single-syllable verbs rather than polysyllables, 
or verbs with simple ev or eve structure (go, run), rather than verbs with 
consonant clusters. 
(k) The verbs should allow an easy transition to the next stage of syntactic 
development. Verbs which in their everyday uses are solely transitive (give, 
catch) or solely intransitive (go, run) are not likely to be as useful as verbs 
which readily permit both transitive and intransitive uses (eat, climb). In 
response to the question 'What is the man doing?', a Stage I reply with a 
transitive verb (catching) is a problem, because this usage is strange without 
an object-and, by definition, someone who is at Stage I cannot yet cope with 
verb--object constructions. On the other hand, to reply with an intransitive verb 
(running), while presenting no problems of usage, does not lead to an ability 
which can be easily carried over into Stage II. If P is taught only intransitive 
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verbs, then when T comes to teach Stage II, where verbs have to take objects, 
a whole new set of verbs will have to be introduced. The use of double-
function verbs (eating, drinking) eliminates the dilemma, for these can be 
used acceptably in isolation, and also with an object (eating a cake). 
These are not the only possible criteria for verb use, but they are certainly 
among the criteria which are most often cited as reasons for teaching a 
particular verb. The BRM is then constructed, placing the criteria along the 
top and candidate verbs down the side. An arbitrary rating system is chosen-
a numerical scale from 1 to 5, for example, or a literal scale (e.g. H = high 
teaching priority, L = low teaching priority,? cannot decide). Values are 
then assigned, bearing in mind a particular kind of P. To illustrate a BRM in 
action, here is a set of values for the above criteria, keeping a 4-year-old 
language-delayed child in mind. 
A basic remedial matrix for selected verbs would look like: 
Criteria 
Verbs (a) (b) (e) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) 
eat L H H L H H H H L H H 
kick H ? ? H L L ? L H H L 
go H H H H H H H H L H L 
want L H H L H H H L H ? L 
drive L ? L L L L ? L L L L 
For an adult aphasic, drive, for example, might receive a much higher 
rating. (Compare the range of verbs used by P in Chapter 5, pp. 204-205.) 
Certain verbs might be differently rated for girls than for boys. The nature of 
the handicap might have an effect-some verbs might be avoided for 
physically handicapped children, for example. It makes an interesting exer-
cise to take a selection of verbs known to be frequently used by 5-year-olds, and 
to explore the kinds of teaching problem which they would present, if used in 
therapy-such as buy, cut, find, finish, help, hear, hold, hurt, keep, leave, like, 
need, open, play, put, say, see, show, shut, sit, stay, stop, take, thank, turn, 
wait, watch. 
6.20 Techniques such as the BRM are programmatic, not normative. To be 
truly useful, they need more systematic investigation-such as determining 
the extent to which Ts have shared intuitions about the various criteria. The 
criteria themselves could be refined and made more specific, with reference to 
factors identified in the profiling procedures. But as it stands, the BRM does 
illustrate a further way in which the profiling perspective, and particularly the 
focus on interaction, can be brought to bear on a single teaching issue. The 
procedure is a general one, as any teaching target can be given a matrix in this 
way. 
6.21" There are many unresolved issues when moving from theory to practice 
in the use of linguistic profiles. Chief among these, in my opinion, is the 
continuing shortage of published single-subject case studies, in which Ps are 
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subjected to a regime of assessment, intervention and reassessment, with 
reference to a specific language target, and conclusions drawn about the 
efficacy of the remediation. Although the profiles outlined in this book have 
been quite widely used as part of group studies, their chief strength-their 
ability to motivate and monitor individual therapeutic programmes-remains 
largely anecdotal. A vast amount of time and energy has been expended on 
profiling in routine clinical practice. I have seen hundreds of neatly completed 
profile forms in filing cabinets up and down the country. What is unfortunate 
is that so little of this valuable clinical data, and the therapies which these 
profiles inspired, should be available to a wider population. In linguistic 
therapy, I am sure the wheel is being reinvented many times each day. 
Accordingly, I very much hope that opportunities will be found for Ts to 
present at least a fragment of this energy in the form of publication, so that 
clinical linguistic study can be given a solid empirical foundation. 
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4.5.3 The importance of prosody in the analysis of 'fluent' aphasic speech is argued in 
CL, 168-73. 
4.5.4 See Prosodic systems and intonation in English. Ch. 7, on the semantic functions 
of intonation. 
4.6 Tone disability is discussed in CL, 83-7. 
4.7 Tonicity disability is discussed in CL, 80-3. 
4.9 A longer extract from this P is given in CL, 88-91. 
5.1 The tneore.tical background to the notions used in this Chapter is presented in CL, 
Ch.5. See also 1. Lyons, Semantics (Cambridge University Press, 1977). F.R. 
Palmer, Semantics (2nd edn. Cambridge University Press, 1980). 
5.3(8) For lexemes, see CL, 137-41. 
5.3(c) See further, CL, 135-7. 
5.3(d) For example (of a specific convention), the item might be underlined. placed in 
brackets etc. 
5.7.1 Some relevant discussion of the acquisition of semantic fields is in CL, 177-8. See 
also, A. Rescorla, 'Category development in early language', J. Ch. Lang. 8, 225-38. 
5.7.3 On the problems of semantic fields, see CL, 142-5, and Lyons, Palmer, ibid. 
5.7.7 For an exposition ofthese paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations, see CL, 147-
53, 153-5. 
5.9.2 For examples of semantic functions, including some of the less central ones, see 
CL, 160-2; also, G. Wells, 'Learning to code experience through language', J 
Ch.Lang. 1,243-69. 
5.9.4 Deictic clinical problems are illustrated in CL, 119-27. See also the case-study 
below. 
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Bibliographical Notes 227 
6.1.1 The notion of 'Stage V syndrome' is published in Phonetica (1983), and reprinted 
in Ch. 4 of D. Crystal, Linguistic encounters with language handicap (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1984). For 'deictic bias', see 5.9.4 above. 
6.1.2 Ongoing work by Paul Fletcher and colleagues at the University of Reading is 
beginning to make a contribution in this area: see the section on quantitative issues 
in Ch. 9 of the second edition of GALD (London: Whurr, 1989). 
6.1.3 One such publication is ST ASS (South Tyneside Assessment of Syntactic 
Structures) devised by Susan Armstrong and Maureen Ainley (Speech Therapy 
Clinic, Stanhope Parade Clinic, South Shields, Tyne and Wear, UK). 
6.1.4 For an extensive series of teaching ideas based on LARSP, see R.E. Lewis and C. 
Penn, Language therapy (London: Whurr, 1990). 
6.12 The theoretical case, along with several research references, is presented in D. 
Crystal, 'Towards a "bucket" theory of language disability: taking account of 
interaction between linguistic levels', Clin. Linguist. Phon. 1 (1987), 7-22. 
6.15 Computerized versions of the various procedures are available from S. Long, 
Computerized profiling (1986) (Department of Speech Audiology-Pathology, 
Ithaca College. New York). A version of LARSPis also available in the UK: see D. 
Bishop, 'Automated LARSP: computer-assisted grammatical analysis', B J Dis. 
Comm. 19 (1984), 78-87. 
6.17 For 'Stage II' talk, and related matters, see the paper by Williams and Dennis in 
WWL. 
6.18 This notion of a BRM is taken from Linguistic encounters with language handicap. 
Ch. 5, where the whole issue of theory into practice is taken a stage further, with 
reference to the writing of teaching materials. 
6.21 One of the chief editorial aims of the journal Child Language Teaching and 
Therapy (Sevenoaks: Edward Arnold) is to provide a forum for the publication of 
such case studies. Several research studies using profiles are given in Ch. 9 of 
GALD, second edition (London: Whurr, 1989). 
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